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“Life began in the ocean,
and most of the many forms of life

that ever existed on Earth lived,
or still live, in the ocean.1”

“But the upcoming days
are the wisest witness of Truth.2”

1 Grant (1933).
2 Pindar, V b.C.
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INTRODUCTION

the oceans cover nearly 71% of the surface of the Earth and play an important role
the climate variability. They are pointed out as a key issue in topics like global warm
Indeed, we know of the potential impact of changes of the ocean circulation over
global climate.

Physical processes related with ocean currents may affect marine communiti
any level, and they exert a strong effect over the global biogeochemical carbon c
(Schlesinger, 1997; Gruber, 1998; Fieldet al., 1998; and references cited therein). Neve
theless, the relationship between the role of climatic variation and the regulation of ma
phytoplankton populations and communities is not well understood yet, and the bio
ical consequences of climatic variability of the atmosphere and oceans are still lar
unknown (McGowanet al., 1998).

Ocean primary producers, which account for 32% of the global net primary prod
tion (Whittaker, 1975), are located at the bottom of the marine food web. They con
the carbon fixation process by means of the photosynthetical process. Photosynthes
cess needs light and dissolved mineral salts (often callednutrientsby the oceanographic
scientific community).

Light and nutrients are not equally distributed throughout the ocean water colu
As a matter of fact, they are not equally distributed in the vertical dimension almost a
where, both in aquatic and terrestrial environments. Sunlight comes from above an
creases downwards, following the well known Beer-Lambert law. Contrarily, nutrie
are usually more abundant in depth. Similar trends can be observed in the alpine tu
in tropical rain forests, and in the open ocean. Aquatic and terrestrial photosyntheti
ganisms, both face up with the same opposite distribution. Let us see an example:
get most of the light they need for photosynthesizing from above, whilst mineral sa
which available, remain dissolved far down into the soil. But trees need necessari
bring light and nutrients together to the leaves. They can do little for bringing light to
leaves; just trying to get as much as possible, and efficiently use it, afterwards. How
they do heavily struggle for pumping nutrients up, higher and higher, in order to av
shading from neighbouring light competitors.

In aquatic environments it occurs a similar process than in terrestrial environme
the analogous uneven distribution of radiation and nutrients. Nevertheless, the phy
processes play a more relevant role in fluid environments which is worth to be bri
introduced at this stage.

The vertical transport of matter is a fundamental process in the biosphere that ap
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to all the possible environments in the Earth. The essential chemical elements (C, N,
Si) are vertically transported upward within the ecosystems, while assimilation prod
(organic matter) are spread down from the level where they were synthesized. Ve
transport is fundamentally anexternalprocess in aquatic ecosystems (Margalef, 1991
which means that it is driven by external physical mechanisms. This is because mo
the carbon fixed in the open ocean is carried out by structurally very simple and f
living photosynthetical organisms called phytoplankton, which accounts for many
ferent small (�0.4–200µm) species with very limited swimming capabilities, or none
Phytoplanktonic organisms can be found as single cells or colonies, and they can
develop where both light and nutrients are simultaneously available (as far as nutr
are notinternally transported within the organism). Alternatively, phytoplankton has
fundamentally rely on external physical mechanisms for the vertical transport of nutri
from the rich but dark deeper layers to the uppermost illuminated layer calledeuphotic
zone1.

On the basis of the stability provided by a solid medium, terrestrial ecosystems
ceeded in internalizing some of the most sensitive vertical transport processes and
becoming less dependent on environmental fluctuations.

One may try to figure it out how relevant life transport phenomena in the Earth
by looking at the asymmetry between the vertical and horizontal gradients of the liv
organisms (or biomass) and, specially, by looking at the very thin layer where on
the most fundamental life processes (photosynthesis) takes place; it occurs anywh
a layer usually not thicker than 100 or 150 meters. Such layer is surprisingly thin
comparison with the horizontal distribution of the photosynthetic organisms all over
Earth’s surface. Environmental conditions vertically confine the assimilation layer to s
a reduced space, with its upper boundary limited by gravity and its lower one limited
the penetration of sun irradiance.

But we shall do not intend to cope with all the underlying mechanisms that m
the photosynthetic layer so thin. We shall just focus on the analysis of the role of
mixing processes, which are known to exert the major control over the vertical trans
of matter in aquatic environments and, consequently, over the carbon fixation rate
nutrient utilization by the phytoplankton (calledprimary productionof phytoplankton).

Light penetration in the water and, specifically, the vertical distribution of lig
throughout natural waters, has been thoughtfully studied (Mobley, 1994). In para
the relationship between irradiance and aquatic primary production has been als
plored and rigorously investigated by many authors (seeFalkowski & Woodhead, 1992;
Kirk, 1994).

However, as mentioned above, the radiative energy provided by the sun is no
only necessary resource required by the phytoplankton for growing (Figure 0.1); nut
input is a key-factor which usually becomes limiting for the synthesis of biomass by
primary producers.

Phytoplankton takes up nutrients from the boundary waters; under optimal co

1 The euphotic zone (or layer;zeu) is known as the uppermost layer of the water column, within whic
irradiance falls to around 1 or 2% of subsurface irradiance.
6
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Fig. 0.1:Scheme of the main driving environmental mechanisms affecting the productivity
the phytoplankton in the open ocean: namely, nutrient inputs (nutrients upwelled f
deeper layers and atmospheric deposition) and irradiance. The productiveeuphotic layer
ranges from the sea surface down to the depth where 1% of subsurface irradian
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tions, they take up the most limiting one until depletion2, or light limitation. However,
terrestrial (or benthic) ecosystems follow quite different strategies than the pelagic ec
tems.

Evolution of higher plants is closely related with the advantage of living on a re
tively more stable (solid) substrate: higher plants partially internalized the vertical tr
port of nutrients into the same organism (xylematictransport), thus partially avoiding the
stressing effect of short period environmental fluctuations. On the other side, as
of the phytoplanktonic species show a very limited (or null) swimming capacity, phy
plankton communities basically rely on external physical mechanisms for the upwe
of nutrients (Margalef, 1991). Consequently, phytoplanktonic communities, as the lo

2 Seefootnote 3, and next paragraphs.
7
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trophic level of the pelagic ecosystems, do strictly experience the impact of atmosp
phenomena and stationality, as evidenced by the seasonal alternation of functional g
(diatoms, autotrophic flagellates, etc.).

Stationality and severe meteorological events (such as storms) heavily influenc
hydrodynamical conditions of the uppermost layers of the water column. Therefore
must emphasize, as well, that the physical environment also influences the lowest lev
the pelagic ecosystems. This influence is basically exerted through the vertical tran
of nutrients by means of turbulent mixing processes.

In the classical paradigm of biological oceanography, nitrogen is regarded as
limiting3 nutrient for phytoplankton growth (Gruber & Sarmiento, 1997; and referen
cited therein;seealso Tyrrell, 1999). The main statements for assessing whether nitro
or phosphorus is more likely to be limiting are three: first, the preferential loss from
euphotic layer of nitrogen or phosphorus due to biogeochemical processes; secon
extent to which any relative deficit in nitrogen availability is made up through nitrog
fixation as an alternative source of nitrogen and, third, the ratio of nitrogen to phosph
in external nutrient inputs (Howarth, 1988).

Despite the close relationship between hydrodynamical processes and phytop
ton primary production evidenced by oceanographers and aquatic ecologists since
time ago (Eppley & Sloan, 1966; Eppley, 1972; Keller, 1989; Denman & Gargett, 19
Dugdaleet al., 1989), hydrodynamics does not significatively play a direct role on lig
penetration (Plattet al., 1991; Hoge & Swift, 1993). In consequence, phytoplankto
dynamics was early evidenced that was fundamentally controlled by the upwellin
nutrients from deeper layers (Dugdale, 1967; MacIsaac & Dugdale, 1969; Walsh, 1
Cullen & Eppley, 1981; Zimmermanet al., 1987).

However, not all the kinetic energy contained in large hydrodynamical proces
contribute to the mixing in the open ocean. Most of the energy contained in the hydr
namical processes of large period and scale (typically, synoptic and mesoscale phe
ena) is mainly invested in the transport of large amounts of water. However, the mixin
water and other scalars is mainly driven by the small structures of these motions, na
the turbulent diffusion transport. Therefore, the main physical process responsible fo
vertical transport in the ocean is the so-calledsmall-scaleturbulence, which is character-
ized by processes times that range from seconds to minutes (Figure 0.2).

Among all the physical mechanisms involved in ocean hydrodynamics, small-s
turbulence has been evidenced as the most essential mechanism for the vertical tra
of matter in the open ocean (Hopfinger, 1987; Gargett, 1997). This statement is
ported not only by direct transport estimates (op. cit.), but also by different field studies
(Platt, 1972; Powellet al., 1975, Seurontet al., 1999). These studies concluded that ov
small scales within the range (20–1000 s, and 12–540 m; from Seurontet al., 1999) the
spectral density of phytoplankton shows a similar scaling regime than temperature

3 We define the concept ofnutrient limitationas the limitation of the potential rate of net primary produc
tion. As phytoplankton aggregates play the role of unique primary producers in this thesis, such defi
allows for possible shifts in the composition of the phytoplanktonic community, thus not referring to
single species, or group.
8
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salinity. This results evidence a strong relationship between small-scale turbulenc
spatio-temporal phytoplankton dynamics at these small scales. Therefore, in this t
we mainly focused on the effect of small-scale turbulence over the dynamics of t
organisms.

The main nutrient input to the euphotic zone in the open ocean is basically the tr
port from deeper layers. However, during the last decades, the increasing trend of
spheric deposition to the open ocean (Figure 0.1) has been also stated as an additio
trient input (Duceet al., 1991; Taylor & Penner, 1994; Prosperoet al., 1996; Paerl, 1997;
Herutet al., 1999).

In the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea, nitrate presents a permanent maximum
centration at nearly 800 meters. During the warm season nitrate, like other major nut
(phosphorus, and silicate), show a decreasing trend towards the surface as a conse
of the depletion by the primary producers. At that time phytoplankton may almost c
pletely deplete the uppermost layers of the water column. Ocean surface layers wi
be replenished again till the next winter mixing events. Despite that nitrogen input f
atmospheric deposition can not be neglected in some areas (Taylor & Penner, 1994;
et al., 1999), the main input of nitrate to the surface waters comes from the deeper la
The replenishment process of the surface waters takes place every year by turbulen
ing and remineralization, and at a lower scale, by atmospheric deposition. Therefor
will mainly focus on the vertical turbulent transport as the most essential mechanism
the limitation of phytoplankton primary production.

Rationale

Growth rate is commonly considered as a relevant indicator of phytoplankton produ
ity or metabolic activity. Its characteristic time scale ranges approximately from less
half a day to a few days. However, the characteristic time scale of turbulent transpo
matter in the ocean is several orders of magnitude smaller than growth rate’s. This im
that phytoplankton can not directly react to single turbulent events in terms of turbu
nutrient transport (analogously, trees do not significatively react when a cloud just pa
by shading sunlight). Nevertheless, this short period environmental phenomena m
fluence somehow biological processes characterized by longer period; likewise (e.
few days long cloudy periods may give a slower phytoplankton growth rate.

Such a pronounced separation of scales (two orders of magnitude) does not su
a direct causal relationship. In consequence, we assume that phytoplankton growt
has to be related with relevant environmental factors like nutrient transport, by mea
intermediate faster biological process of similar time scales. This argument immedi
raises the question of what is the biological mechanism of phytoplankton with a s
lar characteristic time scale to the nutrient turbulent diffusion transport; furthermore
may infer that it has to be a biological mechanism closely related with nutrient trans
dynamics. Time scale analysis of the most relevant physical and biological processe
gested that this mechanism can be nutrient uptake. Characteristic time scales of n
9
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Fig. 0.2:Characteristic time-scales of some marine physical processesversuscharacteristic time
scales of some relevant biological processes of the phytoplankton.
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uptake and other nutrients are similar to the typical values of small-scale turbulence in
open ocean (Figure 0.2).

Despite any synthesis effort, the set of parameters involved in the biological p
cesses considered in this work is far too large to be measured during the same cru
oceanographic campaign, in order to be representative of similar environmental co
tions. Some of the parameters require long processing methods or complex sensors
acquainted with (i.e.). Therefore, modeling became the most suitable approach fo
purposes, aware of that modeling of physical and biological processes involved in p
toplankton dynamics can be successfully achieved (seeFranzet al., 1991; and Evans &
Garçon, 1997). In addition, models allow us to study the interaction dynamics of d
ferent processes. Mathematical models can also be powerful predictive tools. They
also improve our ability to monitor and quantify large (synoptical and global) spatial a
10
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Light Attenuation
Short Term Direct Mechanisms  (see text) 
Long Term Indirect Mechanisms (see text)

Temperature

Turbulent Transport of Organisms
Turbulent Transport of Nutrients

Sedimentation
Atmospheric Deposition

Irradiance

BIOLOGICAL

PROCESSESPROCESSES

PHYSICAL

NUMERICAL MODEL

Fig. 0.3:Schematic representation chart of the coupled global physical-biological system dev
oped in this study for the marine phytoplankton. Above (blue) are shown the main ph
ical controlling factors affecting phytoplankton growth considered in this work. Below
(green), the main feedback processes that, directly or indirectly, influence the phys
environment. Phytoplankton exert a weakdirect influence over the physical processes
mainly because of the relative low concentration of organisms, particulated organic m
ter, and dissolved substances. On the other side, the physical-biological system re
sented by the marine environment and the phytoplankton shows a close long termindi-
rectnon-linear global interaction at climatological time scales; though this interaction h
not been rigorously quantified yet. After the evaluation of the numerical results agai
depth, the model provide an output that can be piped into different large scale mod
like GCMs.
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temporal scale processes4.
We have defined the physical-biological system (Figure 0.3), first, by the conce

tration of aphytoplankton aggregate; this is, by the concentration of an heterogeneous
assemblage of phytoplanktonic species (measured in units of chlorophylla concentra-
tion). And second, by the two fundamental resources necessary for the phytoplank
growth, namely, light and nutrients. Roughly speaking, the system is controlled by t
co-occurrence at each depth of the limiting nutrient, and the necessary energy input
the synthesis of biomass (sun irradiance).

Phytoplankton shows very different dynamics in the vertical and horizontal spat
scales. Models concerned with large horizontal scales likeGeneral Circulation Models
(GCMs) still lack of spatial resolution, specially in the vertical dimension. In the horizon

4 Seethe U.S. JGOFS Synthesis and Modeling Project Implementation Plan for a further insight.
11
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tal dimensions, this drawback has been usually overcome with the aim of remotely se
high resolution images from satellites and aircrafts. However, it is necessary to v
cally integrate the carbon and nutrient distributions in order to estimate global fluxes
budgets. The vertical distributions of biological variables, like phytoplankton prima
production, can be estimated and properly simulated with the aim of coupled phys
biological numerical models. Therefore, we focused our research on the vertical dim
sion, as far as it usually shows the highest gradients and, consequently, they need
more carefully estimated.

We strived to build up a flexible biological model that could react and adapt to
fast environmental changes due to small-scale turbulence. Thus, the reasons for wri
new eco-physiologicalsub-model instead of taking one from the literature were sever
The first one was to uncouple nutrient uptake and growth. Though growth and nut
uptake have very different characteristic temporal scales, phytoplankton growth rate
been often described as a function of external nutrient concentration, according to
well known Michaelis-Menten (or Monod) equation. A first advantage of uncoupli
those processes is to allow nutrients to accumulate in the cell, according to the i
nal nutrient requirements. This enables growth to be estimated according to the int
nutrient concentration, which is a more realistic approach indeed. Second, we als
coupled photosynthesis (carbon fixation) and growth (synthesis of biomass). In this
we achieved that the synthesis of biomass could be maintained during night time.
the other hand, it has been demonstrated that nutrient limitation is not globally exert
each physiological or biochemical levels. This is (e.g.), nutrient limitation does not sig
ficatively affect carbon fixation, unless severe limiting conditions exist, but the synth
of biomass (Cullen, 1990). Therefore, uncoupling the synthesis of biomass from ca
fixation allows nutrient limitation to be exerted over the growth rate, thus, not direc
affecting photosynthesis. Finally, the coupling between the physical and the biolog
processes in the present model ensures the variability of the relevant time scales
accurately resolved.

Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 1 introduces the governing equations of the physical processes and the
physical-biological system. There, the main working hypothesis are stated. We also i
duce the non-dimensional numbers suited for quantitatively classifying the relations
between the physical and biological processes.

Part II of this thesis deals with the basic concepts on turbulence. Its defini
and characteristics, are introduced in chapter 2, as well as the main differences be
molecular and turbulent diffusivities. Finally, we also briefly introduce the most relev
characteristic length and time scales of turbulence.

Chapter 3 deals with parameterizations of turbulent diffusivities of matter cons
ered in this study. We compare them under stratified and non-stratified conditions
12
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addition, related concepts like mixing efficiency and the kinetic energy dissipation a
also introduced and discussed.

Two chapters of this thesis (Chapters 4 and 9) deal with the physical processes
lated with mass transport below Kolmogorov length scale (seeChapter 2). Chapter 4
presents the basic framework for the estimation of the physical processes affecting
transport of nutrients and CO2 within theDiffusive Boundary Layers(DBLs) around phy-
toplanktonic organisms. Chapter 9 shows some relevant results about the physical lim
tions of nutrient transport rates through the surrounding DBLs regarding Redfield ratio

Chapters 5 and 6 are specifically devoted to the modeling of the biological p
cesses. Chapter 4 describes the fundamental equations of the bio-optical models, ac
ing to the characteristics of the photosynthesisvs.irradiance relationship, and the spectral
absorption of light by the phytoplankton, taking into account theinherentandapparent
properties of both, phytoplankton and water.

The main characteristic of bio-optical models is that the carbon fixation process
directly related with PAR (Photosynthetical Available Radiation) absorption according
to two different non-linear relationships, under different ecological and physiological a
sumptions.

The biological (sub-)model for the phytoplankton is described in Chapter 5, with
the exception of the equation for carbon fixation, which has been described in the p
vious chapter. The model treats independently carbon and nitrogen compounds, s
they follow different pathways. Consequently, the model can also simulate variability
the internal nutrient quota due to nutrient limiting conditions. It explicitly describes th
nutrient uptake, the synthesis of biomass, respiration and loss terms, as the characte
matter flows of the model.

The different discretization schemes used for solving the physical (diffusion a
advection) and biological (net phytoplankton growth) terms of the driving equations ha
been described in Chapter 7. The coupling scheme and convergence criteria have
described in this chapter, as well.

Numerical results are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 8 describes the
merical analysis of the biological model. It has been run alone inone-box, with constant
nutrient in and out flows under different environmental conditions (temperature, day a
night oscillation), forced by real irradiance time series. The response of the phytoplank
aggregate against different nutritional status has also been explored, and results app
the end of this chapter. Results of transport rates within DBLs around phytoplankto
organisms and the constraints set up by the physical environment, are finally describe
Chapter 9.

Chapter 10 centers the full interaction between the physical and biological proces
considered in this thesis. The model includes the effect of small-scale turbulence,
pressed in terms of matter transport, over the phytoplankton primary production. Differ
runs simulate the environmental conditions at different locations within the Northweste
Mediterranean Sea, between Barcelona and the Balearic Islands, and they show the
ferential response under different stability conditions of the water column.

Overall results and conclusions are presented and discussed in Part V.
13
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We include a description of FRONTS-1992 dataset and forcing time series in
pendix A. The parameter values of used by the biological model are shown in Append
Additionally, Appendix C includes a long list of vertical attenuation values of Chlor
phyll a at different world sites, while Appendix D shows a mathematical derivation w
the aim of presenting how the two types of bio-optical models can be related.
14
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1. PHYSICAL FRAMEWORK

1.1 The Conservation Equation

the water movements of the ocean are the driving mechanisms to transport an
the majority of the planktonic organisms. In order to properly model the spatial
time scales which influence phytoplankton dynamics the small scales of the tran
terms should be taken into account. In our approach to the subject, the conserv
variables (velocity, temperature, salinity) are prescribed and the main emphasis is fo
on the representation of the state variables of the system (nutrient and phytopla
concentrations). Consequently, in this thesis we shall study the physical and biolo
processes that occur in the upper part of the oceans by means of a numerical mode

The governing equation of this model is a conservation equation for nitrate an
heterogeneous phytoplankton aggregate. In this chapter we derive the main gove
equations and each term of which is discussed afterwards in detail.

If one assumes horizontal homogeneity, the instantaneous conservation equ
reads

∂ρi

∂t
+w∇ρi = Di∇2ρi + fi(ρ1; : : : ; ρn) (1.1)

whereρi is a scalar, in units of concentration (dimensions [ML�3]); the subindexi refers
to the state variable,i = 1; : : : ;n, beingn the number of state variables of the system.w
is the vertical velocity of the fluid andDi is the molecular diffusion coefficient of theith

state variable. The first term is the rate of change of the scalar property. The second
on the left hand side, namely the advection term, accounts for the vertical displace
of the fluid, carrying on dissolved substances and particles. Like the other terms,
defined in units of mass transport [ML�3T�1]. The first term on the right hand side is th
molecular diffusion term. Finally,fi(ρ1; : : : ; ρn) accounts for the instantaneous sourc
and sinks due to biological processes for each one of then state variables.

The driving equations of the coupled physical-biological model will be determin
by the time-averaged equations that we will derive from equation (1.1).

First, one applies the Reynolds decomposition,ρ = ρ + ρ0, w = w+ w0, where
ρ0 = w0 � 0, which means that the state variableρ and the vertical velocityw are decom-
posed in the mean components,ρ andw, and the fluctuating ones,ρ0 andw0, respectively
(Reynolds, 1895;seealso Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). Introducing this decomposition
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form
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(1.1) yields

∂(ρ+ρ0
)

∂t
+(w+w0

)
∂(ρ+ρ0

)

∂z| {z }
ϒ

= D∇2
(ρ+ρ0

)+ f
��

ρ1+ρ0

1

�
; : : : ;

�
ρn+ρ0

n

��
(1.2)

The advection termϒ can be further developed

(w+w0

)
∂(ρ+ρ0

)

∂z
= w

∂
∂z

ρ+w
∂
∂z

ρ0

+w0
∂
∂z

ρ+w0
∂
∂z

ρ0

| {z }
ℵ

and then substituteℵ back into equation (1.2), which now reads

∂(ρ+ρ0
)

∂t
+w

∂
∂z

ρ+w
∂
∂z

ρ0

+w0
∂
∂z

ρ+w0
∂
∂z

ρ0

=D∇2
(ρ+ρ0

)+ f
��

ρ1+ρ0

1

�
; : : : ;

�
ρn+ρ0

n

��
(1.3)

The last term of the left side of the previous equation can be expressed in the flux
using ∂

∂zw
0ρ0

= w0 ∂
∂zρ0

+ ρ0 ∂
∂zw

0. In the case of an incompressible fluid the continuit
equation reads

∂w
∂z

=
∂w0

∂z
= 0 (1.4)

whence, we conclude that

w0
∂
∂z

ρ0

=
∂
∂z

w0ρ0

One can average equation (1.3) and eliminate the average of the fluctuacting terms

∂(ρ+ρ0)

∂t
+w

∂
∂z

ρ+w
∂
∂z

ρ0+w0
∂
∂z

ρ+
∂
∂z

w0ρ0=D∇2(ρ+ρ0)+ f
��

ρ1+ρ0

1

�
; : : : ; (ρn+ρ0

n)
�

Finally, the resulting averaged equation can be written as

∂ρ
∂t

+

Advectionz}|{
w

∂ρ
∂z

= �
∂
∂z

w0ρ0| {z }
Turbulent Diffusion

+

Molecular Diffusionz }| {
D ∇2 ρ + f (ρ1; : : : ; ρn)| {z }

Biological term

(1.5)
where f (ρ1; : : : ; ρn) represents now the averaged biological term.
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1.1.1 The Advection Term

The advection term accounts for the external forcing such as water upwelling or sink
Consequently, it affects in the same way to all kinds of scalar properties, whatever
are dissolved substances, isotropic particles, etc.

w
∂ρ
∂z

(1.6)

wherew is the mean vertical velocity of the fluid [MT�1].
This term is actually set to zero (w= 0) for all the simulations, but it is included in the

general governing equation (1.5) in order to be able to reproduce future non-homogen
situations.

1.1.2 The Diffusion Terms

Equation (1.5) presents the classicalclosureproblem with the non-linear term�w0ρ0. In
order to solve the governing equation, this term needs to be parameterized. A com
parameterization was introduced by Boussinesq1 in 1878. Then, the vertical turbulent
diffusion transport is parameterized as a function of an exchange coefficient and the m
gradient

�w0ρ0 = Kρ
∂
∂z

ρ (1.7)

whereKρ is the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient of the given scalar propertyρ.
Within the usual range of Reynolds number values in the oceanKρ � D, in such a

way thatKρ � Kρ +D. Thus, both the molecular and the turbulent diffusion terms can
rewritten together as

∂
∂z

�
Kρ +D

� ∂ρ
∂z
�

∂
∂z

Kρ
∂ρ
∂z| {z }

Λ

(1.8)

This means that global diffusion transport is mainly achieved by turbulent diffusion, an
is quantitatively controlled byKρ. Introducing in (1.5) the final term of turbulent diffusion
yields

∂ρ
∂t

+w
∂ρ
∂z

=
∂
∂z

Kρ
∂ρ
∂z

+ f (ρ1; : : : ; ρn) (1.9)

1 Although the cross-productw0ρ0 can be solved byLarge Eddy Simulation (LES) andDirect Numerical
Simulation (DNS) techniques, it can be, in any case, also parameterized by higher orderclosureschemes
(seeMellor & Yamada, 1974; and Bougeault & Andr´e, 1986; for a further development).

w0ρ0 is also called Reynolds flux because it arises when Reynolds decomposition is applied.
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1.1.3 The Sedimentation Term

It is assumed that the dissolved nitrate and other nutrients do not sink. However,
possible for some functional groups of phytoplankton to show a sedimentation velo
jwSj greater than zero. In such a case, the sedimentation fluxwSρ has to be defined with
the aim of an additional advection term that will be added to the turbulent transport te

If we apply now the continuity equation [1.4] to the new advection term, we m
define the sinking term as

wS
∂
∂z

ρ =
∂
∂z

wSρ| {z } (1.10)

wherewSρ is the mean local sinking flux of concentration [ML�2T�1].

1.1.4 An Overall Transport Term

We may finally collect for sedimenting particles both the common terms of sinking
and vertical turbulent difussionΛ in a global one accounting for both mechanisms

∂
∂z

�
wSρ + Kρ

∂ρ
∂z

�
(1.11)

This global term is relevant only for particles, as far as it is assumed that dissolved n
ents have a negligible sinking value.

1.2 Governing Equations

We can now summarize the governing equations of the coupled physical-biological m
become as follows:

∂N
∂t

+w
∂N
∂z

=
∂
∂z

KN
∂N
∂z

+FN (1.12)

∂P
∂t

+w
∂P
∂z

=
∂
∂z

�
wSP+KP

∂P
∂z

�
+FP (1.13)

whereN andP are, respectively, the averaged concentrations of nitrate [mg-at Nm�3]
and phytoplankton in terms of carbon [mg Cm�3]: therefore, we deal independently with
two different units of mass.KN andKP are the vertical turbulent transport coefficients o
nitrate and phytoplankton, respectively.
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The non-conservative termsFN andFP account for the sink and source processes
a consequence of the biological activity of the living phytoplanktonic organisms, and
are computed by the biological sub-model.FN is essentially a sink term which remove
the nitrate from the water throughout nutrient uptake by the phytoplankton.FP includes
both source and sink processes.FN andFP are described in detail in Chapter 6.

1.3 Further Bio-Physical Considerations

Determining the terms of the governing equations of our model requires some phy
assumptions which will be discussed in the next sections.

1.3.1 Diffusion Transport

As we have seen above we may actually consider turbulent diffusion transport as the
relevant diffusion process in the water column. However, diffusion transport of matter
mally accounts for two different phenomena: a small scale fluid-dependent mecha
namelymolecular diffusion, and a very complex flow-dependent mechanism known
turbulent diffusion. Molecular diffusion is actually present in both laminar and turbule
flows, but turbulent diffusion characterizes transport in turbulent flows. Turbulent di
sion, in any case, occurs on spatial scales much greater that molecular diffusion a
much faster temporal scales than molecular diffusion could account for. Equation (1
the averaged generic expression to describe the vertical transport by turbulent diffu
The relevance of molecular and turbulent diffusion transport is described below.

Molecular diffusion depends on the properties of the scalar in a determined fluid
not on the properties or characteristics of the flow. In other words, the molecular diffu
coefficient of a scalar depend on the arising properties of the interaction between the
and the fluid.

In this study we are specifically concerned, from a biological point of view, w
nitrate (NO�3 ) and phytoplankton. These two scalars are the state variables of the cou
physical-biological model. The molecular diffusion coefficient of nitrateDNO3 is known
to be 1.7�10�9 m2s�1, at 20ÆC (Li & Gregory, 1974), which is several orders of magn
tude smaller than usual eddy diffusion coefficient values. This means that the mole
diffusion process is of the order of� 109 seconds a meter, this is, 19 years! Evidentl
this can not be the most relevant underlying nutrient transport mechanism because i
not either reflect the the seasonal variability of the physical-chemical conditions of
water column, nor even its faster response to meteorological events.

Nevertheless, as we shall see in the next chapters, molecular diffusion plays a fu
mental role at the length scales of planktonic organisms like bacteria, most of the p
planktonic species, and many other small aquatic organisms. The sizes of many of
small organisms (usually up to a few microns) often fall below Kolmogorov and Batch
scales2, which means that below such scales transport is essentially driven by mole

2 Seechapter 2 for the definitions.
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diffusion. Thus, below Batchelor scale diffusion transport is dominated by molecular d
fusion, and, consequently, transport depends to a final extent on the characteristics o
molecules that are being transported.

Regarding the phytoplankton, we may force the molecular diffusion term to inclu
a scalar that is several orders of magnitude larger than dissolved molecules. Howeve
model rest on the assumption that in both cases the movements of molecules or par
are purely random.

On the other hand, we can not give a specific value forDP (namely, themolecular
diffusion coefficient of phytoplankton) because in this study we consider phytoplankton
anheterogeneous aggregate(or anassemblage) of species. The phytoplanktonic species
that can be found in a water sample usually show large differences in size, shape,
indeed every species or functional group show different ecological preferences and p
iological characteristics, which are supposed to determine a different interaction with
environment.

The reason why we are mainly concerned on heterogeneous aggregates an
on phytoplankton monospecificpopulationsis because we are usually estimating phy
toplankton biomass through bulk properties like chlorophylla concentration, and com-
mon measurements of chlorophylla do not discriminate among species, taxa or func
tional groups.

Because of the classic argument in turbulence research which states that turb
diffusion transport does not depends on the characteristics or properties of the fluid
assume thatKN � KP.

Before further studies provide us with a more rigorous determination of the turbul
diffusion coefficients, in principle, we may assign the same value to the two coefficie
KN andKP, computed as a function of the coefficient of turbulent diffusion of momen
tum Km. Then, we need an estimation of such coefficients taking the usual assump
KN; KP ∝ Km.

KN andKP are linearly related with the turbulent diffusion coefficient of momentum
Km by the turbulent Schmidt numberSTc, as

KN; KP =
Km

STc
(1.14)

We takeSTc = 1 as in preceding works (Bougeault & Lacarrère, 1989; Gasparet al.,
1991). This choice is consistent with laboratory experiments (Mellor & Yamada, 198
and with some few available estimates deduced from oceanic measurements (Greget
al., 1985; Peters,et al., 1988). Therefore, an expression ofKm is now required. Chapter
3 discusses in detail on the parameterization ofKm.

Despite the relevance of turbulent or eddy diffusion to the overall diffusion tran
port in the water column we need to keep in mind that turbulence somehow reflects
characteristics of the flow, and that turbulent flows are inherently irregular, and spati
heterogeneous. Their characteristics show a sort of strong space and time depen
(seeChapter 2).
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1.3.2 Sedimentation Transport

Sedimentation velocity of phytoplanktonwS can be greater than zero for diatoms, as we
as for other functional groups (Bienfganget al., 1982); specifically, the vertical flux of
diatoms to depth is disproportionate to their abundance in the euphotic zone. Howe
nano and picoplankton, which are the smallest fraction of the planktonic photosynth
organisms, not only numerically dominate during long periods of time in oligotroph
areas, but they are responsible for most of the total ocean primary production (Beh
feld, pers. comm.). The low proportion of nano and picoplankton found in sediment tra
indicates that these groups are numerically less relevant in terms of biomass sedimen
than larger organisms; though further research should be addressed on the improve
of filter analysis techniques for preventing the losses or degradation of the samples.

Information on phytoplankton species composition were not available, however
can infer from silicate profiles and (NO3:PO4) dissapearance ratios that the chemical con
ditions at the euphotic zone were not dominated by diatoms. The mixed layer was
nutrient depleted in all the biological stations considered in this thesis (seechapter A, for
the dataset description), but silicate concentrations at the depth of theDeep Chlorophyll
Maximumwere too high to become the signature of an assemblage dominated by diat

As stated above, in this thesis we are dealing with heterogeneous phytoplankton
gregates, thus considering other phytoplanktonic species apart from diatoms. Howev
an average, we shall consider in this thesis the phytoplankton assemblage to be neu
buoyant.

Aggregation of particles may also exert an effect on the sedimentation rate, spec
in the case of senescent or dead organisms (Bienfganget al., 1982; Thingstad & Sakshaug,
1990; Waiteet al., 1992). Degradation and aggregation processes, and their effect on
sedimentation fluxes, falls beyond the scope of this thesis, but in some circumsta
may represent quantitatively a significative vertical flux of matter (Culver & Smith, 198
Riebesell, 1991a, 91b, 92); such circumstances should be carefully assessed and,
sedimentation fluxes not to be neglected.

1.4 Effect of the Turbulent Diffusion Transport
on the Phytoplankton Dynamics

The mixing of nitrate and phytoplankton is driven by turbulent diffusion transport.
consequence, turbulent diffusion exerts an influence on phytoplankton spatio-temp
dynamics. It is very convenient in our study to quantify such influence of turbulent tra
port on the biology by defining non-dimensional control parameters.

In the general conservation equation for nitrate and phytoplankton, the last t
of the right hand side accounts for the eco-physiological processes. In order to c
out our development we assume at this stage a simple decay of the state variableρi, for
i = 1; : : : ; n, as follows

f(ρi) = qi ρi
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whereqi is the net change rate coefficient, of dimension [T�1], and n the number of
state variables of the system. The dimensionless form of this term provide us the
dimensional numbers which account for the influence of turbulence on the relevant
logical processes.

Defining a characteristic time scale of the fluid flowτ = L
v for a characteristic length

L and the velocity of the fluidv, and defining additionally an average concentration for
generic scalarρ j where j 6= i, the non-dimensional functionf �(ρi)

now reads

f �(ρi)
= qi τ

1
ρ j

ρi

The asterisks denote non-dimensional terms. If we now multiply this term byρi=ρi it
leads to

f �
(ρ�

i )
= qi τ

ρi

ρi

ρi

ρ j
= T�

BN�ρ�

i

where the two non dimensional numbers are:

T�

P = qi τ =
τ

τB
(1.15)

N�

=
ρi

ρ j
(1.16)

The first oneT�

P , accounts for the interaction of physical and biological processe
the inverse number will be defined asT�

B = (T�

P )
�1.

One can establish a classification based on the numberT�

B :

T�

B < 1 The characteristic time scale of the biological processes are slower than
the one of turbulent transport, which means that the scalar property is
uniformly mixed.

T�

B ' 1 The turbulent transport limits the relevant biological processes.

T�

B > 1 The characteristic time scale of the biological processes is faster than
the physical ones, and in consequence the biology can be in local equi-
librium.

The other numberN� defines a concentration ratio of the state variables. In our stu
it accounts for the concentration of phytoplanktonvs. concentration of nutrients. This
ratio may hold, from the physical as well as the biological point of view, a meaning
interpretation for the biological processes.
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2. CONCEPTS IN TURBULENCE

2.1 “What’s Turbulence?”

“In the customary description of turbulence, there are always more un-
knowns than equations (...)”(Tennekes & Lumley, 1972).

some characteristic effects of turbulence on plankton ecology have been already wid
explored and described by many authors in the last years (Marraséet al., 1990; Sundby &
Fossum, 1990; MacKenzie & Leggett, 1991; Belayev, 1992; Saizet al., 1992; Thomas &
Gibson, 1992; Saiz, 1994; Saiz & Kiørboe, 1995); in more theoretical approaches (Rots
& Osborn, 1988; Granata & Dickey, 1991). All these works have delivered clear proo
of the close relationship between some relevant biological processes and turbulence.

As the main goal of this study is related with the impact of physical conditions o
the marine phytoplanktonic primary production in the open ocean we shall focus on t
mechanisms which are relevant at the uppermost layers of the water column down to
euphotic depth. The deep-ocean processes developed far away from the surface, whic
not show any significative effect in the upper layers, fall beyond the scope of this thes
Coastal processes will either be considered, nor will be the large horizontal scales wh
would be affected by rotation or fronts.

Let us first make clear some introductory remarks about the different kinds of tu
bulent processes which can be properly identified according to their properties or gene
characteristics. Turbulence is mainly defined as a three-dimensional process, but as
shall briefly review in the next sections there is also ageostrophic turbulencedeveloped
in the horizontal plane that is principally described as a two-dimensional turbulent pr
cess. The effect of stratification also produces two-dimensional structures and allows
propagation of internal waves, which in turn may also trigger turbulent mixing events.

2.1.1 Definition and Characteristics

There is no unique definition of turbulence, thus I will first borrow some definitions from
different authors to introduce this section.

The turbulent movement of a fluid is an irregular condition of the flow, where
the different variables show an aleatory variability in time and space. (Hinze,
1959).
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Turbulence is not a property of the fluid, but of its state of motion.
(Gargett, 1997).

And explicitly referring to turbulent flows,

Turbulence is not a feature of fluids but of fluids flows. Most of the dynamics
of turbulence is the same in all fluids, whether they are liquids or gases.

The major characteristics of turbulent flows are not controlled by the molecular
properties of the fluid in which the turbulence occurs.

Since every flow is different, it follows that every turbulent flow is different,
even though that all turbulent flows have many characteristics in common.
(Tennekes & Lumley, 1972).

All these definitions stress the fact that turbulence depends on the characteristic
the flow, but not in the fluid itself. There are different classes of turbulent flows. We c
go a little bit further by describing some of the characteristics and properties of turbul
flows.

Intermitency

Turbulence consists of random velocity fluctuations. In practice, such anirregularity
or intermitency1 in amplitude makes prediction impossible, so that we need a statistic
approach to the study of turbulence. For this purpose the Reynolds decompositionu= ū+
u0 of the quantityu in a mean value ¯u and fluctuations with zero meanu0 is of general use
(page 18). Mean values in turbulence research are usually time averages, that corres
to the experimental conditions in the laboratory; in such a case measurements are t
at fixed points. In an inhomogeneous flow such as most of real turbulent flows, a ti
average is a function of position, so that the use of spatial averages would be inaprop
for most purposes.

Three-Dimensionality

Because of the rotational nature of turbulence, characteristic random vorticity fluctuati
that appear in two-dimensional flows such as cyclones are not in a strict sense consid
as turbulence themselves (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). Even though, their characteris
may be influenced strongly by small-scale turbulence (generated somewhere, by she
buoyancy). Nowadays the techniques applied to 3-D turbulent flows are also used in
“quasi-turbulent” flows.

1 Intermitency is also often described asirregularity.
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Large Reynolds numbers

Turbulence develops in a laminar flow when Reynolds numbers become large. Tu
lence appears in a pipe when Reynolds numbers reach a value of near 2000, alth
higher values may be reached carefully controlling the boundary conditions of the fl
Turbulence often originates as an instability in laminar flows, and develops accordin
the non-linearity of the viscous and inertia terms of the Navier-Stokes equation. Howe
turbulent flows should be independent of the Reynolds number if they are scaled prop

Dissipation

Turbulent flows dissipate the kinetic energy transferred from large eddies into sma
ones. Finally, the energy of the smallest eddies is dissipated as heat by viscous fric
forces. The amount of kinetic energy dissipatedε, assuming planar isotropy (u0 = v0), is
approximately

ε � ν
∂w0

∂z
∂u0

∂x
(2.1)

or, for isotropic turbulence, in the sense of Kolmogorov (1941)

ε � ν
�

∂w0

∂z

�2

(2.2)

whereν is the kinematic viscosity, andu0 andw0 are respectively the relevant fluctuations
of the velocities of the water (seealso section 3.3).

Viscosity is the utmost responsible mechanism for dissipation. Turbulent flows
always dissipative, and they need a continuous supply of energy; otherwise, turbule
rapidly decays. The major distinction between random waves and turbulence is that w
are essentially non-dissipative.

Self-similarity

The geometrical characteristics of the spatial structure of turbulence is suitable to be
scribed within a limited range by a definite fractal dimension (Redondo, 1990). T
fractal dimensionDi of an isoline like the sharp interface of a picnocline of a stratifie
fluid may be calculated, and its measured lengthL will show a power law dependence on
the measuring yardstickσ as:

L ∝ σ1�Di (2.3)

where the subindexi refers to the embedded Euclidean space, and the fractal dimens
being defined as

Di =
logN

logσ�1 (2.4)

N is the number of self-similar parts or covering boxes at sizeσ. See also Redondo (1990),
McComb (1990), Jou (1997), and the comprehensive review of Sreenivasan (1991
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deeper study of the fractal dimension of turbulence. Such works state that turbule
show spatial irregularities presenting strongly convoluted areas amongsmoothareas. It is
further deduced that matter and energy fluxes are not constant and spatially non-unifo
distributed.

Diffusivity

Diffusivity is the mechanism that causes mixing in fluids. It is not just a random p
cess, e.g. if a flow looks random but does not exhibit a spread of velocity fluctuati
through the surrounding fluid, it is surely not turbulent. Diffusivity increases moment
transfer between winds and ocean currents, and it is the source of the resistance o
in pipelines.

Quantitatively, turbulent diffusivity is several orders of magnitude higher than mol
ular diffusivity. Diffusivity in turbulent flows can also be 103 to 105 times higher than in
laminar flows.

Turbulent diffusivity is, in fact, one of the most striking characteristic of turbulenc
which exerts a direct effect over the biological processes.

2.1.2 Molecular Viscosity and Turbulent Diffusivity

Turbulence always promotes diffusion. However, viscosity behaves like a mechan
against the dissipation of the kinetic energy, this is, against turbulence. Viscosity, in f
is likely to reduce turbulent diffusion; in the same way, turbulence will greatly increa
viscosity (Boussinesq, 1870;in Frisch, 1995). Indeed, viscosity may be considered as t
diffusivity of momentum.

Taylor showed in 1932 that in equilibrium the input of kinetic energy due to tu
bulence per unit of volume is equal to the dissipation of energy by viscosity, plus
potential energy increment of the system. In other words, kinetic energy of a turbu
flow can hardly be transported; it can only be saved as an increment of potential en
But, in stably stratified fluids, mean vertical turbulent velocities are often too small
producing a significative increment of potential energy.

An interesting characteristic of viscosity is that it can be negative. This was initia
proposed by Kraichnan (1976) and later described by Starr (1988), as an interpret
of the inverse cascade of energy in two dimensions. Vergassolaet al. (1993) and Gama
et al. (1994) showed that eddy viscosity can be frequently negative, and leads to la
scale instabilities. This mechanism may be related to the process defined in stra
fluids by the relationship between the flux Richardson numberRf against the gradient
Richardson numberRi , which states that if the slope is negative the mass flux is inverse
proportional to the density gradient, in such a way that the instabilities are maintai
(Posmentier, 1977)2.

2 Seechapter 3 for the definitions ofRf andRi .
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2.2 Two-Dimensional Phenomena

Two-dimensional phenomena are represented in the ocean by mesoscale process
acterized by large Reynolds numbers. Because of the large-scale specificity we sh
deal with large scale processes in this thesis, although this statement does not im
assumption that mesoscale phenomena can not be a significative process to be ta
account in the modeling of biological processes, regarding specially horizontal s
patterns (seeMcGillicuddy & Robinson, 1997). In this work we mainly focus on vertic
mixing and small-scale mechanisms (cf. Abraham, 1998; for an interesting advance
the simulation of horizontal phytoplankton pattern formation in the ocean).

2.3 Characteristic Scales of Turbulence

Although real turbulent flows are not isotropic the mathematical techniques deve
by Taylor (1921) proved suitable for describing small scales of turbulence. Kolmog
(1941), following Richardson’s idea of energy cascade, hypothesized that the sta
of smallest eddies in a turbulent isotropic flow depend only on two parameters, na
viscosity and the rate of dissipation3.

2.3.1 Length Scales

Kolmogorov Scale

The size of the smallest turbulent eddies is defined by the Kolmogorov (or viscous) l
scale

LK =

�
ν3

ε

�1=4

(2.5)

whereν is the molecular viscosity [L2T�1], andε the rate of kinetic energy dissipatio
[L2T�3]. Below this scale viscosity dominates, resulting in laminar shear, and fluctua
are considered to be homogeneous, isotropic and nearly steady (Monin & Yaglom,

Lazier & Mann (1989) showed that the eddies containing the maximum energy
sity are about 40 times the size of Kolmogorov length, and that the smallest en
containing eddies are 5 to 10 times larger than Kolmogorov scale. This estimation
us an idea about the relevant length scales in turbulent flows. In general, the ratio o
to large length scales depends on the Reynolds number.

Batchelor Scale

Batchelor introduced in 1959 an additional length scaleLB relevant to molecular diffusion
D [L2T�1] of the scalar property. This length scale is smaller thanLK because mass tran
fer requires displacement of molecules, while momentum can be transferred in succ

3 For a historical overview of the related concepts we refer the reader to Monin & Yaglom (1975
Yaglom (1994).
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molecular collisions without as much net displacement; for dissolved nutrients like nitr
and phosphateD� ν by several orders of magnitude.

LB =

�
νD2

ε

�1=4

(2.6)

The analysis of Batchelor (1959) showed that the scalar property is distributed in the fl
in long thin streams lying parallel to the flow, and on the average exhibit gradients acr
the shear on the spacing ofLB. Thus, it may be expected that belowLB turbulent flows are
not significatively different from laminar ones and, consequently, both velocity and sca
gradients are extremely small.

2.3.2 Time Scales

Time scales of turbulence are specially relevant in this study because they will enable
characterize the interaction between physical processes and some relevant biological
according to the non-dimensional number (1.15) defined in Chapter 1. The Kolmogo
length scale has its own counterpart time scaleτK . It is defined as

τK =

�ν
ε

�1=2
(2.7)

It can be stated that turbulence is dissipated as heat beyond the limit defined by the
mogorov scale.

As we have pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, small-scale turbulence is
main physical mechanism responsible for the vertical transport of energy and matter in
ocean. Thus, the vertical transport of nutrients is heavily influenced by such mechanis
Indeed the vertical transport of nutrients is the key-factor of the interaction between p
toplankton dynamics and turbulence and, consequently,τK is used for characterizing the
time scale of the such relevant physical processes. For such a purpose we take the sm
characteristic time scale as the reference time scale of the physical processes whic
assume to be the most relevant ones for the vertical transport of matter in the ocean.

It can be demonstrated for a given scalar property that Kolmogorov and Batche
time scales,τK andτB, are equivalent. If we start with the Batchelor length scale [2.6
and we operate with it, in such a way that

LB =

�
ν2

ν2

νD2

ε

�1=4

we obtain that �
D2

ν2

ν3

ε

�1=4

This equation can be then rewritten as�
S�2

Tc
ν3

ε

�1=4
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ν
D is the Schmidt number. The previous equation can be further simplifi

yielding

LB = S
�

1
2

Tc LK (2.8)

Assuming that the Batchelor time scale refers to the time that a scalar takes for cov
a Batchelor length scale, at a rate determined by the molecular diffusivity, the later ca
transformed in a time scale by setting the right hand term of the previous equation u
two, and dividing it by the molecular diffusion coefficientD

τB =

�
S
�

1
2

Tc LK

�2

D
=

ν
1
2 D

D ε
1
2

=

�ν
ε

� 1
2
= τK

Therefore, the characteristic time scale of a given scalar property transported in a flu
determined by the Kolmogorov time scale.
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3. TURBULENT DIFFUSION AND MIXING
IN THE OCEAN

f luid mechanics mainly deals with processes at a macroscopic scale. But wha
known bymolecular diffusionoccurs, or it has its own origin, at a microscopical sca
Some properties of a fluid, like velocity, show a dramatical non-uniform variability
pending on the considered scale. Other properties apparently describe a more u
behavior at different scales, and empirically validate the continuum hypothesis; this c
be the view of Kelvin, and it is clearly stated by Lamb (1932). Turbulent transpor
momentum might be regarded in an analogous way to molecular transport, with the s
eddies playing the role of molecules.

The origin of the idea of eddy viscosity (or turbulent viscosity) seems to be
Boussinesq (1870), as it has been referred later by Monin & Yaglom (1975). Bo
nesq assumed that the turbulent shear stress is proportional to the velocity gradien
as viscous shear stress in a laminar flow.

In the nineteenth century the distinction between eddy and molecular viscosity
faint, as eddies were probably considered likefictious fluid molecules. At the beginning
of this century, after the works of Prandtl (1925) and von Kármán (1930), all these ideas
moved towards a statistical description of the turbulence under the analogy of the k
theory (seeBrusch, 1976; and Frisch, 1995; for a more in depth revision of the field).

Some theoretical approaches describe eddy viscosity as a factor of scale:
Richardson (1922) turbulence was described arising as a dissipative structure. T
ergy flows from large eddies of scaleL0 and dissipated later in smaller ones of scaleLK ,
the Kolmogorov’s scale (section 2.3).

According to the previous idea, the characteristic velocityv(L) for eddies of scaleL
is

v(L) � (εL)1=3 (3.1)

whereε is the energy transfer per unit of mass, or kinetic energy dissipation. This sc
was later used by Kolmogorov to derive from dimensional arguments the well kn
dependence of the spectral energy densityE(L) on the eddy size

E(L) � ε2=3L5=3 (3.2)

Such an approach becomes analogous in terms of the effect of a fluid moving arou
organism. It can be empirically stated that the scale-factor exerts a strong effect o
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behaviour of some planktonic species (Alcarazet al., 1988; Thomas & Gibson, 1990;
Berdalet, 1992; Alcarazet al., 1994). In a more intuitive way, what happens to be
disruptive and stressing storm for a small organism may be considered a provide
phenomena for a larger one.

The scale-factor also plays a major role on the spatial distribution of the plankto
species. Moreover, it determines the further development of the population in term
temporal evolution.

Thus, according to this point of view a planktonic population could be ideally tra
ported by a large scale hydrodynamical processes without any apparent effect on the
lation. But the same population could be effectively dispersed by the turbulence prod
as a consequence of the dissipation at smaller scales of the energy of the large eddi

The effect of turbulence on the planktonic species depends on both the spatial
and the biological process under consideration. However at the scale of small ph
plankton species, turbulence in the ocean seems to be fully developed at the three
dimensions.

Small-scale turbulence is in fact, the essential mechanism in the vertical energy
mass transport in the ocean. We can state the estimation of the vertical fluxes is
a difficult task, as turbulence occurs intermittently (by shear instability, internal w
breaking or convection), is often spatially inhomogeneous, and generally undergo
transition to a quasi two-dimensional motion under the action of stratification. Gib
(1980) called this transition processfossilizationof turbulence, and turbulence can persis
for a rather long time in these conditions, becoming a non-linear process.

3.1 Vertical Transport of Matter

Small-scale turbulence is quantitatively the most important agent for the vertical trans
of matter in the ocean (Hopfinger, 1987; Gargett, 1997).

Vertical fluxes of nutrients play a fundamental role over the whole pelagic comm
nity by the way of the primary producers (DeAngelis, 1992; Valiela, 1995). Therefore,
estimation of vertical fluxes remain as a key-process for the dynamics of aquatic eco
tems. This is strictly true for the areas where the mixing mechanisms are not very st
and specially during the period of stratification.

Nevertheless, the estimation of the vertical nutrient fluxes in the aquatic environm
is still a rather difficult task due to the special characteristics of the turbulent mix
process.

The estimation of the vertical fluxes of nutrients in the upper part of the ocean
fundamental task, as far as nutrient concentrations in the euphotic zone mainly con
roughly speaking, the maximum phytoplankton primary production to a large extent.
to the irregular character of small-scale turbulence, the mixing process, as described
second chapter, is an intermittent mechanism which is also irregularly distributed in sp
Additionally, when the water column appears to be stratified, the well developed th
dimensional turbulence progressively undergoes to a two-dimensional motion pro
This transition makes the evaluation of the intensity of mixing and the vertical trans
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process even more difficult; one must necessarily establish some restrictions to the s
of turbulence to estimate the vertical transport.

As it has been already stated above small-scale turbulence is a dissipative proc
which needs of a continuous energy input. One can take advantage of this characte
to estimate turbulence as a function of the contribution kinetic energy input mechanis
a fraction of which is transformed into turbulence.

Many approaches have been proposed for this purpose and for trying to estimate
overall contribution of turbulence to the turbulent diffusive transport process, whether
transport accounts for momentum, matter or heat.

3.2 Parameterization of Turbulent Diffusion

It is necessary to state that we can not longer take any longer a fixed turbulent diffus
coefficient for the whole water column. Unfortunately, it doesn’t exist either a canonic
relationship for properly parameterizing turbulent diffusion.

McCreary (1981) described a parameterization based on a stability factor (accoun
by the Brunt-V̈ais̈alä frequency,N), valid for areas dominated by strong shear currents
This can be the case of near-equatorial latitudes (within a range of 5Æ North and South-
wards from the Equator)

Km = Kh = KminN
�2 (3.3)

whereKm andKh are the turbulent diffusion coefficients for momentum and heat, respe
tively, and

Km = Kh = 5:5�10�5
[m2s�1

]

Kmin takes this value whereN is maximum. This usually happens near the point wher
the shear velocity is highest (e.g. near the thermocline). The Brunt-Väis̈alä frequencyN
[s�1] is defined for∂ρ

∂z > 0 as

N2
=�

g
ρ0

∂ρ
∂z

(3.4)

g is the gravity acceleration (9.80665 ms�2), ρ is the averaged density andρ0 is the
density of reference.

Pacanowski & Philander (1981) defined a different relationship for the momentu
and heat turbulent diffusion coefficients

Km =
O

(1+5Ri)
2 +10�4 (3.5)

and

Kh =
Km

1+5Ri
+10�5 (3.6)

whereO= 0:005.Ri is the gradient Richardson number (seenext section).
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3.2.1 The Balance of Turbulent Kinetic Energy

The assessment of the equilibrium states of a system is probably still today one of the
jor underlying goals in dynamical systems research. So far, water in natural environme
is never at rest. If homogeneous turbulence is assumed, the turbulent kinetic energyTKE
can be defined as

TKE=
1
2∑

i
u02i (3.7)

and the rate of change of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) can be described in a general
way by the next equation, notating the spatial coordinates and fluid velocities, resp
tively, as(u0;v0;w0

) = (u01;u
0

2;u
0

3) and(x;y;z) = (x1;x2;x3), thus

∂TKE
∂t

= ∑
i; j

u0iu
0

j
∂ui

xj| {z }
P

�

Bz }| {
ρ0u03

g
ρ
�ν∑

i; j

 
∂u0i
∂xj

+

∂u0j
∂xi

!
∂u0i
∂xj| {z }

ε

+T (3.8)

whereν is the molecular viscosity, andρ the density of water. The first term of the
right side of the equationP is the shear production ofTKE. The second termB is the
buoyancy flux and expresses the fraction ofTKE converted to potential energy. This term
can be either positive or negative; we follow the same sign convention as for velocit
(downward velocities are negative). The third termε is the main sink (output) term of the
equation and it represents the dissipation ofTKE; it will be explored in depth in the next
sections. Finally,T indicates the transport ofTKE. This term is often taken as zero, as
far as TKE quickly dissipates, but it is included in the equation for consistency.

The Flux Richardson Number

The flux Richardson numberRf describes the kinetic energy fraction absorbed by th
stratification, as a ratio of the buoyant kinetic energy productionB to stress kinetic energy
productionP

Rf =
B
P

(3.9)

This ratio reflects the increase in potential energy of the fluid divided by the producti
of turbulent kinetic energy; thus, it determines how efficiently a fluid is mixed. As far a
there is always some dissipation in all turbulent fluxes(ε > 0), if we assumeT = 0, then
P > B , consequentlyRf < 1.

The cross-productρ0u03 from the buoyancy fluxB , has been parameterized in (1.7)

in the vertical dimension asw0ρ0 = Km
∂ρ
∂z . Hence,B can be expressed as

B = Km
g
ρ

∂ρ
∂z

(3.10)
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Collecting this expression together with (3.4) results in

B = KmN2 (3.11)

If the buoyancy fluxB 6= 0 it implies the movement of the gravity center of the wate
column. Hence, the flux Richardson numberRf describes the efficiency of the transfer of
kinetic energy to buoyancy flux.

As far as we mainly deal with the vertical dimension in this work, the Reynol
stress productionP can be expressed as

P = �u0w0
∂u
∂z

(3.12)

For local stationary conditions we can state that all the turbulent kinetic energy is
sipated(ε = P +B). The Reynolds stress production and dissipation terms are alw
positive, whereas the buoyancy term can take on either sign. ForB < 0 mixing is against
the density gradient, which means that the potential energy of the water column is
creased. In the opposite way, ifB > 0 mixing is produced by the sinking of heavier wate
masses and the upwards circulation of lighter ones.

TheMixing Efficiency

The flux Richardson numberis the mixing efficiencyconcept, defined as a measure o
the fraction of the available kinetic energy of a flow used to mix the fluid, and raise
potential energy. It can be determined by measuring the density gradient before and
all motion has occurred. A measure of the mixing efficiency can also be estimated
means of the scale defined by Ozmidov (1965)Lo. It represents the scale of motion at
which buoyancy forces become of the same order as inertial forces

Lo =

� ε
N3

� 1
2

(3.13)

Thus, the maximum vertical movement of a fluid particle from its equilibrium positio
will be of the order of theLo. Typical values of Ozmidov scale fall within the range o
0.01 to 1 meters.

Another parameter related to the mixing efficiency can also be defined in a differ
way as the ratio between the kinetic energy produced by buoyancy and the dissipatio
kinetic energy1 (Gibson & Schwarz, 1963; Gargett, 1989).

γ =
B
ε

(3.14)

1 Gargett (1989) definedγ (therein notated asη) as theefficiency of turbulence. This definition introduced
some confusion interpreting this term as mixing efficiency. The two definitionsRf andγ are equal only
under steady-state no-mixing conditions, whenP = ε. The concept of mixing efficiency, as defined above
will be developed further in the next sections.
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γ =

ρ0w0
g
ρ

ε
�

KmN2

ε
(3.15)

Alternatively, if we deal with (3.8) simply as∂TKE
∂t = P �B� ε+T we can easily

deduceγ in a rather simple way: under steady state conditions, and assuming no en
transport (T = 0), we have that

P
ε

=
B
ε
+1

1 =
B
P

+
ε
P

If we now substitute (3.14) and (3.9) back we have that

P
ε

= γ+1

1�Rf =
ε
P

After collecting both equations we obtain�
1�Rf

�
(γ+1) = 1 (3.16)

The main check for stably stratified flows is that 0< Rf < 1, as there is always some
dissipation (ε > 0). Thus, we finally get that

Rf = 1�
1

γ+1
=

γ
γ+1

(3.17)

γ =
1

1�Rf
� 1=

Rf

1�Rf
(3.18)

Normal values in the ocean ofRf are usually less than unity, and often fall within the
range 0:11< Rf < 0:25. Panofsky & Dutton (1984) report a critical value ofRf at which
turbulence ceases to be self-supporting (Rf ' 0:25) since dissipation is usually larger than
shear production of kinetic energy. Higher values ofRf would imply stronger stratifica-
tion conditions. Such conditions would indicate that turbulence is about to dissipate.

The Gradient Richardson Number

ThegradientRichardson numberRi may be derived rewriting thefluxRichardson number
using Boussinesq’s proportionality between fluxes and gradients. After eliminating
viscosity and diffusivity terms is defined by

Ri =
N2�
∂u
∂z

�2 (3.19)

whereu is the averaged horizontal velocity. Then, it holds the relationship

Rf =
Kh

Km
Ri (3.20)
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3.2.2 The Dissipative Method

It is possible to calculate the vertical fluxes across density gradients according to
surements (or estimations) of the different dissipation scales. This method mainly ap
in the case of weak stratification and high turbulence levels. Thus, when turbulen
maintained for a long time one may assume homogeneity, therefore

�
�
1�Rf

�
u0w0 �

∂u
∂z

= ε (3.21)

whereRf is the flux Richardson number, andε is the kinetic energy dissipation term
Equation (3.21), expressed in terms of the turbulent diffusion coefficient of momen
Km, becomes

u0w0 = Km
∂u
∂z

(3.22)

hence we deduce that
Km =

ε�
1�Rf

��∂u
∂z

�2 (3.23)

If the stratification is weak, thenRf would be very small and , it may be sometimes n
glected. This method should not be applied when it is presumed that internal wave b
ing occurs. In this case the next parameterization better serves the purpose of mo
diffusivities in a stratified layer.

3.2.3 Parameterization of Osborn

Osborn (1980) introduced a different method for estimating the turbulent diffusivity thr
a density gradient. Considering the parameterization (1.7) and taking into accoun
equation (3.23), the turbulent diffusion coefficientKm can be defined as

Km =
Rf � ε�

1�Rf
�

N2
(3.24)

and assumingRf � 0:15 (Osborn, 1980), then

Km< 0:2
ε

N2

C C As far as the flux Richardson number is sometimes rather difficult to estim
(3.24] is usually expressed according to the buoyancy to dissipation ratioγ, yielding

Km = γ
ε

N2 (3.25)

Assuming the Richardson’s hypothesis, which is to say that the turbulent Schmidt nu
Sc = 1 or, assuming that density depends only on temperature and neglecting the
of salinity and any other scalar,γ can be expressed as a function of the kinetic ener
dissipationε and termχT , that describes the rate at which the fluctuations of temperat
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T diffuse in a fluid. A value ofκT = 1:4�10�7 m2 s�1 is usually considered; thus, the
ratio of buoyancy to dissipationγ can also be calculated for temperature stratification as

γ =
κTCTN2

ε
(3.26)

whereCT is the Cox number, which decreases withN with a slope betweenN�1 andN�2

(Gregg, 1987). The Cox number is defined as

CT = 3

�
∂T 0

∂t

�2

�
∂T
∂z

�2 (3.27)

whereT is the temperature of the fluid, andT 0 are their fluctuations over the time.
Thus, forε ∝ N1 to N1:5, regarding to equation 3.25, thenCT ∝ N�1 to N�0:5. We

can actually take the Cox number asCT = 0:025�N�1:5 (Gregg, 1987).
Since the seventies it has been published many estimations for the mixing e

ciency. Lilly et al. (1974) assumedRf = 0:25. Upon this estimation it is deduced that
γ = 0:33. Osborn (1980) assumes that the flux Richardson number for oceanic turbule
is Rf = 0:15, which implies thatγ � 0:2. Weinstock (1978) assumedγ = 0:8, a value
certainly high. In the eighties, after simultaneous measurements of temperature and
netic energy dissipation Oakey (1982) foundγ = 0:24�0:12. Also Gregget al. (1986)
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got values betweenγ = 0:18 andγ = 0:2, from two different data series. Moumet al.
(1989) estimated 0:12� γ � 0:48. And Weinstock (1987) found an approximated valu
of γ = 0:25 that seems to be in good agreement with many oceanographic measurem

3.2.4 Parameterization of Gaspar, Grégoris and Lefevre

This method is based in the model published by Bougeault & Lacarrèrre (1989), devel-
oped for the study of turbulence in the atmosphere. It is, in fact a new parameteriza
for the turbulent mixing in the vertical dimension. The method described by Gasparet al.
(1990) (GGL) assume the efficiency term as defined in (3.18) which can also be dire
deduced from equation (3.24), and the flux Richardson number (3.9) definition.

Gasparet al. (1990) also assumed like Lillyet al. (1974) thatRf = 0:25, which also
impliesγ = 0:33. Nevertheless, as we realized in the previous section, there exists s
disparity in the values ofγ and, correspondingly, in the mixing efficiencyRf ; so Gaspar
et al. (1990) finally tookγ = 0:25, according to Weinstock (1987).

The same authors (op. cit.) define a new parameterization for the turbulent diffusio
coefficient of momentumKm as

Km = 21=2P�1
r CK eN�1 (3.28)

this is, without explicitly considering the kinetic energy dissipation termε, although it
is considered in further computations.Pr is the turbulent Prandtl number, defined a
Kh = Km=Pr , whereKh is the turbulent vertical diffusion coefficient for temperature. Th
same authors (op.cit.) defineε in such a way that

ε = 2�1=2cε eN (3.29)

taking cε = 0:7. According to Bougeault & Lacarrère (1989)e can be neglected at the
points where the kinetic energy is being produced. Anyway, as an attempt to conv
to some previous estimations from Gargett (1984) it can be estimated a minimume as
emin = 10�6 m2s�2. Taking this value equations (3.28) and (3.29) yield, respective
Km = 1:4�10�7N�1 andε = 5�10�7N.

Dividing the equation (3.28) by (3.29) we found again the known parameterizat
of Osborn (3.25); and the buoyancy to dissipation ratio is expressed as

γ = 2CK c�1
ε P�1

r (3.30)

Thus, consideringPr = 1, and takingγ = 0:3 according to Moumet al. (1989) (implicitly
assumingRf = 0:23), we deduce a value ofCK = 0:1, which is not far from an empirical
estimation (Figure 3.2).

3.3 A Direct Estimation of
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the Kinetic Energy Dissipation

The kinetic energy introduced to the water column by the wind takes place by creatin
(wind-) stressτ0 on the water surface [Nm�2], which is usually assumed to be constan
within a layer extending from the air into the water, can be expressed in the ocean as

τ0 = ρair u0airw
0

air = ρu0w0 (3.31)

whereu0air andw0

air are the horizontal and vertical velocity fluctuations of the air, respe
tively, while u0 andw0 refer to the water column.

As soon asτ0 is difficult to measure directly, it is commonly parameterized by th
square of the wind velocityU10 [m s�1], measured at a standard height of 10 meters abo
the water surface:

τ0 = ρair C10 U2
10 (3.32)

whereρair is the density of the air (� 1.2 kgm�3 at 20ÆC) andC10 is the so-called drag
coefficient.C10 is not really constant because the coupling between air and water depe
on the roughness of the interface. In the ocean or in large lakesC10 is expected to be larger
than in a small lake. Also because wave heights increase with increasing wind speedC10

should be larger for largeU10. Amorocho & deVries (1980) identified three wind-speed
regimes forC10:

10� 7 Where waves do not break,C10� 0:001.
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7<U10� 20 In an intermediate regime characterized by the onset of breaking wavesC10 linearly
increases up to a value of 0.0025.

U10> 20 At higher wind speeds breaker saturation is attained andC10 becomes constant, thus
equal to 0.0025.

The energy flux from the atmosphere to the air-water interface, at a height o
meters above the water surfaceP10 [Wm�2] is given by

P10 = τ0 U10 = ρair C10 U3
10 (3.33)

It is generally found that just a small fractionχ of approximately 1-2% ofP10 is transferred
to the water and is available for mixing in the surface layer (Denman & Miyake, 197
Thus the kinetic energy flux from the wind into the water is

TKE = χ ρair C10 U3
10 (3.34)

whereχ� 0.01-0.02.
Additionally, when the wind is the main mixing agent at the surface of the wa

column Yamazaki & Kamikowski (1991) estimated the kinetic energy dissipation termε
according to the friction velocityu�, defined by

u� = fcU10 (3.35)

where fc is an empirical coefficient, estimated in 0:00123 by Oakey & Elliott, (1982).
Thus, under pure wind-stress forcing, the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy sh

follow

ε(z) =
u3
�

κz
(3.36)

κ is the von Ḱarmán’s constant (κ � 0:4) andz is the depth. This simple formula proved
to describe well the observations reported by Dillon (1981) in lakes, and in the ocea
Osborn & Lueck (1985).
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4. SMALL-SCALE MASS TRANSPORT

the coupling between carbon fluxes and vertical nutrient transport still contains o
questions. Vertical turbulent diffusion transport remains as the most fundamental phy
driving mechanism for the upwelling of nutrients in the open ocean and large freshw
systems. However, the early works of Gavis (1976), Berg & Purcell (1977), Purcell (1
1978), Lazier & Mann (1989) and Kiørboe (1993), firmly stated for the limited influen
of turbulence within the boundaries of small planktonic organisms (�1µm) over the trans-
port of small diffusible molecules.

This subject was review by Karp-Bosset al.in 1996, focusing to the fine inter-
action between the turbulent environment and planktonic organisms considered a
fect osmotrophs, thus providing an updated theoretical basis for the study of the D
sive Boundary Layers (DBLs) around living organisms. The analysis of Karp-Boset
al. (1996) and Karp-Boss & Jumars (1999) based on steady shear flow experimen
though it can not be directly applied to field data because turbulence is not fully devel
under the conditions carried out in these studies, they provide a fundamental theor
background that fully covers thestate-of-the-artknowledge of this field both for still and
moving organisms. Later on, Plouget al. (1997, 1999a,b) presented experimental ev
dences of DBLs’ role on mass transport and characterized them in the case ofPhaeocystis
sp. colonies.

The pH gradients measured within DBLs around still and sinkingPhaeocystiscolonies
by Ploug,et al. (op. cit.) allow us to carefully analyze and review the deep implicatio
of a previous work by Riebesellet al. (1993). As pointed out in the references cite
above, the mass transport within DBLs is driven by mechanisms of different nature
the overall mean turbulent fluxes which dominate transport in the water column.
main resource fluxes which are relevant for the phytoplankton development in the
ter column (fundamentally, C , N and P), do not necessarily match the fluxes acros
DBLs. Riebesellet al. (1993) considered the hypothesis of diatom growth rate can
limited by low CO2 supply through DBLs, comparing the ratios of maximum potent
fluxes through the DBL and the Redfield’s elemental molar ratio C:N:P of organic ma
composition taken as 106:16:1 (Redfield, 1958).

In a turbulent environment concentration and momentum fluctuations dissipate
low Kolmogorov (or viscous) length scaleLK , equation (2.5) (cf. Tennekes & Lum-
ley, 1972; Lazier & Mann, 1989). The kinematic viscosity of water (ν '10�6 m2s�1)
is equivalent to the molecular diffusivity of momentum. The values of the turbulent
netic energy dissipation rateε (Oakey, 1982; Oakey & Elliot, 1982), usually fall within
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the range of approximately 10�11–10�5 Wkg�1 [L2T�3]. In the open oceanLK normally
ranges from 1–6 mm. This implies that momentum and mass transport through pa
or particlesof water smaller that Kolmogorov length scale is dominated by molecu
diffusion.

By definition solid bodies submerged in a fluid are surrounded by DBLs. Beca
DBLs are very thin (up to 10-fold the radius of the organism, under pure diffusion con
tions;seeKarp-Bosset al., 1996) transport within these layers occurs only by molecul
diffusion. However, the effective thickness of the DBLs around small planktonic orga
isms whose size is also smaller thanLK , are significatively large compared to their own
sizes, and strong implications are derived from this statement.

Considering a small spherical and planktonic organism of radiusro, the radial flux
of massJ [ML �2T�1] through its surrounding DBL is defined by the Fick’s first law, as

J = D
dC
dr

(4.1)

whereD is the molecular diffusion coefficient of a solute whose concentration isC, in Mol
or mg per unit of volume, andr is the radial distance from the surface of the organism.J
expresses the transport of mass by means of only molecular diffusion.

If we consider now the transport within the DBL of a dissolved nutrient which
(let us assume, by now) passively and totally absorbed by the organism at its surfac
a perfect osmotroph),δeff can be defined at steady-state as theeffectiveDBL length that
yields a mass flux equal toJ, thus, the transport becomes maximum. Then, equation (4
can be discretized in such a way that

J = D
C∞�C0

δeff
(4.2)

whereC∞ is the bulk concentration of nutrient, andC0 is the concentration at the organ-
ism’s surface (r = r0), wherer0 is the radius of the organism (seeLazier & Mann, 1989;
Karp-Bosset al., 1996; and Plouget al., 1997).

The area-integrated fluxQ at the surface of the organism is

Q= 4πr2
0D

dC
dr

= 4πr2
0D

(C∞�C0)

δeff
(4.3)

Taking

Sh=
r0

δeff
(4.4)

whereSh is known as the Sherwood number (Sherwoodet al., 1975). In the case of
spherical organisms equation (4.3) can be then rewritten as

Q= Sh4πr0D(C∞�C0) (4.5)

The Sherwood number describes the relative increase of the area-integrated mass tra
due to flow, regarding pure diffusional flux. In stagnant fluid it is definedSh= 1, while
flux is proportionally enhanced by the flow (e.g., sinking) forSh> 1.
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Some authors implicitly assume thatQ expresses pure diffusional transport, thu
no sinking or advection processes are considered (Lazier & Mann, 1989; Riebeseet
al. 1993; Karp-Bosset al., 1996; Rauet al.1996); in that case, equation (4.5) can be als
properly written as

Q= 4πr0D(C∞�C0) (4.6)

If we define the total inward flux normal to the organism’s surface as the area-integra
gradient of the nutrient concentration

QT = D
ZZ

n∇C dxdy (4.7)

wheren is a unit vector normal to the cell surface.
Then, the Sherwood number can be perhaps more intuitively defined (seeKarp-Boss

et al., 1996) as

Sh=
QT

Q
(4.8)

As far as in this study we are mainly dealing with small-scale processes below K
mogorov scale, it holds that∇(D∇C) = D∇2C, for any given solute.

4.1 Transport of Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC)
within the Phytoplanktonic DBL

Among all the biological processes occurring in the uppermost layers of the oceanic w
column CO2 fixation by the marine algae plays a fundamental role on global clima
which is under deep quantitative analysis.

Diatoms account for a large proportion of the marine phytoplankton, specially
coastal waters. Sediments deposited in the deep open ocean containing a record o
environments are also dominated by silicate clay minerals, which indicate a relevant
of diatoms over geologic time (Schlesinger, 1997). Because of their predominant ro
the ocean’s primary production and the vertical carbon fluxes, diatoms also play a ce
role in the biological pump (Eppley & Peterson, 1979) transferring carbon dioxide fro
surface to deep waters. For such a reason, during the last years attention has been
on the environmental conditions which limit diatom growth rate and primary productio

Equations (4.5) or (4.6) apply directly to nutrients like NO�

3 and PO3�
4 . However, in

the case of CO2 it is necessary to take into account the whole carbonate system. Follow
DOE (1994) standards by Dickson & Goyet, the reactions that take place when ca
dioxide dissolves in water can be represented by the following series of equilibria

CO2(g) *) CO2(aq) (4.9)

CO2(aq) + H2O(l) *) H2CO3(aq) (4.10)

H2CO3(aq) *) H+
(aq) + HCO�

3 (aq) (4.11)

HCO�

3 (aq) *) H+
(aq) + CO2�

3 (aq) (4.12)
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where the notations (g), (l ) and (aq) refer to the state of the species: a gas, a liquid, an
an aqueous solution, respectively. Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish between
species CO2(aq) and H2CO3(aq) by analytical means. It is thus usual to lump the concen
trations of CO2(aq) and H2CO3(aq) together and to express this sum as the concentrati
of a hypothetical species CO�2. Redefining reactions (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) in terms o
this species they become

CO2(g) *) CO�

2(aq) (4.13)

CO�

2(aq) + H2O(l) *) H+
(aq) + HCO�

3 (aq) (4.14)

From an experimental perspective the CO2 system in seawater is characterized by
four measurable parameters: the total DIC CO2 (ΣCO2 = [CO�

2]+[HCO�

3 ]+[CO2�
3 ]), the

total alkalinity1 (TA), the pH, and either the partial pressure of CO2 pCO2, or the fugacity
of CO2 (fCO2). The knowledge of any two of these parameters, along with the tempe
ture, salinity, pressure, the abundances of other constituents of seawater (necessary f
evaluation of the TA), and the relevant equilibrium constants, allows the determination
the other two (Lewis & Wallace, 1998).

As soon as CO2 is enters the organism and, thus the partial pressure of CO2 is
reduced within the DBL, the whole set of equilibrium reactions move leftwards and
fraction of the dissolved HCO�3 is converted to CO2.

The relative contribution to the CO2 flux which is converted spontaneously from
HCO�

3 and H2CO3 within the DBL is given by the ratior0=rk, whererk is the so-called
reacto-diffusive length (Rauet al., 1996)

rk =

r
DCO2

k0
(4.15)

DCO2 is the molecular diffusion coefficient of CO2 in seawater.k0 is the overall inverse
reaction rate of the conversion from CO2 to HCO�

3 and

k0 = k1[OH�

]+k2 (4.16)

wherek2 accounts respectively for the inverse conversion rate of reaction (4.10), andk1

for the direct reaction
CO2 + OH� *) HCO�

3 (4.17)
1 The total alkalinity (TA) of a sample of sea water is a form of mass-conservation law for the hydrog

ion.
TA = [HCO�

3 ]+2[CO2�
3 ]+ [B(OH)�4 ]+ [OH�]+ [HPO2�

4 ]+2[PO3�
4 ]+ [SiO(OH)�3 ]+

[NH3]+ [HS]+ : : : � [H+]F� [HSO�

4 ]� [HF]� [H3PO4]� : : :

where the ellipses stand for additional minor acid or base species that are either unidentified or pres
such small amounts that they can be safely neglected.[H+]F accounts for thefreeconcentration of hydrogen
ion. TA is rigorously defined as the number of moles of hydrogen ion equivalent to the excess of pro
acceptors (bases formed from weak acids with a dissociation constant K� 10�4:5, at 25ÆC and zero ionic
strength) over proton donors (acids with K> 10�4:5) in one kilogram of sample (DOE, 1994).
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Values ofk1 andk2 at 25ÆC are, respectively,�8500 m3Mol�1s�1 and 0.025–0.04 s�1

(Stumm & Morgan, 1996). Reaction (4.17) is insignificant at pH values below 8, bu
progressively contributes above this value, and it definitely dominates the CO2 hydration
above pH=10 (Stumm & Morgan, 1996).

The concentration of the hydroxyl ion OH� is computed from the pH value, accord
ing to KW = [H+

] [OH�
], holding that H2O(aq)*) H+

(aq)+OH�
(aq), whereKW is the

dissociation constant that can be computed from DOE (1994)

ln(KW) =
�13847:26

TK

+148:9652�23:6521 ln(TK)+ (4.18)�
118:67

TK

+1:0495 ln(TK)

�
S1=2�0:01615S

S is the salinity (in p.s.u.).
The temperature correction for the constantsk1 andk2 can be introduced by

k(TK) = k(TK0)
e
�

�
EK
RTK

�

e
�

�
EK0
RTK0

� (4.19)

where the reference temperature isTK0 = 298K (25ÆC), andR= 8:314510 JK�1Mol�1

(Cohen & Taylor, 1986;in DOE, 1994).
The diffusion coefficients also show a strong temperature dependence. In the

of DCO2we take the correction introduced by Jähneet al. (1987), given by

DCO2 = 5:019�10�6e
�

�
ED
RTK

�
(4.20)

with ED = 19510JMol�1. Nevertheless, this relationship is valid for freshwater. The
fore, in order to correct for the differences in the dynamics viscosity of freshwater
seawater (Li & Gregory, 1974) DCO2 has to multiplied by

νfw

νsw

= 0:9508�7:389�10�4TC (4.21)

whereνfw andνsw are the dynamical viscosities of freshwater and seawater, respectiv
andTC is the temperature in Celsius degrees (Rauet al., 1996).

The temperature dependency of the molecular diffusion coefficients of bicarbon
nitrate and phosphate can be estimated for the usual range of temperature (5 to 3ÆC)
with the linear relationship given by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Table 4.1) (seeLi &
Gregory, 1974).

In order to account for the total CO2 transportQC within the DBL the spontaneous
conversion HCO�3!CO2 must be added to equation (4.6), then

QC = 4πr0D

�
1+

r0

rk

�
(C∞�C0) (4.22)
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Check
Ions Function
Bicarbonate D

HCO
�

3
= 5:39�10�10

+ 2:56�10�11 TC

Nitrate D
NO

�

3
= 9:72�10�10

+ 3:65�10�11 TC

Phosphate D
PO

3�
4

= 2:79�10�10
+ 1:23�10�11 TC

Tab. 4.1:Temperature dependency functions of the molecular diffusion coefficients of disso
ions.Seetext for the molecular diffusion coefficient of CO2 .
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Equation (4.6) remains unchanged for HCO�

3 and nutrients (NO�3 , PO3�
4 ). In the case of

nitrate and phosphate the ratioC0
C∞

may be estimated from the lowestC0 values observed
for a given species or phytoplankton aggregate. But in the last case we should fu
assume that phytoplankton is the responsible depleting agent for keeping the nu
concentration at the low valueC0.

As far as the molecular diffusion coefficients are different for every chemical spec
the thickness of the DBLs do not necessarily have to be the same. On the other sid
nutrient uptake rates may show quite a large time variability depending on metaboli
quirements. Therefore, the maximum thickness of the DBL around an organismδmaxmay
be estimated as

δmax
=

s
D
hui

(4.23)

wherehui is the averaged uptake rate [T�1], and the anglesh i indicate time average.
In equation (4.23) we are implicitly assuming that the organisms growing under

timal light and nutrient conditions can take up as much nutrients and carbon that can
the plasmatic membrane. And that phytoplanktonic species are genetically adapted
genotypically and phenotypically) to the physical constraints superimposed by the
ence of the DBL around every single cell or colony. However, each species probabl
able to optimize their transport kinetics by rate/efficiency considerations to specific
ural environmental conditions. Transport rates per unit of surface2 reported by different
authors (Riebesellet al., 1993; Plouget al., 1999b) of around 5–10µMolCm�2s�1 are
of the same order than the fluxes through transport proteins (1–10µMolCm�2s�1) given
by Raven & Smith (1980) and Raven (1984, 1985) in laboratory experiments.

However it is necessary to point out the theoretical limitations of the latest appro
for the estimation of the thickness of the DBLs: (e.g.), they mainly apply to steady s
conditions, but the rapidly adaptable metabolic rates (specially uptake rates) seem to
such state difficult to reach. Parallel, carbon and nutrient gradients around the orga
may change too. Size is a relevant parameter for theeffectivetransport within the DBLs.
It represents a fundamental key factor for the phytoplanktonic species to adapt to diff
turbulent conditions (Margalef, 1978; Estrada & Berdalet, 1997); and shape, which is
even considered or parameterized in the present model, may also significatively cont

2 Dividing equations (4.6) or (4.22) by the sphere’s area: 4πr2
0.
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s de-
to the same role (seePahlowet al., 1997).

Symbol Definition Value Units
Ek Activation Energy (reaction ratesk1, k2) 6.28�10�4 JMol�1

ED Activation Energy (DCO2) 19510 JMol�1

QS CO2 Surface Diffusion Transport - Mol m�2s�1

QC Overall CO2 Diffusion Transport - Mol CO2 s�1

R Perfect Gas Constant 8.31451 JK�1Mol�1

S Salinity 35 p.s.u.
Sh Sherwood Number 1 (adim.)
TC Temperature (in Celsius degrees) 17 ÆC
TK Temperature (in Kelvin degrees) 290.15 K
DCO2 Molecular Diffusion Coeff. CO2 1.4478�10�9 m2s�1

D
HCO

�

3
Molecular Diffusion Coeff. HCO�3 9.7420�10�9 m2s�1

D
NO

�

3
Molecular Diffusion Coeff. NO�3 1.5925�10�9 m2s�1

D
PO

3�
4

Molecular Diffusion Coeff. PO3�4 4.8844�10�10 m2s�1

rk Diffusion-Reaction Length - m
k0 HCO�

3!CO2 Overall Conversion Rate - s�1

k1 Reaction (4.17) Conversion Rate 8500 m3Mol�1s�1

k2 Reaction (4.10) Conversion Rate 0.03 s�1

TK0 Reference Temperature 298.15 K
J Fick’s Diffusion Transport - Mol m�2s�1

Tab. 4.2:Listing of the definitions, symbols, values and units of variables and parameter
scribed in the text.
the
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4.2 Nutrient Upwelling Fluxes and Abundance of Organisms:A
Coupling Hypothesis

We can describe an equilibrium state of the nutrient-phytoplankton system where
nutrient taken up by the phytoplankton balances the upwelling nutrient flux. This situa
is usually reached in sub-tropical areas as well as in temperate seas during the
season. In fact, theDeep Chlorophyll Maximum(DCM) reflects such balanced situation
as a typical feature of oligotrophic waters (Anderson, 1969; Banse; 1987).

Under the assumption of a negligible phytoplankton sinking ratewS = 0 and the
lack of net advective processes, the governing equations for the nutrient (1.12) allo
to represent the equilibrium conditions which lead to the DCM as

w0N0 = FN (4.24)
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where the phytoplankton nutrient uptakeFN balances the upward turbulent diffusion trans-
port w0N0. Otherwise, whenwS < 0 it holds that the net upward flux equals diffusion
transport minus phytoplankton sinkingcN wSP (in terms of nitrogen), hence

w0N0 � cN wSP| {z }
Net Nutrient U pward Flux

= FN (4.25)

cN is a conversion factor from mg Cm�3 to mg-at Nm�3, taken as the Redfield N:C
ratio (' 0:0126 mg-at Nmg C�1), which is analogous to the biomass nutrient internal
quota defined by the ratio of nitrogen against carbon biomass phytoplankton compositi
(chapter 6). The dimensions of the fluxes are [ML�2T�1]. As soon as diatoms were
not quantitatively relevant during FRONTS’92 campaign (cf. section 1.3.2) we assume
that the phytoplankton aggregate shows a negligible sedimentation rate, therefore tak
(4.24) as the representative equation.

The equilibrium solution determined by both equations assume that all the nutr
ent upwelling flux by turbulent diffusion is totally consumed by the phytoplankton, thus
neglecting the influence of any other possible competitor for the same nutrient. Th
statement may represent sometimes an oversimplification of the nutrient pathway in t
pelagic ecosystem. However, from a theoretical point of view, the present analysis intr
duces an suggesting coupling hypothesis between diffusive nutrient transport and phy
plankton uptake.

The time-averaged nutrient uptake of the whole phytoplankton aggregate can be es
mated as the uptake of a single individualQ multiplied by the concentration of organisms
B. Assuming no competition for the nutrient by other organisms and that the nutrients a
efficiently taken up by the phytoplankton, we may infer at steady state that

` FN = Q B (4.26)

` is the length scale where the balanced nutrient flow takes place; where nutrients and lig
reach optimal proportions, which is around the DCM’s depth. Therefore,` is defined by
the thickness of the DCM.

Under near-equilibrium conditions the nutrient flux entering the euphotic layer ca
be estimated according to (1.7). As the thickness of the euphotic layer and the vertic
nutrient flux are closely related (Banse, 1987), the vertical turbulent diffusion nutrien
flux is determined by the largest vertical concentration gradient, this is, at the nutricline

Substituting (4.6) into (4.26) we get that

` FN = 4π r0DhC∞i

�
1�

C0

C∞

�
B (4.27)

If we now isolateB it becomes that

` FN

4π r0DhC∞i
�

1� C0
C∞

� = B (4.28)
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As stated above, the equilibrium conditions where (4.27) applies is mostly reached aro
the DCM. Consequently, a possible statistical verification is to check up the predic
abundances at the DCM, for each one of the biological stations during FRONTS’92 cru
against chlorophylla concentrations, also at the DCM’s depth (Table 4.1).

Station N Flux hC∞i ` B Chl a
14.1 2.08�10�6 0.24 30 835.56 0.50
45.1 4.10�10�6 0.01 20 26365.06 0.40
61.1 7.83�10�6 0.09 30 8392.06 0.49
65.1 4.53�10�6 0.12 30 3639.66 0.46
76.1 5.06�10�6 0.09 20 3618.23 0.56
86.1 4.03�10�6 0.13 30 2988.70 0.49

Tab. 4.3:The upward diffusion transport at the nutricline N Flux, is expressed in mg-at Nm�2s�1,
hC∞i is the average nitrate concentration at the DCM, in mg-at N m�3. The DCM’s
thickness` is expressed in meters, whileB is the number of organisms per milliliter,
and Chla, is the chlorophylla concentration at the DCM, in mg m�3. The absorption
capacityC0

C∞
is taken for this computations as 0.5 (adim.).

Chl a againstB shows a negative Pearson correlation index r = -0.7691. On t
other hand, the upward nutrient flux is interestingly not directly correlated with Chla
concentration at the DCM (r = 0:1111).

Former studies mainly focused on the physical environmental description (Lazie
Mann, 1989; Karp-Bosset al., 1996, 1998) assumed organisms to beperfect absorvers,
which means thatC0

C∞
equals zero. Nevertheless, as it has been indicated, living organis

adjusts their nutritional requirements to their own metabolic rates. Consequently,
must point out that further research on the fine coupling between diffusional delivery
nutrients and the biological requirements is needed; because eitherhC∞i is constant, nor
is expected the absorption capacityC0

C∞
to be, as well. So that an evident key point would

be to determine how muchhC∞i varies according to the turbulent characteristics of th
flow.

The analysis presented in this chapter can also provide us with an additional e
mation of the stabilization time for the DCM structure. A simple computation yields a
approximated period between a few hours and 2–3 days for shallow DCM, dependin
the stability of the water column and mixing events.
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5. MODELING PHOTOSYNTHESIS

5.1 Photosynthesisvs.Irradiance

Photosynthesis is probably one of the the most fundamental processes in the
sphere, and it is definitely the most relevant one in the biological context of this the
The mathematical estimation of the carbon fixation rate by the photosynthetical pro
becomes also a fundamental part of the present work, as I will present in the next cha
devoted to the biological sub-model.

The relationship betweenI rradiance and carbon fixation (Photosynthesis) shows a
typical saturable function, which is presented in its general form in Figure 5.1. Sev
functions have been published over the last twenty years as an attempt to describe
relationship. The references about this subject are numerous. Here I shall give just a
description about the subject, referring to others for further explanations.

It is worth to stress the importance of this direct relationship between light and p
tosynthesis in primary production models because it reflects the key-point of the radia
to chemical energy conversion. Phytoplankton growth has been modeled in many di
ent ways over the last years, but often some parameterizations mix concepts likelight-
limitation andnutrient-limitationthat should be considered separately. Parameterizatio
should always try to use functional relationships, with preferable experimental or emp
cal support, as far as the main goal of mathematical modeling in scientific research is
just fitting a function to the available data, but to attempt to understand the underly
mechanisms involved in each process.

Among all the functions which are intended to describe the asymptotic relations
between light and photosynthesis I shall introduce the two most commonly used, altho
the first attempts to parameterize the P/I curve appear at the beginning of this cen
(seeKirk, 1983, for an overall introduction; and Häse, 1996, for a more updated review)

Webbet al. presented in 1974 a function which is still widely used. This functio
introduces all the relevant parameters for the P/I curves described in Figure 5.1.

PB
(z) = PB

max�

 
1�e

�
αB

�I
PB
max

!
(5.1)

where the gross carbon assimilation process (vertically integrated)PB
(z) is often expressed

in mg Cmg chla�1m�3day�1 (the exponentB meansnormalizedto biomass, in terms of
chlorophylla). I is the irradianceµ Em�2day�1, andαB represents the initial slope of the
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Fig. 5.1:Typical P/I curve with the main descriptive parameters. Ek and Ei are called onset satu-
ration and inhibition parameters, respectively.
function normalized to chlorophylla [mg Cmg chla�1m�3day�1 (µ Em�2day�1)�1].
PB

max is the maximum photosynthetical rate at some defined temperature (mg Cmg chla�1day�1).
The initial slope of the curveαB and the onset of saturationEk both reflect how

efficiently the light is used by the phytoplankton for fixing CO2, in terms of specific
rate of photosynthesis. It can also be easily shown that the initial slope reflects a linear
relationship between production and irradiance,αB

= PB=Ek. Thus,Ek andαB are also
linearly related parameters.

The previous function can be modified by introducing a new term which accounts
for photoinhibition (Plattet al., 1980), thus

PB
(z) = PB

max�

 
1�e

�
αB

�I
PB
max

!
�

�
e
�

β�I
PB
max

�
(5.2)

whereβ is the photoinhibition parameter [mg Cmg chla�1m�3day�1 (µEm�2 day�1)�1]
(Figure 5.1).

Jassby & Platt (1976) introduced a new function for describing phytoplankton pri-
mary production, which is commonly referred as thetangents hyperbolicusfunction

PB
(z) = PB

max� tanh

�
αB � I
PB

max

�
(5.3)

This function can also be modified by introducing a photoinhibition term like in
equation (5.2).
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Some of the functions described in the literature may provide a better fit to exp
mental or empirical data than others, but the selection can be somehow arbitrary as f
they do not introduce any significative difference in the dynamics of the model.

5.1.1 The Effect of Temperature on the Photosynthetical Process

The photosynthetical capacity (maximum photosynthetical rate)PB
maxshow a temperature

dependence (Li, 1980; Falkowski, 1981; Liet al., 1984) on the basis of the tempera-
ture dependence of the activities of Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase RuBPC
RubisCO) and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase PEPCK enzymes. This relationsh
quantitatively very relevant not only because the reaction it catalyzes, but also becau
seems to be by far the most abundant protein on earth. Consequently, it will be explic
considered in the biological model (chapter 6).

The temperature dependence ofPB
max is usually modeled as a function ofQ10 factor

PB
max = PB

max10 �Q
(

T�10
10 )

10 (5.4)

PB
max10 is the photosynthetic capacity at 10ÆC (Falkowski, 1980).Q10 is the metabolic

proportionality factor for the effect of temperature.
Li et al. (1984) points out that the measurements from phytoplankton species fr

arctic waters are similar that the ones from temperate phytoplankton at low temperat
(data from Williams and Murdoch, 1966; Mandelliet al., 1970 and Durbinet al., 1975).
This relationship reflects a lack of genotypic adaptation to overcome the effect of l
temperatures on enzymatic rates of photosynthesis.

5.2 Bio-optical Models of Phytoplanktonic
Carbon Fixation

The photosynthetical process begins when a photon the incident solar radiation is cap
by a phytoplankton cell. The conversion from light energy to chemical energy in the fo
of carbohydrate is accounted by the chloroplast to reduce aCO2 molecule, and it can be
described as a function depending on two factors: theabsorption coefficientχ(λ;z), this is
the ability of capturing a photon by the phytoplankton or rate of capture of quanta, a
the efficiency of conversion of the absorbed light. The second factor is described as
quantum yieldφ(z).

Kiefer & Mitchell (1983) proposed a simple model based on the absorption coe
cient and the quantum yield1 as

PB
(z) = ξC �φ(z) �ap(λ;z) �Ed(λ;z)| {z }

χ(λ;z)

(5.5)

1 Both terms expressed following Kirk’s, (1983, 1994) notation.
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wherePB
(z) is the daily integrated rate of photosynthesis (mg Cm�3day�1) at depthz; φ(z)

is the in situ quantum yield, and it is expressed in mol C�E�1, andξC is the conversion
factor from mols of carbon to milligrams of carbon, which is equal to 12000. Finally,χ(z)

is the photosynthetically absorbed radiation Em�3day�1, equivalent to the absorption
coefficient of the phytoplanktonap(λ;z) by the downward radiationEd(λ;z), (seenext
section). Kirk (1983) uses the notationχ(z), in W�m�3, MJm�3h�1, or converted to

quantam�3s�1 or µE m�3s�1 using the relationQ
W = 2:77�1018 quanta�s�1W�1, after

Morel & Smith (1974); the relationship, computed for a wave length ofλ = 550 nm, taken
as the center of the PAR spectra 400–700 nm, yields the conversion factor 4:599696(�
4:6) µE m�2s�1=W m�2.

5.2.1 Light Absorption by the Phytoplankton

Just a fraction of the light irradiance that reaches the water surface penetrates belo
surface. A fraction between 2–6% of the incident light irradiance is reflected. Globa
thealbedoaccounts for a small influence in the efficiency use of light by the phytoplan
ton.

In this work I shall consider just ocean waters in which the reflection by the botto
has no meaning, but this case can be specially important in shallow waters like estuar
shallow lakes and ponds. In this case a large fraction of the incident light may be refle
out of the water column, and thus to be not usable by the phytoplankton or macroph
This is specially significative in the case of very shallow waters and white sediments
even with large irradiances and no nutrient limitation the productivity of the water colu
can be very low.

Let us consider at this stage that the major fraction of the incident light absorbed
the phytoplankton is absorbed by the pigments present in chloroplasts.

The energy absorbed by the phytoplanktonΦp(z) per unit of volumev, at a depthz
can be described as

dΦp(z)

dv
=

Z 700

400
ap(λ;z) �E0(λ;z) dλ (5.6)

whereap(λ;z) is the phytoplankton absorption coefficient at the wave lengthλ and
depthz. E0(λ;z) is the scalar irradiance at the same wave length and depth2.

As we often deal with the downward irradianceEd instead of scalar irradianceE0

a correction must be introduced, asE0 < Ed. The correctiong(λ;z) was computed by
Morel (1991) for phytoplankton biomasses between the range of 0.1–1.0 mg chla m�3,
and for the range of maximum light absorption by the photosynthetical process (400
nm). This factor corrects the underestimation of considering only the light that reac
the cell from its upper side, while it is also possible to receive some amount of upw

2 The termΦ describes theradiative fluxin W, Js�1 or quantas�1.
Irradiance is the incident radiative flux on a infinitesimal surface point divided by its area, in Wm�2,

Jm�2s�1 or quanta (=photons)m�2s�1.
Scalar irradianceis the irradiance at some point integrated in all directions. See Kirk (1983; Chapte

for a comprehensive description.
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radiation. If we do not consider this correction factor we can underestimate the radia
flux that reaches a phytoplankton cell (Kirk, 1983).g varies from 1.1 to 1.5. According
to this,E0(λ;z)� Ed(λ;z) �g(λ;z).

If we consider now that the total rate of absorption of radiant energyΦ(z) by wa-
ter per unit of volume mainly corresponds to the downward radiation, thus vanishing
upwards light flux (this can be quite safely assumed in clear ocean waters with low t
bidity; Morel, 1977),KD defining as the vertical attenuation coefficient for the downwar
irradiance, then

dΦ(z)

dv
' KD �Ed(z) (5.7)

This function now accounts not only for the downward irradiance absorbed by t
phytoplanktonKPH but for the whole set of attenuating factors within the PAR spectra

KD = KW +KG+KTR| {z }
knp

+KPH (5.8)

KW, KG andKTR are the downward attenuation coefficients due to the water, the dissolv
colored substances (gilvin) and to the suspended particles (tripton), respectively. In
work I shall group these three first terms asknp.

Now we can approximate that the attenuation coefficient due to the phytoplankto
linearly related with the concentration of phytoplankton. As a first approach we can c
sider the phytoplankton biomass Bc in terms of chlorophyll a
(mgChla m�3), together with the specific vertical chlorophyll attenuationkc

(m2 mgChla�1), and this can be written as

KPH = Bc �kc (5.9)

To finally arrive to an estimation of the radiative energy absorbed by the phytoplan
ton in the water columnΦp(z) we can use the expression

Φp(z)

dv
=

Z 700

400

ap(λ;z)
aT(λ;z)

�KD(λ;z) �Ed(λ;z) dλ (5.10)

whereKD(λ;z) is the vertical attenuation coefficient for downward irradiance at wave
lengthλ and depthz. aT(λ;z) is the total absorption coefficient; thus the ratio account
for the proportion of light absorbed by the phytoplankton. As a simplification, it ca
be assumed that all the absorption process accounted by the phytoplankton is due t
chlorophylla

ap(λ;z)' Bc(z) �ac(λ;z) (5.11)

beingac(λ;z) defined as the specific absorption coefficient of the phytoplankton in term
of chlorophyll (m2mgChla�1). ac(λ;z) is also written in the literature asa�(λ;z) or
a�p(λ;z), where the asterisk meansnormalizedto chlorophyll.
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It is necessary to point out thatap(λ;z) is an inherentproperty of the phytoplank-
ton, and may vary depending on the species composition of the heterogeneous aggregate
of phytoplankton being considered; this is, the water mass.ap(λ;z) is determined in the
laboratory using a collimated beam, trying to minimize scattering losses by using short
path-length cuvettes (seeGrum & Becherer, 1979, for further details on the standard tech-
nique; and Mobley, 1994, for a modified technique). On the other hand,kc is anapparent
optical property of the underwater light field, resulting from the interaction between sun-
light and the phytoplankton suspended in natural waters (Schanz,et al.; 1997); it is usually
determinedin situby linear regression ofKD vs.chl a concentration (Talling, 1960) with

KD = kc �Bc+knp (5.12)

or using filters with increasing phytoplankton concentrations. If there is no different in-
dicationkc is assumed to be equal tokc(PAR), this is, the wavelength-averaged chloro-
phyll absorption over the photosynthetical available radiation. Both,kc andap(λ;z) de-
pend on physical, ecological and physiological factors like the color of the water mass,
species composition, geometry and cell size, packaging of pigments, photoacclimatation
and nutrient status (Marra & Bidigare, 1994;seealso Schanz, 1997; and references cited
therein). So that, their values may change in time as well as in space (cf. Appendix C).
According to inequality (5.11] we may now define the relationshipap(λ;z)� Bc(z) �kc.

Finally, the energy absorbed by the phytoplankton per unit of volumedΦp(z)
dv is also

commonly denoted asχ(z), so we can write equation (5.10) in the PAR spectra as

χ(z) = Bc(z) �kc �Ed(z) (5.13)

with χ(z), in W�m�3 or µEm�3s�1. χ(z) can be also expressed by the normalized to
chlorophyll a concentration according to the relationshipχ(z) = Bc � χc(z). The rate of
PAR absorption by the phytoplankton in terms of chlorophylla χc(z) has the units Wmg
Chla�1, or µEmg Chla�1s�1.

5.2.2 TheQuantum Yield, φ

As I have already defined above, thequantum yieldis described as the efficiency of con-
version to chemical energy of the absorbed energy of lightχ(z) (or χc(z)), and this can be
also directly expressed as the ratio

φ =

Bc �PB
(z)

ξC �χ(z)
=

PB
(z)

ξC �χc(z)
(5.14)

φ, in molCE�1 (Morel, 1983).PB
(z) is the photosynthetic rate of fixed carbon, in mgCmgChla�1h�1.

The photosynthetic rate can be measured by the14C technique, or measuring the oxygen
release rate divided by thephotosynthetic quotient(O2/CO2), which is in the range of
1.1–1.2, as far as phytoplankton is composed not only by carbohydrates but also by lipids,
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proteins and nucleic acids. Then, equations (5.7) or (5.13), and equation (5.14) may
expressed as

φ =

PB
(z)

ξC �kc �Ed(z)
(5.15)

On the basis of the proportionality between the quantum yield and the ratioPB
(z)=Ed(z)

in the initial linear part of the P/I curve, Bidigareet al.(1992) derived for the PAR range
the next equation, which is based on Jassby & Platt (1976) equation (cf. equation (5.3);
and appendix D for the complete deduction)

φ = φm
Ek

Ed(z)
tanh

�
Ed(z)

Ek

�
(5.16)

5.2.3 TheMaximum Quantum Yield, φm

As stated above, the slope of P/I curvesαB is related with the CO2 fixation efficiency,
which is maximum at the lowest irradiance levels. The fixation efficiency is conceptua
related with the quantum yield, and many attempts have been devoted to explore all p
sible theoretical relationships (Bannister & Weidemann, 1984). Thus, it is also expec
the quantum yield to be maximum at the initial part of the curve. This property allow us
define a new parameter named themaximum quantum yieldφm, with strong physiological
and ecological implications (seeFalkowski, 1981; and Kirk, 1994, for a deeper insight
into the concept).
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6. THE BIOLOGICAL MODEL

any attempt to deal exhaustively with the huge amount of research devoted to
modeling of phytoplankton population dynamics would be vane. However, it is suitab
to include here the main preceding works upon which this thesis stands and briefly rev
the main ideas and concepts. Afterwards, we shall refer to some review texts as a m
of introductory opuses, and critically discuss some of their basic statements.

Despite most theoretical or heuristic approaches, generally based on Lotka-Vol
ra-like equations, there is a wide variety of mathematical models and formulations
phytoplankton dynamics1.

We shall quote a question raised by Hastings (1996), in his review of Pahl-Wos
book entitledThe dynamic nature of ecosystems: chaos and order entwined(1995):

Is it reasonable to examine properties of an ecosystem using mod-
els? More precisely, what properties of an ecosystem can be examined
using mathematical properties? (...) The models produced are complex
and nonlinear. Work during the past two decades on nonlinear dynamics sug-
gest that complex nonlinear systems are likely to have extraordinary complex
behavior. Unless the models are mechanistic and have some essential
simplifying properties, an approach based on complex nonlinear mod-
els may not be fruitful because the model behavior may depend critically
on the assumptions made.

In other words, models must attempt to mathematically describe the processes u
study by the simplest mechanistic equations, without superfluous or unnecessary te
The use of mechanistic equations, specially when they do directly and explicitly refer
specific ecological, physiological or biochemical processes, is a clear statement tha
tried to follow during the modeling exercise which we will introduce next.

There are many different types of ecological or eco-physiological mathematic
models, depending on their ultimate purposes or goals. Dynamical models that int
to be useful for the study of nutrient or carbon fluxes through a community or food w
tend to outline their ruling equations by simple formulations. This means that the cons
ered processes are usually the simplest ones. However, community or ecosystem m
usually attempt to cope with all the main compartments, allowing the cycling of nut
ents (e.g., Fasham,et al., 1990; Doneyet al., 1996). These models mainly focus on

1 We shall not consider in this thesis either Lotka-Volterra equations, nor their many related ones. Fo
extended reviewseeKingsland, 1985; Berryman, 1992; and the throughfully analysis by Goelet al., 1971;
devoted to the multi-specific Lotka-Volterra models, and additional comments by Hastings, 1990.
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the seasonal dynamics of the functional groups or species, and on the final (avera
global budgets; their output should be correlated with the output of steady flow-diagra
depicted by network analysis (Ulanowicz, 1980, 1986).

On the other hand, the modeling exercise follows different aims as well. The stu
of dynamical systems is actually the general framework here. Ecological models
are built to understand the main controlling features of the system can not usually d
with a very complex system’s structure, otherwise flow and structural analysis becom
too complex. Complexity must also be obviously limited to some extent for nume
cal reasons; thus, the increasing complexity of some initially simple models repres
a drawback whenever we include unrelevant terms. It is definitely necessary to m
a critical analysis in order to discard terms which are unnecessary whenever the m
increases its complexity. Obviously, this should be done before the model becomes c
pletely unmanageable. Superfluous complexity strongly limits the capacity of the mo
for providing useful synthetical results and ideas about the main underlying feature
the system under study.

6.1 Preceding Studies

Ecological modeling is not a young research field anymore. It is already more than th
years old, although its origin must be related to pure mathematical analysis of dynam
systems. Aside of Lotka-Volterra model, and previous attempts like Verhulst “logisti
equation, which could be studied by analytical means (seeGabaldon, 1996; for an histori-
cal introduction to population models), mechanistic ecological modeling took off after t
fast development of computers: this is, after the sixties. Although it is always worthwh
to attempt any analytical study of the model, in most of the cases the equations are so
by numerical algorithms, opening the field to numerical simulation (Zeigler, 1976).

The first precedents of the ecological models of aquatic systems were, in fact,
simple mathematical functions (e.g., Eppley, 1972; among many others). Anyway, this
kind of simple mathematical relationships allowed the first ecological models to be bu

The 2-D model developed by Walsh (1975) and the vertical 1-D models by Rad
& Maier-Reimer (1975) and Jamartet al. (1977), are all of them well known pioneering
dynamical models of marine phytoplankton. However, the physical environment was
roughly represented in all of them: for instance, the vertical stability of the water colum
was, in fact, determined by only one or two values (above and below the thermocline)
the whole water column. Furthermore, the assumption of a constant value of the e
diffusion coefficient in the mixed layer does not provide, as we know now, a realis
representation of the physical environment (Jamartet al., 1977). We address the reader to
Patten (1968) for an historical review of the statements that led to the development o
works mentioned above.

A decade later new models were developed further with some very significat
advances. Tettet al. (1986) described growth rate as a function of the internal nutrie
concentration (the concentration inside of the organism), instead of the concentratio
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the bounding fluid, commonly modeled using aMichaelis-Mentenfunction2 (Dugdale,
1967). Internal concentration is actually computed in terms of nutrient quota, ornutrient-
to-carbonratios. The hypothesis that internal nutrient content controls algal growth w
first formally stated by Droop (1968) and Caperon (1968), supported recently by n
works (Andersonet al., 1994; Droop, 1973, 1977, 1983; Elseret al., 1988; Elser &
Hassett, 1994; Longhurst & Harrison, 1988; Paintinget al., 1993), and implemented in
dynamical models by Olsenet al.(1983) and Fonget al.(1994), among others. However,
the final formulation based on the internal nutrient quota was first published by Droop
1974, and further developed in Droopet al. (1982).

In the last ten or fifteen years many new models for different purposes have b
published so far, and modeling has become a useful and powerful tool in marine resea
as well as in other fields.SeeFranszet al. (1991) for a comprehensive revision.

6.2 Model Description

In spite of the large number of models that have been published about phytoplankton
namics (some of them briefly reviewed in the previous section), the reasons for build
up a new model on phytoplankton growth are several. The first one is to split up phy
plankton growth from nutrient uptake. Growth has been modeled in many different wa
up to now. Most of them consider growth directly as a function of external nutrient co
centration; this means that uptake and growth processes are not separately consid
But growth has a time scale within a range from hours to a few days, and nutrient upt
is often a much faster process, ranging from a seconds to a few hours.

Turbulence has a characteristic time scale faster than growth scale (taken as the r
of ecologically meaningful values) but of the same order than nutrient uptake’s time sc
Thus, if turbulence influences phytoplankton growth, it is expected that this influence
mainly exerted throughout a process of roughly the same magnitude. In principle, it
not be assumed that any further effect is relevant other than what is explicitly defined
the model, although it is obvious that the model does not discard what is not conside
explicitly in it3.

On the other hand, splitting up growth from nutrient uptake allows nutrients to acc
mulate in the cell4. This is achieved by a faster uptake rate than the rate at which nutrie
are fixed in the cell as biomass. The model that we present in this chapter shows a
nutrient uptake dynamics, closely coupled to different functional patterns.

There was another reason for building a new model, according to the main goa
this thesis. Most of the models usually deal with the biomass in terms of carbon or

2 Sometimes calledMonod function (Monod, 1950).
3 A model is actually built for exploring the factors which are known to influence the system’s dynami

But it is also possible (and even desirable) that a model gives rise to new hypothesis and open new que
not considered at the initial stage.

4 Sometimes the accumulation of nutrients in the organism (Droop, 1968, 1973) has been describe
be due toluxuriousuptake. This qualification is, in fact, inexact, as far as it has not been proved that so
fraction of the nutrients accumulated in the cell are definitely going to be wasted orluxuriouslymisused.
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ical
trogen (or phosphorus, although they are not usually considered all together), but it was
necessary to separately follow the track of both carbon and nutrients for one fundamental
reason. On one side it is necessary to calibrate carbon assimilation rate of the phyto-
plankton, and the most accurate way for estimating carbon assimilation rate is to use a
bio-optical model (Chapter 5); carbon is usually the standard unit of biomass, as it is set
up in our model. On the other side, the seasonal spatial dynamics of the phytoplankton
in the vertical dimension can not be determined solely with a bio-optical model. Bio-
optical models can not explicitly account for nutrient limitation conditions because they
do not explicitly consider nutrients in their formulations. They were mainly developed
for providing vertically integrated estimates of primary production based on light, chloro-
phyll and temperature, from remote sensing measurements. Thus, they can not properly
describe the vertical structure of the phytoplankton without the aid of nutrients, and nu-
trients may still not be estimated by remote sensing. Consequently, bio-optical model
by themselves are not able to infer spatial vertical structures like theDeep Chlorophyll
Maximum(DCM, from now onwards).

As far as the vertical spatial structure of the phytoplankton in aquatic systems is
determined by both light and nutrients distribution, it is necessary to explicitly account
for nutrients in vertically resolved phytoplankton models. Further on, vertical fluxes of
nutrients in the aquatic environment are strongly influenced by turbulence and mixing pro-
cesses. Therefore, turbulence becomes the key-point that couples light-mediated mecha
nisms (photosynthesis and growth), and mixing-mediated mechanisms (vertical nutrient
fluxes).

The main hypothesis is that turbulence exerts its influence on the spatial dynamics
of the phytoplankton mainly at two different levels: the most relevant one is the control
of the vertical flux of nutrients by the mixing processes. But there is still a second one
that also plays an important role near the surface, which is the spreading of the organisms
through the uppermost layers of the water column, and their interaction with nutrients and
predators. Thus, although the biological model has a larger number of state variables, the
physical and the biological model only shear the concentration of nutrients dissolved in
the fluid and the phytoplankton biomass, in terms of carbon concentration.

6.2.1 State Variables

The biological model has been defined by five state variables (Figure 6.1). The state
variables denoted asNExt, CP, NP, CB and NB, are, respectively, the concentration of
nitrateNExt, the internalpool concentrations of carbon and nitrate in the organism, and
the internal concentrations of carbon and nitrogen, as biomass. The units of carbon are
in mg C�m�3, and the units of nitrogen are in mg-at N�m�3, both for nitrate and atomic
nitrogen.

The model follows the track of carbon and nitrogen through the different eco-physiolog
processes considered in it. The postulated internal carbon poolCP is a necessary key-
point for uncoupling carbon assimilation and growth. This transient carbon pool, as
non-permanent biomass, was first proposed by Zonneveldet al. (1997). It can be inter-
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Fig. 6.1:Conceptual scheme of the biological model.NExt, CP, NP, CB andNB are the compart-
ments (state variables) of the system. Solid lines indicate carbon (orange) and nitrogen
(green) fluxes. Broken lines indicate functional relationships among compartments and
functional variables like the internal pool nutrient quotaN
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preted physiologically as a functional reservoir for saving photosynthetical output pr
ucts (principally tricarboxylic carbohydrates). These intermediate substances do wor
the basic energy source for growth in the model.

NP is the counterpart ofCP. Both are transient pools and their contents respond ve
sensitively to environmental variability; and they buffer most of it. They also allow
balance between carbon and nitrogen pathways within a physiologically plausible ra
of variation.NP accounts for the reservoir of the nutrient in vacuoles.

The parallel occurrence of carbon and nitrogen at the pool and biomass stage
ables the possibility of computing two different types of quotas. The first one, thepool
nutrient quota

�
N
C

�
, directly reflects the direct uncoupling between carbon and nutrie

pathways.
Further on,biomass nutrient quota

�
N
C

�
B buffers the diel variability of the pool nutri-

ent quota due to the intrinsic environmental variability. We shall present a deeper ana
of this behavior in the results part. Anyway, it is worthwhile to remark that biomass n
trient quota accounts for amino-nitrogen, mainly in the form of proteins and catabo
compounds, while pool quota does account forfreenitrogen, whether nitrate or ammonia.

The biological model is driven by five ordinary differential equations. The syste
equations (expressed in fluxes of matter) are

dNEXT
dt = NINFLOW � NUPTAKE (6.1)
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dCP
dt = CFIXATION � CGROWTH (6.2)

dNP
dt = NUPTAKE � NGROWTH (6.3)

dCB
dt = CGROWTH� COUT (6.4)

dNB
dt = NGROWTH� NOUT (6.5)

CB andNB express the concentration of organisms in the fluid in terms of carbon
nitrogen, respectively.CB is the only biological state variable which is passed to the ph
ical model. However, vertical fluxes ofNB may always be obtained whenever necess
by multiplyingCB by the internal biomass nitrogen quota

�N
C

�
B, which is updated by the

model every time step.

6.2.2 Fluxes of Matter

Carbon Fixation

Cullen (1990) and Cullenet al. (1992) state that nutrient limitation does not signific
tively affect carbon fixation except in the case of strong nutrient limiting conditions. T
statement implicitly assumes the existence of two independent processes which sho
considered separately. In consequence, we have split growth in two different proce
carbon fixationCFIXATION, andgrowth CGROWTH, in order to deal with them indepen
dently.

Carbon fixationCFIXATION is accounted in the model by an estimation of the ph
tosynthetical rate normalized to biomass, expressed in units of carbon per unit of ch
phyll (mg C�mg Chl a�1�m�3�s�1). Photosynthesis rate can be accurately estimated
bio-optical models as a function of light, chlorophyll and temperature (Bidigareet al.,
1992;seealso Behrenfeld & Falkowski, 1997, 1997a). The biological model descri
here includes the bio-optical model described in Chapter 5 (Equation 5.2), as a sub-
for estimating the CO2 fixation ratePB; these kind of formulations assume no carbo
limitation. Thus,

CFIXATION = PB � [Chl] (6.6)

In order to calculate the carbon flow in absolute units of mg C�m�3�s�1 (all carbon
flows have the same units), we have to multiply the normalized carbon fixation rat
the Chlorophylla concentration[Chl].

The Chlorophyll-to-Carbon RatioChl
CB

Geider (1987) mathematically described the negative relation betweenChl
CB

and irradiance
under nutrient-saturated growth. Later on, Cloernet al. (1995) found a new empirical
relationship on nutrient-limited growth rateµ0 (growth rate in nutrient-rich media), tem
perature and irradianceI ,

Chl
CB

= 0:003+µ0 �0:154e0:05�T e�0:059�I
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Chl
CB

= 0:003 seems to be the lowest limit of chlorophyll to carbon ratio (Geider, 1987)
The relationship with temperature is consistent with Eppley (1972), Yoder (1979), Verit
(1981, 1982) and Geider (1987), giving higherChl

CB
values with increasing temperature.

Chl
CB

is also positively and linearly related toµ0 (Laws & Bannister, 1980; Sakshauget al.,
1989; Chalup & Laws, 1990). But this linear relationship varies as a function irradiance
Sakshauget al. (1989) withSkeletonema costatumsuggests that the slope of the relation
betweenChl

CB
andµ0 decreases nonlinearly with day light exposure, thus supporting thei

well known negative relationship.Seealso Mitchell & Holm-Hansen (1991) and Cullen
et al. (1992) for further comments on these relations.

Bio-optical models are based on common P/I curves, so they can be calibrated w
the aim of laboratory orin situ incubations with14C, or measuring the rate of O2 evolution.
The synthesis of new biomassCGROWTH(in terms of carbon) is defined to be proportional
to the internal nitrogen to carbon ratioNC (hereafter callednutrient or nitrogen quota),
using theDroop’s formulation (seepage 71).

Nitrate Inflow

Dissolved nitrate enters the system by turbulent diffusionNINFLOW. Nitrate and atomic
nitrogen flows are both expressed in mg-at N�m�3� s�1. Nitrate inflow is computed ac-
cording to (1.7), where the turbulent diffusion coefficients profileKρ is estimated accord-
ing to Osborn’s parameterization (3.25), and the gradient is calculated from empirical da
during FRONTS-92 campaign. The nitrate concentration is updated every time step
the physical model.

Nitrate Uptake

Nitrate uptakeNUPTAKE is defined in this model as an independent process from carbo
fixation, although it can be limited under low carbon fixation rates. Uptake is

the main limitation factor is irradiance. It can also be limited by high nitrogen quota
values, according toDroop’s formulation. This holds when internal nitrate pool is full,
that follows high nutrient availability conditions. Nitrate uptake is defined as

NUPTAKE = Umax
NEXT

KM +NEXT
�

 
1�

�
N
C

�
�

N
C

�
max

!
�

�
PB

PB
max

� 1
2

(6.7)

KM is the half-saturation constant for nitrate.
�N

C

�
and

�N
C

�
max are, respectively, the ni-

trogen quota, and the maximum nitrogen quota. Nitrogen quota is computed from th
transient poolsNP andCP. This is, according to the concentrations of carbon and nitrogen
compounds available for the synthesis of biomass (growth).

Nitrogen quota is a fundamental term in the formulation of the nutrient uptake. Thi
term deals with the nitrogen that has not been converted to biomass yet, or internalfree
nutrient that accumulates in the living cells. The nutrient quota is the term that reflec
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environmental variability at a short time scale. It is computed as the ration between n
gen and carbon pools. This two compartments buffer the external environmental fl
ations by coupling two independently driven fluxes (photosynthesis and nutrient upt
A function proportional to this term controls the carbon and nitrogen output flows
constitute the synthesis of new biomass.

Umax is the maximum uptake rate, and it shows a temperature dependency

Umax = Umax10 �Q
(

T�10
10 )

10 (6.8)

whereUmax10 is the maximum uptake rate at 10ÆC. Q10 is the metabolic proportionality
factor for the effect of temperature. For instance, ifQ10 = 2, this means thatµ equals
two-fold µ10 whenT = 20ÆC. T is temperature, in Celsius degrees.

The second and third terms5 of equation (6.7) are controlling factors of growth an
photosynthesis, respectively. Both terms decrease nutrient uptake in parallel with ca
flow rates. This prevents nutrient accumulation up to unrealistic values. Indeed, it is
sense for uptake to go on much further than some undetermined values, specially
photosynthesis and/or growth limiting conditions. However, the system self-controls
upper limit of

�
N
C

�
.

5 The second term mimicsDroop’s formulation (cf. equation 6.9), but it actually limits the pool nutrient
quota up to a maximum value defined by the parameter

�
N
C

�
max.
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Carbon and nitrogen growth flows are defined by the same specific growth rate funcµ
[s�1]

µ = µmax

 
1�

�
N
C

�
min�

N
C

�
!

| {z }
Droop

(6.9)

as defined by Droop (1968, 1973) and Droopet al. (1982), whereµmax is the maximum
growth rate, and

�N
C

�
min is the minimum nutrient quota below which growth is not possib

due to nutrient limitation. The growth rateµ also shows a temperature dependency, t
is introduced by theQ10 function

µmax = µ10 �Q
(

T�10
10 )

10 (6.10)

µ10 is the maximum growth rate at 10ÆC.
Finally, the carbon and nitrogen flow rates are defined as

CGROWTH = µ�CP �RA (6.11)

and
NGROWTH = µ�NP (6.12)

whereRA is theactivity respiration term, which depends also on the carbon growth
(seenext).

Outflows

As far as this model does only deal with the phytoplanktonic fraction of the pelagic c
munity it is necessary to define all the different closure terms. There are two loss te
respiration and a global output term that accounts for grazing, excretion and mort
and applies to carbon and nitrogen at the same rate.

Respiration Terms I split respiration into two different terms: activity respiration, d
pending on growth flow, and rest respiration rate, depending on the biomass. Both
are in mg C�m�3�s�1.

RA = rA �µ�CP (6.13)

whererA is the fraction of growth in terms of carbon which is respired (non-dimension

RR = rR �CB (6.14)

Rest respiration, as a biomass dependent process, is also temperature dependent;
rest respiration raterR [s�1] is defined as usual by

rR = rR10 �Q
(

T�10
10 )

10 (6.15)

andrR10 is the rest respiration rate at 10ÆC.
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Closure Terms This model uses the same global output termm for both carbon and ni-
trogen pathways. It accounts for loses corresponding to grazing, mortality and excre
The linear output coefficientm [s�1] just multiplies the state variable

COUT = m�CB�RR (6.16)

and
NOUT = m�NB (6.17)

6.3 Overview of the Driving Equations

Finally, the driving equations of the biological model, previously defined in terms
matter fluxes in equations (6.1) to (6.5), can be now summarized as follows:

dNEXT
dt = NINFLOW � Ur NEXT (6.18)

dCP
dt = CFIXATION � µ (1 � rA) CP (6.19)

dNP
dt = Ur NEXT � µ NP (6.20)

dCB
dt = µ (1 � rA) CP � (m � rR) CB (6.21)

dNB
dt = µ NP � m NB (6.22)

whereUr is the specific uptake rate [s�1] for the nutrient, which is expressed as

Ur = Umax
1

KM +NEXT
�

 
1�

�N
C

�
�

N
C

�
max

!
�

�
PB

PB
max

� 1
2

Nutrient quota and the Monod function have not explicitly included in the equ
tions for sake of readability and simplicity; nevertheless, all the driving equations of
biological model are non-linear, indeed, as it can be shown after substitution.
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7. SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

differential equations represent the best way to mathematically describe dynam
systems. However, many systems of equation are difficult to solve analytically. Soo
becomes impossible to solve non-linear dynamical systems defined with more than
variables.

During the last decades, research on numerical methods has evolved in paralle
the development of computers. Since the fourties numerical methods have been su
fully and massively applied to many fields, from physics and engineering to ocean
raphy, atmospheric research, etc. Indeed, computers became indispensable tools
time ago. But numerical methods are often nothing else that just a rough but nece
approach to the real solution.

Our system is defined by two partial differential equations and two state variable
defined in equations (1.12) and (1.13). Each one of the time derivatives is determine
a first and a second order terms, and by a non-conservative term regarding the biolo
processes which needs a special consideration.

Our code is written in order to be able to solve independently each one of the te
of our system (namely, diffusion, advection, and the sources and sinks term), inclu
solving just one term alone.

7.1 Discretization Schemes

Solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations (PD
always imply to carry on numerical errors that sometimes can be large enough to y
anomalous results, far away from the real solution.

There are different kinds of numerical errors, aside from truncation errors: nam
amplitude, phase and transport errors, as well as instabilities. Most of them occur
under specific conditions.

PDEs can be numerically solved by means ofinitial value methodsandboundary
value methods. Given that we intend to study the evolution in time of the defined sta
variables we will only consider here the first method.

There are two different kinds of discretizations schemes:explicit andimplicit. With
the first one we can calculateρn+1

j for eachj, at timen+1, explicitly from the values that
are already known at timen. Implicit methods require to solve the quantityρ for various
j.
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In terms of accuracy the discretization schemes can be of first order, second or
and so on, depending on how many terms of the Taylor series are used. Accuracy is hi
the higher the order.

7.1.1 The Advection Term

The advection term defined as
∂ρ
∂t

= w
∂ρ
∂z

is discretized by theupwind differencingscheme (or simplyupwind).

ρn+1
j �ρn

j

∆t
= �wn

j

( ρn
j�ρn

j�1
∆z ; wn

j > 0
ρn

j+1�ρn
j

∆z ; wn
j < 0

(7.1)

Although this scheme is only of the first order, it works fine for our working condition
of relatively soft profiles. It is also a simple and fast scheme, specially suitable for lo
simulations.

So far until now we have been considering that computations can be made exa
but this is not completely true. We have neglected the cumulative effect of round-
errors, which are always present in any numerical computation1. Eventually, round-off
may lead to totally unrealistic results. Consequently, this kind of situations have to
avoided and to try to find a solution for each one of the difference methods. Sometim
it is a vane attempt, as far as there are methods in complex non-linear systems which
intrinsically unstable.

The suitable stability condition for the upwind scheme is the Courant-Friedrich
Lewy condition, which is defined as

jwj∆t
∆z

� 1 (7.2)

This stability condition intuitively means that vertical vertical advection needs seve
time steps to advance beyond a spatial grid.

The lines of code (in C) for solving the advection term are presented next

void sink_advection(int stv)
{
int box_n=cnfg_par[n_boxes];
register int i;

for(i=1;i<=box_n;i++) {
if(ws[i]<0)

1 The usual method for studying the stability of the discretizations schemes is to construct a Fourier se
of the difference equation. However, we will not go any further in this thesis regarding the numerical me
ods, as far as the applied methods have been widely tested and all of them are well known. In consequ
we address the reader to some specific texts like Richtmyer & Morton (1967) and Ames (1977).
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onal

ms,
adv_temp_vect[i]=(stvar[i][stv]-stvar[i-1][stv])
/cnfg_par[dz]*ws[i];

if(ws[i]>0)
adv_temp_vect[i]=(stvar[i+1][stv]-stvar[i][stv])

/cnfg_par[dz]*ws[i];
}

}

7.1.2 The Diffusion Term

For simple vertical constant diffusion profiles andKρ � 0, the diffusion term

∂ρ
∂t

= Kρ
∂2ρ
∂z2 (7.3)

can be easily differenced in a very intuitive way by

ρn+1
j �ρn

j

∆t
= Kρ

�ρn
j+1�2ρn

j +ρn
j�1

(∆z)2

�
(7.4)

This scheme is stable for

Kρ
2∆t
(∆z)2 > 1 (7.5)

Nevertheless, for non-constant vertical diffusion profilesKρ = Kρ(z) the second order
term, defined as

∂ρ
∂t

=
∂
∂z

Kρ
∂ρ
∂z

(7.6)

requires more complicated schemes.
We used an implicit scheme which reduces the resulting equation to a tridiag

form, where the upper and lower diagonal values are defined, respectively, as follow

U( j) = �
∆t
∆z2

1
2

�
Kρ( j)+Kρ( j +1)

�
(7.7)

L( j) = �
∆t
∆z2

1
2

�
Kρ( j)+Kρ( j�1)

�
(7.8)

The diagonal values are

D( j) = 1+
∆t
∆z2 (U( j)+L( j)) (7.9)

Finally, the tridiagonal matrix is solved by the Thomas algorithm (seePresset al., 1992;
andcf. also the code included below these lines).

Using the implicit scheme allows us to deal with non-linear diffusion proble
satisfying the stability condition for long time steps.

The C code used for solving the diffusion term is included below
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void diffusion(int stvr)
{
int box_n=cnfg_par[n_boxes];
double dtdz2,l_next,l_prev;
double *diagonal,*lower,*upper,*alpha,*beta,*gamma;
register int i;

diagonal=dvector(0,box_n+1);lower=dvector(0,box_n+1);
upper=dvector(0,box_n+1);alpha=dvector(0,box_n+1);
beta=dvector(0,box_n+1);gamma=dvector(0,box_n+1);
dtdz2=cnfg_par[dt]/(cnfg_par[dz]*cnfg_par[dz]);
l_next=(kz[0]+kz[1])/2.0;
diagonal[0]=1.0+dtdz2*l_next;
upper[0]=-dtdz2*l_next;
l_prev=(kz[box_n]+kz[box_n-1])/2.0;
diagonal[box_n]=1.0+dtdz2*l_prev;
lower[box_n]=-dtdz2*l_prev;
for(i=1;i<box_n;i++) {

l_next=(kz[i]+kz[i+1])/2.0;
l_prev=(kz[i]+kz[i-1])/2.0;
lower[i]=-dtdz2*l_prev;
upper[i]=-dtdz2*l_next;
diagonal[i]=1.0+dtdz2*(l_prev+l_next);

}
alpha[0]=diagonal[0];
gamma[0]=stvar[0][stvr];
for(i=1;i<=box_n;i++) {

beta[i]=lower[i]/alpha[i-1];
alpha[i]=diagonal[i]-beta[i]*upper[i-1];
gamma[i]=stvar[i][stvr]-beta[i]*gamma[i-1];

}
stvar[box_n][stvr]=gamma[box_n]/alpha[box_n];
for(i=box_n-1;i>=0;i-)

stvar[i][stvr]=(gamma[i]-upper[i]*stvar[i+1][stvr])/alpha[i];
free_dvector(diagonal,0,box_n+1);free_dvector(lower,0,box_n+1);
free_dvector(upper,0,box_n+1);free_dvector(alpha,0,box_n+1);
free_dvector(beta,0,box_n+1);free_dvector(gamma,0,box_n+1);

}

7.1.3 The Biological Term

The biological term, accounting for sources and sinks, is defined by a system of O
(seechapter 6).

Solving the biological term, full of non-linear equations, requires a very flexib
integration method. The Runge-Kutta with a fixed time step proved to be too slow
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inefficient. Consequently, we chose a fifth order Runge-Kutta method with an ad
stepsize, that provided a much better performance fitting the necessary accurac
routines described in Presset al. (1992) were finally used (we do not include the co
cf. op. cit.).

7.2 Coupling the Biological and Physical Terms

The coupling between the biological and the physical requires some explanation, a
the convergence conditions must be always fulfilled.

END

START

loading of boundary and
initial conditions files
and initialization of

State Variables

stability
conditions

NO

YES

NO

YES

t = t end

solving the
biological

model

solving
advection

solving
diffusion

t = t + dt

Fig. 7.1:Flow diagram of the run-time
execution process of the co
pled physical-biological nu
merical simulations.

The integration schemes implemented for in-
tegrating the physical terms use a fixed time time
step whilst the biological model uses an adaptive
time step scheme. In order to sincronize the solv-
ing of the governing equations (1.12) and (1.13)
and keeping both the convergence for the physi-
cal and the biological terms, we first solve the bi-
ological equations for a period of time equal to the
given time step, allowing the routine to freely vary
the time step (or stepsize) within the starting and
ending time, until accuracy fits the demanded value
(usually, 10�5). Afterwards, we solve the physical
terms, using a given fixed time step. Then, the pro-
gram goes on again with the solving of the biologi-
cal equations.

The concentrations calculated by the biologi-
cal model are then transported (by diffusion and/or
advection and sedimentation) over the next time
step (in any case, only phytoplankton can sediment
but not the dissolved nutrients).

7.2.1 Convergence Criteria

To consider the results of the coupled physical-
biological model more formally we must be aware
of the fulfillment of theconvergence criteriaby the
solutions provided by the model.

In general, we consider that the numerical simulations give a convergent solut

jen+1j< jenj (7.10)
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whereen+1 and en are the error at timesn+ 1 andn, respectively, given an iteration
formula of the type

xn+1 = f(xn) (7.11)

and whereSdenotes the solution, anden the error, e.g.

en = xn�S (7.12)

We also address the reader to the text by de Vahl Davis (1986) for an deeper introduc
to the convergence criteria.

Simulations of the coupled physical-biological model under constant forcing prov
to converge to the same constant value. As far as the maximum time step is fixed by
model, and the time steps attained by the biological model can only be equal or sma
than the time step fixed for the physical process, we consider that the general solutio
the overall model safely fulfills convergence criteria.



Part IV
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8. DYNAMICS OF THE BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM:
ONE-BOXSIMULATIONS

the complex non-linear dynamics of the biological model requires a preliminary an
ysis. In order to go deeper into the dynamical analysis of the eco-physiological proce
considered in the biological model, we shall first present a short five-days simulatio
one-box. Therefore, the biological model has been run alone; this means, without ver
transport. Next, we shall present a longer seasonal simulation as representative
long-term dynamics.

Eco-physiological processes like nutrient uptake are extremely fast compared
phytoplankton growth rates. In principle, this makes internal (pool) nutrient concen
tions to vary in a very short time, and pool nutrient quota to show a daily oscillation
well. However, all the flows considered in the biological model are calibrated accord
to mean values described in the literature. This is a first remark.

As the shortest characteristic time scale of the turbulence, defined by the Kolmog
scale (or, equivalently, by the Batchelor scale;seeChapter 2), fall within the range of sec-
onds, the biological model must be able to resolve the most relevant processes at
time scales in order to explicitly consider its influence. Hence, the largest time step o
coupled physical biological model is set to one minute, and the adaptive time step sch
used in the integration of the biological model often goes further down to a few ten
of seconds. At such small scales experimental evidences becomes extremely diffic
achieve. This is an important second remark.

8.1 Photosynthetical Parameters

We have used in all the simulations parameter values representative for pelagic c
tions of oligotrophic waters, suitable for the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea. Stan
parameter values common for all the simulations are shown in appendix B. Simulat
computed with different values will be indicated, as they are discussed.

8.1.1 αB, βB andPB
maxParameter Values

The values of initial slopeαB, the photoinhibition slopeβB (in mg C mg Chla�1m�3

h�1/(µE m�2s�1) ), and the photosynthetical capacityPB
max (expressedin mg C

mg Chl a�1h�1) were measured during FRONTS’92 campaign at two different dep
(10 and 50 m). All the incubations were carried out on-board at surface tempera
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PB
max PB

max10St. αB βB
10m 50m 50m (corr.) 10m 50m

14 0.015 0.003 4.8 1.2 0.74 2.21 0.55
45 0.015 0.002 3.4 1.5 1.13 1.65 0.73
61 0.012 0.002 1.72 1.02 0.65 0.83 0.49
65 0.022 0.001 4.08 1.08 0.75 2.07 0.55
76 0.024 0.001 3.02 0.24 0.16 1.50 0.12
86 0.049 0.004 2.88 1.84 1.44 1.60 1.02

Tab. 8.1:Measured values of the initial slopeαB, photoinhibition slopeβB, and the photo-
synthetical capacityPB

max at 10 and 50 meters, including also the values at 50 me
terscorrectedfor the temperature, usingQ10 = 2:3. In the two far-right columns
PB

max10 indicates the calculated values at 10ÆC. Seetext for the units and additional
explanations.
Measured values ofPB
max at 50 m have been corrected for the temperature at this depth,

using equation (5.4) (seeTable 8.1).
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alphaB at 10m alphaB at 50m

Fig. 8.1:Means and standard deviations (filled
boxes) of the initial slopeαB at 10 and
50 meters, during FRONTS’92 cruise.
t-test (p=0.351672).

±1.96*Std. Dev.
±1.00*Std. Dev.
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0.009

betaB at 10m betaB at 50m

Fig. 8.2:The same plot for the photoinhibition
slopeβB. Means at 10 and 50 meters.
t-test (p=0.470896).

αB andβB values from 10 meters show a rather small standard deviation in contrast
with the values from 50 meters. However, the means are not significatively different at
p<0.05. ANOVA also determines no differences between both sets of the two parameters.
Consequently, we take in both cases the mean values calculated from the two values of
each station, respectively, as representatives of the whole water column (Table 8.1).

The mean initial slopeαB shows a rather high linear correlation with surface tem-
perature (r=0.91, p<0.05; Figure 8.1), despiteαB vs. temperature is rather weakly cor-
related (r=0.22). The photoinhibition slope also yields similar results as the initial slope
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Fig. 8.3:Means and standard deviations of the photosynthetical capacityPB
maxat 10 and 50 meters.

Studentt-test (p=0.003369).

(Figure 8.2).
In the case ofPB

max, means are significatively different at p< 0:05 (Figure 8.3). Thus,
in order to compute the photosynthetical rate at each depth we considerPB

max values at 10
meters to be representative of the water mass from the surface down to the depth o
thermocline, and the values measured at 50 meters as representative from the therm
to 100 meters.

8.2 Initial Values

� Nitrate concentrationNEXT is initialized with value measured at the surface.

� Carbon biomassCB and the internal carbon poolCP are initialized with the same
value, using the chlorophylla concentration near the surface, and converted to ca
bon usingChl

CP
; Chl

CB
= 0:04.

� Nitrogen biomassNB and the nitrogen poolNP are set proportionally to carbon
concentrations, according to Redfield.

The values are taken from the biological station 86.1, during FRONTS’92 campa
(October–November, 1992).
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8.3 Boundary Conditions and Forcing

8.3.1 Diffusion Transport of Nutrients

Simulations dealing only with the biological model are run with a constant nutrient inflo
under surface irradiance.

As we have seen in section 1.1.2 (page 17), nutrient transport by molecular diffus
can be neglected from the model equations. This statement can be also empirically
denced by comparing nutrient inflow driven by molecular diffusion (D=1.65�10�9 m2s�1;
Li & Gregory, 1974) and carbon fixation rate, assuming that the organism can take up
the incoming nitrogen. Upflux rate is assumed to be maximum taking the largest nitr
gradient found at the nitracline (�0.0057 mg-at N m�4s�1, at station 86.1).

Results show that the upper limit of nitrate uptake is seven orders of magnitude low
than the lowest carbon fixation rate, giving a nutrient quota five orders of magnitude low
than Redfield, which is unrealistically low even for nutrient limited populations. Simu
lations show a monotonically decreasing trend of the nutrient quota down to unrealis
values (that would lead to the death of the organisms), just after two or three sunny d
(starting with summer nitrate concentrations in water). Consequently, such low upwell
transport rates can not support the measured phytoplankton concentration for the g
conditions.

8.3.2 Temperature

The first simulation is run under constant temperature (17ÆC). Temperature exerts a clear
effect on biological processes, like carbon fixation (Liet al., 1984), so far. We will show
a set of simulations within a temperature range between 13 and 25ÆC in order to explore
such influence.

8.3.3 Irradiance Series

Simulation inone-boxare run for a period longer than the FRONTS’92 cruise to show th
forcing effect of irradiance on carbon and nutrient fluxes within the organism.

Longer series of irradiance are not available in magnetic media during 1992.
order to present longer series of results, we take data beginning at the first of May
1996, which is the first available data series. The irradiance time series used come f
the Meteorological Service of the Servei de Medi Ambient (Generalitat de Cataluny
sixty kilometers far to the south of the French border. The measurements are take
the northern catalan coast (Roses, Girona). The series have three gaps, the longes
lasting for 6 days. During these lacking periods the gaps are filled in with measureme
from another station, Lloret de Mar (Girona), at nearly eighty kilometers southward fro
Roses. Irradiance values during night are set to 0.1µEm2s�1 (� 0.05 W m�2), which is
near the value of full moon irradiance under clear sky. The full series used is 210 d
long, beginning the 10th of May and lasting until December, the 6th.
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8.4 Results

We first begin with a short five days simulation, in November the 1st. The used P/I pa-
rameter values forαB andPB

max are taken from station 86. For the rest of the parame
valuesseeappendix B. The water temperature is set constant at 17ÆC.
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Fig. 8.4:Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) at Roses (Girona, Spain) in 1996. Val
averaged every 30 minutes.

The short five days long PAR series (Figure 8.4) shows two first sunny days,
lowed by a covered one, and then by two more cloudy days. The main feature we
point out is the low amount of PAR energy received by the phytoplankton during the t
day, which is reflected in all the matter fluxes, as it will be shown next.

8.4.1 Carbon Dynamics

Carbon flows are represented by the carbon assimilation (photosynthesis)CFIXATION, and
the synthesis of biomass, or carbon growthCGROWTH.

As stated above, allone-boxsimulations are run under full PAR at the sea surfac
Consequently, carbon fixation shows a reduction around noon due to a photoinhib
effect, except during the third day, under covered sky due to the lower irradiance (
ure 8.5).

Growth rate, in terms of carbonCGROWTH, reaches a daily maximum at nearly th
sunset, reflecting a cumulative effect during the day-light period. The carbon pool c
partment partially buffers the diel variability, as well as non-periodic environmental fl
tuations (Figures 8.6 and 8.7). Carbon biomassCB also reflects the effect of nutrient
availability, respiration and mortality loses. On the other hand, dependency ofCGROWTH

onCP concentration is clearly shown by their closely syncronized daily oscillation.
Carbon flows are, evidently, correlated with PAR irradiance (Figure 8.4) beca

they are functionally related (Equation 5.2). ButCFIXATION does not appear to be fully
correlated with PAR, as far as photosynthesis is not linearly related with irradiance (Fi
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Fig. 8.5:Five days simulation of the two main internal carbon flows: carbon assimilation ‘Cass-
17’, and synthesis of biomass ‘Cgrowth-17’. Both in carbon concentration units. De-
pressions on carbon assimilation around noon are due to the photoinhibiting effect.
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Fig. 8.6:The carbon pool compartmentCP

closely follows PAR series.
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Fig. 8.7:Carbon biomassCB shows a time inte-
grated balance of inputCGROWTHand
outputCOUT fluxes.

5.1). On the other side, as we have indicated above, simulations are run under full sur
irradiance; this means that in clear days, high irradiance values pushes photosynthes
to levels at which photoinhibition reduces the efficiency of the carbon fixation process

Present simulations show that the maximum carbon growth rates take place sev
hours after noon time (between 18:00 and 20:00 hours GMT). Simulations reflect at t
level too the slower carbon flow rate in comparison with the nutrient flow rate (seenext
section). Results show a phase show a phase shift of�2–4 hours.

The model shows that carbon flows reflect total daily integrated PAR irradian
closer than short period irradiance fluctuations. This agrees with expectation from
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perimental studies (Plattet al., 1980; Gallegos & Platt, 1981); total daily PAR accounts
for the input of energy which is finally invested in the fixation of carbon by the photo
synthesis. Consequently, irregularities in the PAR irradiance series are carried on to
upcoming days. Thus, the effect of a cloudy day (3rd of November) is not reflected at
the same day onCB, but during the next day (seeFigure 8.7). The model shows that the
carbon growth flux is reduced the day after a covered one because the carbon pool c
partmentCP keeps a lower amount of transient carbon compounds; the recovery take
longer time. On the other hand, the carbon pool compartment closely mimics PAR se
(Figure 8.6).

Because of the non-linear dynamics of the biological processes, several low irra
ance days may carry on a negative growth cumulatively for some days, depending on
total PAR energy received by the phytoplankton.

8.4.2 Nutrient Dynamics

Nutrient dynamics is much faster than carbon dynamics; nutrient uptake rates show
highest values around the sunrise time (Figure 8.8), but they are immediately turned d
as soon as the internal nutrient pool compartment is filled or, equivalently, the nutri
quota reaches the maximum value.

Nutrient uptake is quickly reduced after reaching the maximum storage level beca
the utilization rateNGROWTHdoes not encompassCGROWTHby a factor near the Redfield
ratio, and nutrient storage necessarily has to be limited, or nutrient excretion taken
account (Lomas & Glibert, 1999).
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Fig. 8.8:Internal flows of nitrogen where ‘Nupt-17’ and ‘Ngrowth-17’ account for the uptake of
nitrate, and the synthesis of biomass in terms of nitrogen, respectively.
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Fig. 8.9:Pool and biomass nitrogen quotas, ‘NC-17’ and ‘NCB-17’, respectively, for a five-day
simulation.

The fast nutrient dynamics of the phytoplankton has strong ecological and physi
logical implications. Phytoplankton aggregates seem to be able to take advantage of
fast characteristic intermitency of the turbulent transport mechanisms, in such a way t
phytoplankton can quickly and efficiently take up the small quantities of nutrients carrie
on by turbulent flows.

A close analysis of the nutrient flows shows that the synthesis of biomass in term
of nitrogen takes approximately 4 hours after it has been absorbed by the organism. T
maximum fixation rate takes place at noon in clear days, whilst it is delayed in more tha
one hour during covered days.

8.4.3 TheNutritional Statusof the Phytoplankton

Biomass nutrient quota may be regarded as an indicator of thenutritional statusof the
phytoplankton. The optimal reference value is determined by the Redfield ratio (=0.01
mg-at N mg C�1). Below this value we can presume that the phytoplankton suffers from
nutrient limitation. It is also assumed that biomass nutrient quota can not vary within
large range without functional efficiency loss, or damage.

On the contrary, pool nutrient quota may show a very large variability, as far as
deals with nutrients accumulated in vacuoles and short carbohydrates, and both dire
reflect the intrinsic environmental variability.

During this short five-days simulation biomass nutrient quota (Figure 8.10) show
values 20% lower than the Redfield reference value. This feature supports the hypothe
of nutrient limitation. As a matter of fact, nutrient limitation is expected near the surfac
before winter mixing, as a consequence of the low nitrate concentration values observ
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Fig. 8.10:Simulation of the nitrate concentra-
tion for the period November, 1st–
5th.
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Fig. 8.11:Nitrate concentration evolution dur-
ing the full simulation.

just below the surface. Indeed, simulations have been forced with a very low and consta
nutrient inflow, estimated for station 86 (� 7.8�10�3 mg-at N m�2day�1). However, an
extended simulation (Figure 8.13) shows a smooth full recovery of the biomass nutrie
quota up to near Redfield values after a period of six cloudy days (reflected by a period
highly constant values of the pool nitrogen quotas), during the second half of Novembe
(Figure 8.14). This recovery trend is not due to an increase of the nutrient inflow, as w
keep it constant. Nevertheless, we did not consider an expected effect of temperatu
on the overall dynamics; as we shall see in the next section, temperature plays also
important role on determining the nutritional status of the phytoplankton.

Longer simulations show additional information about phytoplankton nutrient dy-
namics; and variable weather conditions evidenced in the PAR irradiance series (Fi
ures 8.12 and 8.13), allow us to point out several new features.

For the given conditions set up for these simulations, and leaving constant both tem
perature (17ÆC) and nutrient inflow, the internal nutrient dynamics, in terms of biomass
nutrient quota, shows a smooth trend driven only by the total amount of PAR energ
Short-term PAR variability is hardly buffered, but the smoothed long-term variability is
reflected by the organisms in the biomass nutrient quota and biomass concentration t
change within a plausible range of variability.

The long term recovery of the biomass nutrient quota at the end of the simulation
is attained by the model without the effect of either temperature nor hydrodynamica
mechanisms; this is an important remark. Indeed, real PAR series is the only forcin
factor considered in our simulations up to now.

Nevertheless, we can observe in Figures 8.10 and 8.11 that nitrate concentrati
does not reaches the measured values, but resting in a very low level. As we stated in
previous paragraphs, we have not considered yet mixing at this stage yet, as far as nutri
inflow has been set to a constant value as representative of permanently nutrient limitin
conditions.

8.4.4 Day & Night Balanced Matter Flows.
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Fig. 8.12:Thirty-six days PAR hourly values series since November, 1st till December, 6th (1996),
at Roses (Girona, Spain).
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Fig. 8.13:Second half of 1996 of PAR series at the same site (hourly values). The thick red
shows a polynomial fitting.
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Fig. 8.14:Pool and biomass nitrogen quo-
tas, ‘NC-17’ and ‘NCB-17’, respec-
tively, for a thirty-six days simula-
tion forced by PAR series plotted in
Figure 8.12.
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Fig. 8.15:Same nitrogen quotas for a long
seasonal half-year simulation corre-
sponding to Figure 8.13.
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Fig. 8.16:Daily averaged growth rateµ (s�1),
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tion. This plot is a close-up of Figure
8.17 (right).
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Fig. 8.17:Full series of the daily averaged
growth rate.

An Overall Analysis of the Biological Model

The biological model solves the driving equations at very short time steps, thus a sig
cant insight of the model can be gained after looking at the balanced flows of matter
daily scale, and specially focusing to day and night periods.

The calculated photosynthetical rate normalized to biomass (in terms of chlo
phyll a) PB, multiplied by the measured chlorophylla concentration, gives the carbon
growth rate (CFIXATION). For clear day, at noon, e.g., PAR = 1149µEm2s�1, CFIXATION

yields 1.68 mg Cm�3day�1, at 17ÆC. The model shows that during the light-hours 54%
of the carbon fixation rate is converted to biomass (CGROWTH), and the resting 46% accu-
mulates in the carbon poolCP. At night, the carbon pool empties partially, reaching the
lowest value just before sunrise time, while its maximum is attained before the sunsetCP

decreases nearly 75% of the maximum daily value at night (Figure 9.23).
As it has been defined in Chapter 6, carbon growth is directly proportional to t

specific growth rateµ, which is in addition proportional to the Droop’s term (6.9). The
value that the nutrient quota takes around noon allows a 95% of the maximum spe
growth rateµmax; the specific growth rate varies proportionally to the nutrient quota.

Consequently, in order to compute the number of duplicationsper dayof the phy-
toplankton aggregateµD, we take the daily average of the growth rateµ, instead of the
instantaneous valueµ, therefore

µD �
1

86400�µ
(8.1)

The significative increase of the averaged growth rate observed during the 4th of
November occurs after the accumulation of nitrogen inNP, which returns in a higher
nutrient quota value (Figure 8.16).
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We point out once again that also in this case the growth rate series only reflects
irradiance variability, and that the concurrent temperature and hydrodynamical conditio
are not considered inone-boxsimulations (the effect of temperature over the phytoplank
ton dynamics is studied in the next section).

Under the conditions set up for these simulations specific growth rate closely fo
lows nitrate concentration (cf. Figures 8.17 and 8.11), which is the most limiting resource
under full irradiance. However, as the nutrient inflow is kept constant and limiting du
ing the whole simulation, nitrate concentrations becomes function of irradiance: nitra
concentration increases as lower PAR enables lower photosynthetical rates.

A closer analysis of the simulated values of the daily averaged growth rateµ shows
a cumulative effect of different factors not directly related with the forcing series. Indee
the averaged growth rate series does not mimic a daily pattern, as light driven fact
do. The characteristic scale ofµ seems to be longer than one day, pointing out to a mor
complex dynamics.

The degree of dispersion of the daily averaged values can be related with bu
capacity of the nutrient and carbon pools: in other words, the variability of the averag
growth rates can be related with reservoir capacity of both pools, but specially with t
capacity of the nutrient pool, as it may be inferred according to these results. Although
carbon and nutrient pools are allowed to freely vary in the model, this can not be the c
of the living organisms, as far as they can not obviously show an unlimited cumulati
capacity. Nevertheless, the results obtained show a buffer capacity of the pools of aro
4–5% of the total biomass. Such values are small enough to fall into biologically plausib
expectations.

On the other hand, the seasonal variation of the specific growth rates are very sm
growth rates vary only a 6% during the whole period since May to December. This can
explained because the present simulations are run under fixed environmental condition
temperature, but specially because of the fixed nutrient inflow, which is evidenced as
main limiting growth factor. This prevents phytoplankton to react to the intrinsic, but als
large variability of the turbulent events which enter nutrients to the euphotic layer fro
the rich deeper layers. Therefore, simulation results show that the 6% of variability
the daily averaged specific growth ratesµ is explained only by the seasonal PAR forcing
(Figure 8.18).

CGROWTH is the most relevant flow in the biological model. It expresses the rate
which biomass is changing; as far asCGROWTHaccounts for the net rate of change, there
is always a fraction in the carbon flow that is respired, asactivity respiration. However,
the major role in controlling this carbon flow belongs to the growth rateµ, andµ has been
modeled as a function of theDroop term, and further on, as a function of the pool nutrient
quota.

From an eco-physiological perspective,CGROWTHhas been modeled as a function of
the nutritional status of the cells. The optimal reference value is close or a little above
Redfield ratio(N

C)Red f ield= 0:0126 mg-at N mg C�1, corresponding to C:N (106:16).
Figure 8.19 shows how sensitiveCGROWTHformulation’s flow is against the limit set

by the minimum nutrient quota. Let us take an hypothetical organism which is able
resist nutrient limiting conditions down to 100th part of the Redfield ratio. In that case we
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Fig. 8.18:The four plotted functions show the assimptotic behavior of theDroop term for four
different values of the minimum nutrient quota (seeequation 6.9), from the hundredth,
twentieth, tenth and fifth of the Redfield ratio. Abcisa log-axis ticks are labeled prop
tionally to Redfield: ‘/100’ indicates the 100th part of (N

C)Red f ield, ‘/20’ the 20th part,
and so on. ‘�5’ and ‘�10’ indicate five and ten-fold of(N

C)Red f ield, respectively.

observe that for a nutrient quota equal to Redfield’s the organism attains the 99% o
maximum growth rateµmax for the given temperature, but only 80% for an organism wi
a minimum nutrient quota set to a fifth part of the Redfield ratio. This point needs furt
research.

The main differences between day and night values (Figures 8.20 and 8.21) are
cipally derived from the carbon pathway. At night, photosynthesis is null, but the syn
sis of biomass decreases only 20.8% after a sunny day.

The nitrogen pathway shows insignificant differences between day and night,
a reduction of the nutrient uptake (seeFigure 8.19). We observe that nutrients does n
significatively accumulate under nutrient limiting conditions, whether day or night (F
ure 8.20), other than the short-term (diel) variability. Nutrients are quickly taken up a
sunrise in order to fill the nitrogen pool up to its maximum capacity. However, the abso
tion efficiency (which is related with both, the efficiency for capturing and carrying t
molecules of nutrient inside of the organism, and the number or concentration of carr
is not limited in the model. In consequence, phytoplankton may reduce external ni
concentration down to very low values.

The buffering capacity carried on by the pool compartments, however shows a
but significant behavior, aside of the overall light-driven synchrony (Figure 8.21). Mi
mum values occur nearly at the sunrise in both carbon and nitrogen pools. But three
differences can be observed in the series: (1) the sharper carbon daily maxima again
smoother nitrogen ones, (2) the shifting, with a synchronic maximum during the clo
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ks
d)
Fig. 8.19:Day-light balanced results of matter flows (continuous lines) and standing stoc
(squared boxes) for the first of November, at noon (12:00 GMT). Carbon flows (re
are in mg Cm�3day�1, and nitrogen flows (green) are in mg-at Nm�3day�1. The car-
bon and nitrogen standing stocks are in mg Cm�3 and mg-at Nm�3 units, respectively.
Temperature: 17ÆC.
Fig. 8.20:Balanced results for the following mid-night period, at 23:00 GMT.
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Fig. 8.21:Minor but significative differences may be evidenced in nitrogen (top) and carbon (b
tom) pool dynamics regarding amplitude, shape and shifting.

November, 3rd day, and, (3) the opposite trend during the cloudy day compared with
apparent direct light-driven relationship between both pools.

8.4.5 Temperature Regulation of Carbon and Nitrogen Flows

Carbon Flows

Temperature exerts a strong non-linear effects on the biological model. A clear ef
is the exponential increase of metabolic processes like carbon fixation due to theQ10

term; in the case of carbon fixation it can be easily deduced upon the analysis of
equation resulting after the substitution of equation (5.4) into (5.2): Figure 9.17 show
exponential vertical displacement that evidently closely fitsQ10 increase rate.

But the most outstanding effect of temperature in the carbon pathway, which ma
evidenced by the model, is the reduction of the photoinhibition with the raise of tempe
ture on the carbon fixation flow (Figure 9.17). This effect seems to be in good agreem
with the experimental results reported for short-term incubations by Gallegos & P
(1981), Glibertet al. (1985) and Lomas & Glibert (1999).

In nature, photoinhibition under low temperatures has been hypothesized to be
to temperature limitation of the enzymes in the dark reactions of photosynthesis (K
1983). As far as the biochemical reactions have not been included in the model, the e
which is reflected in the results can only be introduced by its effect onPB

max. Consequently,
the rate how photoinhibition is effected by temperature depends on two parameters
Q10 itself, assumed as constant for all the temperature related processes, andβ.

Carbon growth shows a much regular influence of temperature (Figure 8.23)
mainly shows an expected exponential trend due to theQ10 term. It is also remarkable
the small influence of temperature at the lowest carbon growth rates, this is, before
sunrise time, when the carbon pool gets the lowest values.

Contrary to photosynthesis (but in parallel with the carbon growth flow), the tim
evolution of the phytoplankton carbon biomassCB shows a higher sensibility against diel
oscillation with the raise of temperature (Figure 8.24). This means that because o
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Fig. 8.22:Carbon fixation (photosynthesis) flow during the five-days simulation at different te
peratures, ranging from 13 to 25ÆC.

non-linearity of the equations due to theQ10 term, the forcing introduced by the variation
of irradiance (both, daily and seasonal variation) introduces a stronger effect at hi
temperatures. On the other hand, the exponential effect of temperature still rem
biomass is exponentially higher as temperature increases, and proportional to theQ10

function.
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Nutrient Flows

According to the model, phytoplankton nutrient uptake shows in parallel with carbon
ation, a strong non-linear effect of temperature. However, in the case of nutrient upt
the changes due to the effect of temperature, evidenced within the range from 13 to 2ÆC,
introduce a non-linear qualitative effect, as well. Photoinhibition is clearly limiting t
uptake of nitrate at the lowest temperature (13ÆC) around noon; and it is still somehow
evident at 15ÆC during the 4th and 5th days, but its effect completely disappears at tem
peratures greater than 15ÆC (Figure 9.20).

Under moderate PAR values (�500µEm2s�1), nutrient uptake is maximum at noon
for temperatures near 13ÆC. As temperature increases maximum nutrient uptake ra
quickly move towards the sunrise time (at temperatures greater than 19ÆC maximum up-
take values are found nearly at the sunrise). For PAR values large enough to pro
photoinhibition, maximum nutrient values are found at the sunrise time for temperat
as low as 15ÆC.

In any case, when maximum uptake rates are found during the early hours, the re
also show a rapid decrease to a minimum value which is attained when the nutrient
compartment is filled. Such minimum value is reached a few hours after the sunrise. T
we may conclude that the temperature globally increases the uptake rates of nutrien

As far as the synthesis of biomass (which is also effected positively by temperat
takes place also during the night hours, nutrients are taken up at night, as well; in
case, however, the non-linear effect of temperature shows a negative exponential
that saturates around 25ÆC.
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8.4.6 Temperature and theNutritional Status

Both pool and biomass nutrient quotas are very sensitive parameters in the biolog
model, developing a very rich dynamics (Figures 8.26 and 8.27). They both show
global decreasing trend with temperature, presenting maximum values near the su
and minimum values at the sunset. However, diel oscillation is more strongly smoot
at lower temperatures; at 13ÆC the variability is very much reduced. This may be inter
preted as a reduced sensibility of the phytoplankton aggregate, in terms of its nutritio
status, against external forcing (light) at lower temperatures. As far as photosynthes
limited at lower temperatures, the nutrient demand becomes also reduced in that cas

In spite of the nutrient inflow has been kept constant during the whole simulatio
we can also deduce a higher sensitivity of the phytoplankton nutritional statusvs.intrinsic
variability of the nutrient inputs at higher temperatures.

In agreement with the buffering role of the poll compartments, pool nutrient quo
shows a much higher variability than biomass’. Pool nutrient quota also presents an
simptotic decreasing trend, negatively correlated (r =�0:9918) with thef(Q10) function1,
this is, with the metabolic effect of temperature (seeChapter 6).
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1 f(Q10)
= Q

T�10
10

10 , where T is temperature, in Celsius degrees.
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9. MASS TRANSPORT WITHINDIFFUSIVE BOUNDARY LAYERSIN
PHYTOPLANKTONIC ORGANISMS

the size range of phytoplanktonic species, from individual cells to colonial organis
covers several orders of magnitude: from around a micron, or less, up to a few milli
ters. Although most species size falls far below Kolmogorov length scale the lar
organisms can be larger than Kolmogorov’s. The effect of turbulence on the organi
which depicts a different scenario depending on the size of the organisms, can be
denced throughout the effect over the transport of mass within the DBLs.

All the exchanges of mass between a living organism and the bulk fluid occur wit
the surrounding DBL. At the same time, the thickness of the DBL also depends on
environmental flow characteristics; the intensity of turbulence and the sinking velo
may significatively modifyδeff (seePlouget al., 1999b; for an experimental evidence)
and organisms may also varyC0 due to variable uptake rates. However, because diffusi
transport of carbon and nutrients finally depends on different molecular diffusion co
cients, the resulting DBL thicknessδmax of each one of the chemical species must als
vary and, thus, be differently affected by the hydrodynamics.

Mass transport computations of CO2 described by equation (4.22), and the nutrien
NO�

3 and PO3�
4 (4.6), allow us to evaluate a mean flux ratio C:N:P through the DB

Though environmental variability and nutrient limitating conditions may introduce qu
large deviations from the mean values, for a non-limiting situation the optimal mean
ratio (considering respiration losses) should approach theoretically to Redfield comp
tion 106:16:1.

9.1 Transport of Carbon

Carbon enters the photosynthetical reaction as CO2. Nonetheless, a number of phyto-
planktonic species are able to take up HCO�

3 and concentrate it intracellularly in the cy-
tosol where it is converted to CO2 by the carbonic anhydrase (CA) (Colman & Gehl, 1983
Dixon et al., 1987), maintaining a steady state flux of CO2 to ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase (RubisCO) (Nimeret al., 1997). Other species show an extra
cellular CA activity catalyzing the HCO�3!CO2 conversion at the plasma membran
(Burns & Beardall, 1987; Tsuzuki & Miyachi, 1989; Dionisio-Sese & Miyachi, 1992).
marine phytoplankton the extracellular CA activity may be regulated by environme
parameters; Merrettet al.(1993) evidenced such a control in cultures ofEmiliana huxleyi
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Fig. 9.1:Total transport rates of CO2 (QC, in Mol Cs�1) vs. temperature for different organism
radii (in µm).

under total external DIC limiting conditions. In addition, organisms showing a function
extracellular CA activity can generate a pH drift resulting from the external product
of OH� by the catalytic release of CO2 from HCO�

3 (Nimeret al., 1996), which can also
have an additional effect over the CO2 transport through the DBL (seenext).

An initial approach by Riebesellet al. (1993) in a stagnant fluid environment ob-
tained a flux ratio C:N:P of about 28:38:1, which would indicate a severe carbon limi
ing flux, up to CO2 concentrations of 10–15µM. However, they considered CO2 as the
only possible carbon source, thus without taking into account HCO�

3 direct uptake, or sur-
face HCO�3!CO2 conversion by means of CA activity. Experimental evidences (Rav
et al., 1993; Tortellet al., 1997; Nimeret al., 1997) have shown that CO2 is often not
theonly inorganic carbon source for phytoplankton growth. Therefore, carbon limitat
can not be stated upon this hypothesis unless it is proved that other carbon sources a
used. We think that is also necessary to outline the range of the physical environm
conditions which could yield to a carbon limitation, though regarding bicarbonate a
possible inorganic source, as well.

9.2 Transport of Nitrogen and Phosphorus

Considering CO2 as the unique inorganic source of carbon for the photosynthesis the r
tive transport ratios shows a clear carbon limitation trend within a wide range of organ
sizes (Figures 9.4 and 9.5). But it is interesting to note that the highest temperature
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Fig. 9.2:Percentual HCO�3 contribution by spontaneous HCO�3 !CO2 conversion to the total CO2
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Fig. 9.5:Carbon to phosphorus flux ratios for different organism sizes. The horizontal dashed
refers to Redfield C/P=106/1.
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troduce a lower constraint to the CO2 transport, specially for the case of large organisms
However, the model predicts a clear carbon limitation status within the whole usual ra
of temperatures.

According to these formulations, temperature affects little the N/P ratio becaus
only enters the model throughout the influence on the molecular diffusion coefficien
and slope estimates differ just around 5–8%. In any case, the model predicts N/P
values higher than Redfield composition ratio (�55) within a wide range of size and
temperatures. This means that the N/P flux ratio is 3.3–3.6 time higher than Redfield r
for the usual temperature range (5–30ÆC).

The main common degree of freedom of the model for the three elemental com
nents C, N and P is the concentration gradient within the DBL. There is still quite a b
uncertainty about carbon and nutrient concentrations at the organism surface.C0 depends
on the efficiency transfer rate, areal density of transmembrane transporters, the ener
status and nutrient requirements, so far CO2 transport across membranes by lipid solution
may only occur if it goes into favor of concentration.

Obviously, environmental variability and nutrient requirements do not necessar
match, at least for time periods longer than a few minutes. Anyway, in order to set u
necessary comparison basis we can initially regard phytoplanktonic organisms as pe
osmotrophs (Karp-Bosset al., 1996).

The variability of the concentration ratioC0=C∞ within a reasonable range does not
introduce big changes on the flux estimates, but it has a fundamental effect over the
and C/P ratios. Consequently,C0=0, for CO2 , nitrate and phosphate surface concentra
tions, seems to be a safe initial approach. Further information on efficiency and kine
of transmembrane transport will enable a significative advance towards more realistic
proaches.

Regarding the carbon transport through the DBL the model has an additional deg
of freedom which is the relative contribution to the overall CO2 transport rate by sponta-
neous extracellular conversion. It enters the model by means of the reacto-diffusive len
rk.

9.3 Overall Mass Transport within Phytoplanktonic DBLs

The relative contribution of HCO�3 to the total CO2 available at the surface of the organ-
ism also changes non-linearly with size (Figure 9.2). For a small phytoplankter (r0=1µm)
bicarbonate contribution just varies from 0.25–1.3% within the common ocean’s tempe
ture range of 5–35ÆC (Salinity=35 p.s.u.). For organisms or colonies larger than�400µm
(at 5ÆC), and�200µm (at 17ÆC), bicarbonate contribution dominates (�50%) total dif-
fusive CO2 transport. The relatively low influence of temperature over the bicarbona
contribution in large organisms is due to the lower impact of the reacto-diffusive leng
rk, which is not a scale dependent phenomenon (Figure 9.3). This means that temp
ture exerts a major influence over the small organisms than over the large ones. T
large phytoplankters are less sensitive to the temperature changes regarding the tota2

transport than small ones.
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The model successfully points out to the sensitive C/N ratio, that shows quite a la
variability for temperature and, specially the size of the organism.

Size TC=5ÆC TC=25ÆC TC=30ÆC
Small (15µm) 0.45 0.57 0.64
Large (600µm) 1.43 5.02 7.20

Tab. 9.1:Predicted values of C/N flux (molar) ratios per organism, at three different temperatur
Sizes are inµm. The model predicts large organisms (r0=600µm) C/N flux ratios equal
Redfield (=6.63) atTC=29ÆC.

Small organisms (size=15µm) show a permanent C/N limitation status within a wide
range of temperatures. However, table 9.1 depicts two completely different scena
with strong ecological implications for large phytoplankton species of about 600µm. In
this case, low temperatures play a physical environmental limitation role over CO2 trans-
port regarding nitrate flux, with C/N values far below Redfield. But temperatures nea
29ÆCwould allow large organisms, under optimal light and nutrient conditions, to pote
tially fulfill growth carbon demands (pH=8.2).

On the other hand, at pH=8.2 HCO�3 concentrations are 140–245 times CO2 concen-
tration (5–30ÆC). Consequently, the larger concentration of bicarbonate could possib
lead smaller phytoplanktonic species to preferently exploit the abundant bicarbonate p
by exclusion by the large species that would be ecologically favored for the CO2 uptake.

In any case, the apparent C/N limitation of small phytoplankton would strongly lim
itate growth. Empirical evidences (Tortellet al., 1997) and numerous laboratory studies
(seeKerby & Raven, 1985; Ravenet al., 1993; Nimeret al., 1997) question the doubtful
hypothesis of carbon limitation in the open ocean, unless (e.g.) zinc availability impa
CO2 uptake and fixation by phytoplankton (Morelet al., 1994). Theoretically, we may
infer that bicarbonate is probably the best alternative for the small phytoplankton un
the conditions determined by high pH values.

Aside of whether CA is found at the external side of the plasmatic membrane (R
tatoreet al., 1995), or HCO�3 is first actively transported into the cell (Dixon & Mer-
ret, 1988; Coleman & Rotatore, 1995).

The model shows that the diffusive transport of CO2 +HCO�

3 would yield a C/N ratio
far above Redfield, which under optimal growth conditions would definitely fulfill carbo
requirements of small phytoplankton from the minimum pH=7.4 and temperatures as c
as 5ÆC (Figure 9.6).
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10. DYNAMICS OF THE COUPLED PHYSICAL-BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEM IN THE WATER COLUMN

this chapter deals with the overall effect of small-scale turbulence and phytopla
activity, in terms of turbulent transport of nitrate and carbon fixation, respectively, w
the ocean euphotic layer.

The main objective presented in this chapter was studying the effect of nitra
welling over the vertical fluxes of carbon and nitrogen in the open ocean. A very
coupling between the vertical transport of nitrogen from deeper layers and phyto
ton carbon fixation can be theoretically expected in steady-state conditions. Nevert
small variance of nitrate transport rates near the nitracline may not show a clear
over the carbon fixation rates: non-linear dynamics of the primary production proce
quires a careful analysis and modeling approach. In addition nitrogen upwelling is
as the main nitrogen resource for new production, though atmospheric deposition m
relevant in coastal areas.

In order to minimize coastal influences like horizontal nutrient inputs or bo
effect, only the farest and deepest stations of FRONTS’92 campaign have been se
located around 38–48 nautical miles offshore between Barcelona and northern M
coast, at the NW Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 10.1). FRONTS’92 campaign was chos
data availability, but also because stratified and non-stratified hydrodynamical cond
were both present in the same cruise.

Aware of the methodological complexity for calibrating the extremely fast biol
cal processes like nutrient uptake, explicitly regarded in the model, we used theon-board
measurements of the photosynthetical parametersαB andPB for calibrating the phyto
plankton carbon fixation process which rules the internal carbon pathway, thus
the internal nitrogen pool to freely vary according to external nutrient availability
nitrogen requirements (Redfield) for the synthesis of biomass.

The regions where phytoplankton dynamics does reflect smaller or greater infl
of small-scale turbulence over the vertical transport of nitrate will be also critically
cussed at the end of this Chapter.
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Fig. 10.1:View of the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea area, and FRONTS’92 study sites A
tions 14, 61 and 76) and B (stations 45, 65 and 86).

10.1 Environmental Setup

As reflected in Chapter 8 temperature plays a relevant role in the biological proce
by controlling fundamental metabolical rates; the temperature dependency on param
like the maximum photosynthetical ratePB, and the maximum growth rateµmax, as well
as in transport parameters (maximum nutrient uptake rate,Umax), is explicitly considered
in the whole simulated profiles.

Temperature profiles in FRONTS’92 cruise were taken between the fifteenth
thirtieth of October 1992, being stations 14 and 86, the most and less stratified sta
respectively, and other stations ranging in between. Stations 14 and 86 also sho
largest differences in temperature at the surface (�3ÆC). The mixed layer can be observed
in all cases below 25 meters, although station 86 only shows a weak stratification. B
80 meters depth, temperature approximates to 13.3ÆC in all stations (Figs. A.7–A.12; all
FRONTS’92 vertical profiles are reported in Appendix A).

Six stations were initially selected according to the availability of measurement
the photosynthetical parameters: 14, 45, 61, 65, 76 and 86. Later on, station 65
rejected because measuring errors were suspected.

Nitrate profiles show a depleted upper layer down to 50 meters (Figs. A.19–A.
The depth of the nutricline at the most stratified site 14, is nearly 10 meters above
at station 86, although the maximum chlorophyll concentration at station 14 appear
meters below than station 86.
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10.1.1 The Biological State Variables

The state variables defined is the biological model (CB, NB, CP andNP; seepage 66) are
initialized with balanced values obtained after running the biological model alone.
values were selected from the simulation described in Chapter 8. Initial values at
one of the study sites were computed according to the next protocol:

Chl a -
CB

Chla CB
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J
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CP

NP

Chlorophylla concentration was converted to phytoplankton carbon biomassCB accord-
ing to the fixed ratio CB

Chla
= 25. Afterwards,CP, NB and NP profiles were estimated

according to balanced fixed ratios obtained inone-boxsimulation at the reference tempe
ature (17ÆC): NB

CB
= 0:009949,CP

CB
= 0:040482 andNP

CB
= 0:000333.

10.1.2 Parameter Field

The parameter values used in the 1-D simulations were the same as for theone-boxsim-
ulation and they are all summarized in Appendix B.

10.2 Forcing

The coupled physical-biological 1-D model is forced with onboard hourly time serie
irradiance that only applies to the photosynthetical process, as far as just the pho
thetical available spectrum of sun irradiance (400–700 nm) is taken into account.

Second, during the whole simulation time the 1-D model is forced with a cons
profile of vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients. However, because long series of C
profiles were not available in the NW Mediterranean for a specific location, simulat
were restricted to one day, assuming that hydrodynamical conditions at the most sen
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intermediate layers within the euphotic zone do not significatively change during
short period of time.

10.2.1 Light Field

Sun irradiance was measured in W m�2, and then converted toµEm�2s�1 by using the
factor 4.599696 (� 4:6 µEm�2s�1= [Wm�2

]; Morel & Smith, 1974). Finally, the PAR
fraction is taken as 0.46% of the total sun irradiance (Baker & Frouin, 1987).

The light field (PAR transmitancy) was measured at each station with a radio
ter. The vertical attenuation coefficients profiles have been computed according to e
tion (5.12), taking the chlorophyll absorption coefficientkc = 0:015 m2 mg Chl a�1 as
an averagedapparentmean value of oligotrophic ocean waters (seeAppendix C, for a
comprehensive list of published values of the chlorophyll absorption coefficients of b
apparentandinherentabsorption coefficients [page 59];seealso Mobley, 1994).

Vertical chlorophyll concentration profile changes during the simulation time. C
sequently, it is necessary to split the overall attenuation coefficient in order to determ
the fraction of light which is absorbed by the phytoplankton, but leaving constant the
tenuation due to non-phytoplanktonic conditions does not significatively change du
the (short) simulation time.

Therefore, we have specifically discriminated between the irradiance absorbe
the phytoplankton, defined asKPH, and the fraction absorbed by other dissolved su
stances or particulated matter, namely,non-phytoplanktonicwith its attenuation coeffi-
cient defined asknp. Finally, the verticalknp average was taken for the whole column

Calibration of the Carbon Assimilation Process

The bio-optical models presented in Chapter 5 are powerful tools for the estimatio
phytoplankton primary production in marine as well as in freshwater environments.
later, has been over the time logistically more available than open seas. Therefore,
and dense time series of the most relevant biological parameters from Middle-Eu
lakes are often available.

Taking advantage of the long datasets available for Lake Constance (Germany
can show for a sampling period not longer than a week (in winter), the prediction powe
the bio-optical models for modeling both vertically resolved and integrated phytopla
ton primary production by comparing simulation and measurements for a complete
cycle (Fig. 10.2).

The model closely follows the blooming events and production rates during the
the seasons. Indeed, the largest disagreements between simulated and measured
occur in winter, when temperature strongly limits phytoplankton growth.

10.2.2 Vertical Turbulent Diffusion Transport

In order to estimate the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients at each depth accor
to Osborn’s parameterization (equations 3.25 and 3.36), as previously described in C
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Fig. 10.2:Simulatedvs. measured phytoplankton primary production in Lake Constance duri
1987.

ter 3.
Density was calculated according to the seawater state’s equation by Millero & P

son (1981) (Figs. 10.2.2–10.2.2 show all the density profiles taken at each site durin
sampling day;seepage 138 for additional information). Density gradient profiles wer
necessary to be calculated as well (Figs. 10.4–10.8), and they give us a direct inform
about the stratification of the water column.

Kinetic energy dissipation profiles were computed with onboardU10 measurements
(values were about 3.1–3.7 ms�1). Finally, the resulting profiles were smoothed by usin
a Savitzky-Golay filter (nL; nR=4, M=4; seePresset al., 1992).
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Fig. 10.3:Density profiles at the FRONTS’92 biological stations.
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Fig. 10.4:r.m.s. density gradient profiles at station 14.
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Fig. 10.5:r.m.s. density gradient profiles at station 61.
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Fig. 10.6:r.m.s. density gradient profiles at station 76.
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Fig. 10.7:r.m.s. density gradient profiles at station 45.
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Fig. 10.8:r.m.s. density gradient profiles at station 86.
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Fig. 10.9:Vertical profiles of vertical turbulent transport coefficientsKρ estimated at the
FRONTS’92 biological stations.
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10.3 Results

In order to properly analyze the coupling between carbon and nitrogen vertical flu
in phytoplankton dynamics we shall first describe the amount of CO2 that is fixed in
the water column at each study site, according to the hourly irradiance time series
environmental conditions.

Although, phytoplankton population can grow very fast during spring blooming p
riods, once the uppermost layers of the water column become nutrient depleted and
toplankton populations have to grow deeper and deeper. However, the greater is the d
were phytoplankton is forced to develop, less radiative energy is available for grow
therefore, lower specific growth rates can be attained, in spite of the higher nutrient c
centrations.

Our simulations in the NW Mediterranean Sea focus on the uppermost 100 me
of the water column, thus taking the whole euphotic layer (Figs. A.26–A.27). Results w
be, however, compared and contrasted with usual discrete measurements of the biolo
parameters.

However, because the time scale of the pelagic phytoplanktonic system in late
tober (in terms of specific growth rates) is usually longer than one day, it can not
expected that both light and nutrient availability could optimal for giving the maximu
growth rates.

In order to evaluate the photosynthetical process during the simulation period
shall also evaluate the quantum yield efficiency, this is, how much radiative energy (h
many quanta) is necessary for fixing a given amount of CO2 . All together, light and
nutrient availability, and phytoplankton biomass will provide us with some necessary
formation for the evaluation of the dynamics of the coupled physical-biological system

10.3.1 Carbon Fixation

Comparing daily vertically integrated CO2 fixation results with theon boardprimary
production measurements one may observe an acceptably good agreement, thoug
differences do not seen to follow a clear trend (r=0.7744; this correlation is, howev
significative at just about 88%).

Carbon Fixation
St. (mgC m�2day�1)

Measured Simulated
14 19.04 17.48
45 7.45 10.31
61 6.81 5.72
76 9.56 12.87
86 12.45 19.63

Tab. 10.1:Simulatedvs.measured daily integrated carbon fixation rates.
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Vertical profiles of carbon fixation (Fig. 10.12) show more clearly the nature of so
disagreements between simulations and measurements. Comparisons are not stra
ward, as the measured primary production values (Fig. 10.14) are vertically integ
every ten meters (five, at the sea surface); thus, the measured have to be divided by
height.

The largest differences in the integrated values appear in the less stratified pro
86 and 45; also the weakly bi-stratified profile 76, show quite a large disagreemen
tween measured and simulated values. The most stratified profiles, 14 and 61,
reasonably low disagreements: 8 and 16% of variability, respectively, although the s
lation at station 14, however, largely overestimates carbon fixation near the surface.

Time evolution of the carbon fixation rate (Fig. 10.10) gives a direct estimate of
vertically integrated rates during the simulation time.

On the other hand, phytoplankton biomass shows a very low variation during
short period of simulation, thus measurements and simulations do not arise as a sig
tive source of variability. In addition, attention has put devoted to fairly reproduce
underwater light field. Therefore, we may infer from our simulations that the sourc
variability may come from the effect of the vertical overturning, by means of the turbu
mixing processes, over the photosynthetical adaptation mechanisms. There is still
a large uncertainty about the modeling of phytoplankton photo-adaptation mechan
indeed, and such a type of eco-physiological processes are not yet explicitly consi
in bio-optical models.

Simulations at stations 45 and 61, however, show a good resemblance to the
sured profiles, though the well mixed profile 86 gives the highest differences on repro
ing the most productive layer.

A possible explanation for the evidenced differences between simulations and
surements, in spite of the fact that the photosynthetical parameters has been cali
with measurements, is that the model starts far from asteady-statestatus. Indeed, the
model also lacks of a previous light history. Nevertheless, with the empirical data w
is available to us it was not possible to extend the simulation time under controlled
ronmental conditions.

10.3.2 OperationalQuantum Yield

The quantum yield, describes the efficiency of the photosynthetical process. It pro
us with a valuable information on the efficiency of the carbon fixation process. H
theoperationalquantum yieldφ0

=CFIXATION=IPAR(z) is defined by using PAR instead o
absorbed photosynthetical radiation (PUR).

Although these values can not be directly compared to empirical estimates of p
plankton quantum yield, they can be used as a raw estimate of carbon fixation effic
in our simulations; (e.g.) the major production rate in station 14 (Fig. 10.13) does
reflect a greater production efficiency (Fig. 10.12), but just a greater daily irradiance
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Fig. 10.11:Simulated daily integrated carbon assimilationCFIXATION (mgCm�3day�1) at noon,
for the FRONTS’92 biological stations 14, 45, 61, 76 and 86.
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Fig. 10.13:Measured phytoplankton primary production (bars), and Chlorophylla (line).
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On the other side, the model gives lower efficiency values for the most stratifi
profiles than for the less stratified ones. Nevertheless, only five profile analysis we do
feel confident for taking this efficiency-stratification relationship as a rule, but just to no
it as a reference output.

10.3.3 State Variables

Simulations for the two main state variables, nitrateNEXT and phytoplankton biomassCB

are shown in plots (10.14) and (10.15). As it could be expected after only one day
simulation time, both profiles did not significatively change but just a slight smoothin
according to the diffusion coefficients.

A preliminary evaluation of the simulation results compared with initial values
shows that nutrient profiles in the open ocean are probably the resource which is c
est to nearsteady-stateconditions. The peak at 70 m in profile 76 (Fig. 10.14), that wa
probably overestimated in the original nitrate profile, would be quickly smoothed out af
a few days of simulation by turbulent diffusion; therefore, it can be safely ignored fro
our analysis as far as it does not apparently reflect any hydrodynamical singularity.

However, there is one exception for the most stratified case 14, where we observ
unrealistic growth from the surface down to 20 meters. Such a fast increase of bioma
directly related with the large subsurface carbon fixation rate (Fig. 10.11); we will reje
further results on profile 14 because (only in this case) the model fails in giving reasona
results on nutrient quota (seenext).
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Fig. 10.14:Simulated vertical profiles of nitrate (mg-atNm�3), after 24 hours of simulation time,
for the FRONTS’92 biological stations 14, 45, 61, 76 and 86.
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Fig. 10.15:Simulated vertical profiles of phytoplankton biomass (mg-atCm�3), after 24 hours of
simulation time.

Pool state variablesCP andNP show a higher temporal and spatial variability, than
biomass state variables, as it could be expected. However, a final synthesis is better su
marized by the biomass nutrient quota, which reflects in a longer time scale the variabili
of the pool quota.

The main objective of the intermediate pool state variables is to buffer environment
variability, and to encompass the different time scales of both the carbon and nitroge
pathways, in order to provide a smooth and continuous flux of carbon and nitrogen to th
synthesis processes of biomass.
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Fig. 10.16:Simulated profiles of (N:C)B ratios, at noon (left), after 12 hours of simulation time,
and midnight (right) t=24 hours.
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3 N Depth Kρ NO�

3 Vert. Transp.
St. (mg-atN m�4) (m) (m2s�1) (mg-atN m2day�1)

14 0.2835 52 6.84�10�5 1.6755
45 0.2237 74 1.97�10�5 0.3808
61 0.3750 44 2.27�10�5 0.0736
76 0.3038 43 1.47�10�5 0.3858
86 0.1850 66 1.71�10�5 0.2733

Tab. 10.2:Vertical turbulent transport rates of nitrate computed at the nitracline depth.

10.3.4 Vertical C:N Flux Ratios

Biomass nutrient quotas (or ratios) is probably the parameter that better describes
fundamental approach and achievement of this model. It summarizes the full interac
between vertical nutrient transport and phytoplankton growth, in terms of CO2 fixation;
thus, it drives its specific growth rate.

The model describes better growth conditions, this is, higher quota values, just be
the deep chlorophyll maximum, though the absolute values of the present runs rem
always below Redfield reference values, and show a small vertical variability, indeed.

Table (10.2) shows the estimated net vertical fluxes of nitrate through the nitracl
which is expected to be directly related with the phytoplankton growth. As it has be
pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, it has been estimated that the study site
far enough to get a significative nitrogen input by atmospheric deposition. Therefore,
have taken nutrient upwelling as the main nutrient source for growth.
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The relationship between measured carbon fixation and the estimated vertical
trient transport has been evaluated, yielding a correlation index r=0.9050, statistica
significative (p<0.05). The relationship with the simulated values reflects, however,
lower correlation index (r=0.5031). The correlation index is bad enough, taking in
account the pulling effect of the result for station 14. However, despite this small correl
tion trend, measured and simulated carbon fixation rates (Table 10.1) show a reason
agreement, regarding the number of mechanisms (both, physical and biological) involv
at the different levels of the water column, and the oversimplification which results fro
any modeling exercise.

The small number of values provided this study do not allow to show a close r
lationship between phytoplankton carbon fixation and nitrogen upwelling. In any cas
the methodological approach that has been developed for this study will enable a fut
insight in order to finally evaluate the strength of such relationship.

Experimental and theoretical evidences address further studies towards the relat
ship between turbulent mixing and phytoplankton growth in order to quantify first, th
coupling between carbon and nutrient vertical fluxes and, second, the control of phy
plankton growth and blooming events by strictly hydrodynamical conditions.
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FINAL DISCUSSION
AND

CONCLUSIONS

Physical processes occurring in the ocean cover extremely wide spatial and tem
ral ranges, but the effect of each one of the physical environmental processes ove
phytoplankton dynamics depends somehow on their characteristic temporal and s
scales.

At this stage the spatio-temporal evolution of a single particle of fluid can not
yet fully determined by the driving equations, mainly because of their chaotic compon
behaviour. However, under the circumstances defined by the classic work by Kolmog
in 1941, the fundamental characteristics of the so-calledsmall-scale turbulence(SST)
can be statistically but also rigorously determined, so far. Therefore, one may expe
achieve a statistically evidence of the effect ofSSTover the most sensitive elements of th
pelagic ecosystem.

However, the overall effect ofSST over the spatio-temporal phytoplankton dynam
ics can not be studied with a single experimental approach, or by just a single theore
scheme. Usually, every processes, determined by its characteristic spatial and tem
scales, require a different methodology. For instance,SST is the main physical processes
responsible for the mixing mechanism in the ocean. But at the same time,SSTalso plays
a fundamental role by modifying the fluxes of matter around the small planktonic org
isms. Both play an effective role over the marine or freshwater ecosystems, but eac
require a different approach in order to quantitatively evaluate their relative contribu
or effect.

In nature many different physical environmental processes may occur at the s
time and in the same area, although their relative contribution may vary from time
time, and place to place. Indeed, it should be possible to identify the spectral signa
of the most relevant physical environmental conditions. However, we are still far fr
having a full picture of just the most important aspects ofSST that may play a role over
the phytoplankton dynamics.

In consequence, the study of phytoplankton dynamics in natural condition can no
disregarded from the study of the most relevant physical environmental processes; a
them,SST exerts a very strong influence. As it has been shown in the previous chap
SST plays an essential role in the productivity of aquatic ecosystems. Its influenc
specially evident at lowest trophic levels as a typicalbottom-upeffect; this is, by driving
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the vertical upwelling of nutrients from the deeper layers. In terms of mixingSST can
be also identified as the responsible mechanism which drives the spatial re-distribution
the phytoplankton patches, as well.

On the other sideSSTplays also an important role by affecting the transport of matte
within the fluidDiffusive Boundary Layers(DBLs) around every single phytoplanktonic
organism. Indeed, a big attention has been devoted to this issue during the last years.
is mainly because at such small scale we are mainly dealing only with molecular diffusi
transport, thus leaving aside the direct effect of turbulent phenomena. Such circumstan
allow us to simplify relatively our analysis for small water parcels. Thus, turbulence
not directly affecting mass transport within DBLs but just indirectly; this is, by modifying
the concentrations gradients around the organisms.

The biological model developed in this thesis provides two fundamental advance
First, uncoupling nutrient uptake from the photosynthetical process (by means of t
Droop’s formulation) makes nutrient uptake to react during short periods of time ind
pendently from sun irradiance. For instance, the model successfully reproduce the
nutrient uptake rates around sunrise time. On the other hand, nutrient uptake is abl
quickly react against sudden changes of the external nutrient concentration. The accu
lation of N and C inside of the organism in terms of functionally isolated pools represen
a very useful modeling advance. This is because these internal pools behave like sh
absorbers against the intrinsic environmental variability. They damp or smooth the va
ability of the different independent resource inputs (N, C) and irradiance, thus providin
more constant fluxes to the rigid metabolic synthesis requirements. Secondly, unc
pling photosynthesis (or carbon fixation) from the synthesis of biomass makes possible
maintain synthesis of biomass during night time.

Additionally, the experimental and empirical evidences about the impact of nutrie
limitation on phytoplankton growth suggest that such limiting effect is not generally ex
erted over the whole autotrophic metabolism, but just on the final synthesis of bioma
It has been demonstrated the nutrient limitation does not significatively affect the pho
synthetical process, unless very strong limitating condition occurs. Such a behaviour
been also successfully reproduced by the formulations presented in this thesis.

Increasing the time resolution of the biological key-processes explicitly considere
in our model (this is, not just decreasing the simulation time step) was a necessary co
tion in this thesis in order to be able to reproduce the effect ofSSTover the phytoplankton
dynamics. In this respect, the adimensional numberT�

B provides a useful analysis tool for
the relationship between the physical environmental factors and the relevant biologi
processes related with phytoplankton productivity in the water column.

On the other hand, carbon has not been regarded as a potential limiting resou
in the biological model described in Chapter 6, although carbon limitation has been
troduced as a key hypothesis in the small-scale mass transport within DBLs (Chapter
and 9). On the contrary, it has been fundamentally stressed the limiting role dissolv
nutrients. Indeed, the model accounts for thestate-of-the-artin oceanography for both
the modeling of phytoplankton biology and the most relevant vertical physical process
but most of the formulations published up to now (ours included) do not reflect yet som
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fundamental exchange fluxes between the ocean and the atmosphere.
The parameterizations used in this thesis dealt well with a wide range of stab

ity conditions of the water column, from summer stratification to strong mixing cond
tions. Nevertheless, the turbulent diffusion coefficients in the uppermost layer (�2–3
meters) often can not be calculated due to the difficulties introduced by wave moveme
Such limitation does not represent a big constraint or introduce a strong influence in
simulations, but it could introduce a significative uncertainty source when consider
atmosphere-ocean exchanges (e.g., atmospheric deposition, etc.).

The model takes into account stratification and turbulent diffusivity. About the bio
logical processes, the model takes into account the effect of photoinhibition and temp
ture and nutrient limitation. The physical processes like nutrient upwelling and stratific
tion are finely reproduced in the model.

Finally, we must point out that the physical and biological parameters take the valu
measured from the literature for two reasons. Both, modeling and numerical simulati
require a big effort in terms of development and computer skills. This thesis was plann
mainly as a synthetical approach to the combined physical-biological modeling of ph
toplankton dynamics. Therefore, experimental work felled initially beyond the scope
this study. The second reason is that open ocean research often lacks of the logis
benefits of proximity to the coast, which reverts on the benefits of a larger body inform
tion available. In addition, it is often difficult to cope with all the physical and biologica
parameters necessary for the calibration of the present model for the same locatio
even for the same cruise. Then, modeling in oceanography may not be just a useful
successful approach, but sometimes a necessary one.

The physical-biological model presented in this thesis may be useful in field wo
to asses whether the measured profiles at single stations are representative of tran
states, or the observed physical-biological conditions have nearly reached a steady s
This may be investigated further by running the model with the measured profiles, a
observing their evolution in time.

Finally, this model may provide the researcher, or the environmental manager, w
forecastings on different setup hypothesis.
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A. DATASET AND FORCING TIME SERIES

in this thesis we have worked with a subset of the open ocean data of FRONTS-
cruise, carried out the in October-November 1992. Most of the oceanographic data
trients, chlorophyll, etc.) are reported inDatos Informativos, number 27, by Maśo &
Grupo Varimed (1995). We choose FRONTS-1992 cruise for two main reasons.
cause we find different stability conditions during a short period in a small area: w
stratified conditions (stations 14 and 61; Figures 10.2.2 and 10.2.2), transient stag
conditions (station 76; Figure 10.2.2) and onset breaking conditions (stations 45 an
Figures 10.2.2 and 10.2.2). The second reason is availability.

The stations considered here are shown in Table 7.1. All stations are located
tween Barcelona and Mallorca (Balearic islands), in the Northwestern Mediterranean
(Figure 10.1); there are two main areas defined by stations 14, 61 and 76 (site A), an
65 and 86 (site B). The position of the vessel was not constant. It drifted some mile
every station. Consequently, there are slight differences in T-S diagrams (Figures A
A.6).

We may assume that in all these stations there is no direct coastal influence, like
outflow or coastal runoff, which is a necessary condition for assuming horizontal ho
geneity. On the other hand, we also assume no influence of the bottom. However, we
not completely neglect the possible influence of southwards currents along the contin
shelf, although they mainly occur at deeper layers than what we are considering in
study (Margalef & Estrada, 1987).

A.1 Temperature, Salinity and Density

Temperature is a forcing function for the biological model (Figures A.7 to A.12).
directly influences metabolic processes according to theQ10 factor. Temperature profiles
come from CTD casts. Temperature and salinity are used for computing density pro
according to the equation of state (Millero & Poison, 1981). Stability conditions of t
water column derived from density profiles will be further used for computing turbul
diffusion fluxes. Salinity is not used anywhere else in the calculations.
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Station Obs Date Time GMT Situation Max Depth
14.1 B 18/10/92 6:11 40 40.5 N 2 49.9 E 2000m
14.2 18/10/92 10:00 40 41.1 N 2 49.7 E 2002m
14.3 18/10/92 14:00 40 41.7 N 2 50.1 E 2004m
14.4 18/10/92 18:17 40 40.6 N 2 50.5 E 2015m
14.5 18/10/92 21:32 40 40.6 N 2 52.2 E 2058m
45.1 B 22/10/92 4:52 40 56.5 N 2 34.4 E 1700m
45.2 22/10/92 9:57 40 56.3 N 2 33.3 E 1680m
45.3 22/10/92 15:00 40 54.9 N 2 35.4 E 1745m
61.1 B 26/10/92 5:48 40 40.5 N 2 50.1 E 2000m
61.2 26/10/92 8:54 40 40.4 N 2 50.1 E 2020m
61.3 26/10/92 11:49 40 39.8 N 2 52.4 E 2240m
61.4 26/10/92 14:50 40 40.3 N 2 50.3 E 2020m
65.1 B 27/10/92 4:56 40 56.0 N 2 34.6 E 1700m
65.2 27/10/92 7:37 40 55.7 N 2 33.5 E 1700m
65.3 27/10/92 11:08 40 56.4 N 2 33.7 E 1680m
65.4 27/10/92 13:33 40 40.5 N 2 50.1 E 1698m
65.5 * 27/10/92 15:49 40 56.6 N 2 34.3 E 1684m
65.6 * 27/10/92 18:00 40 58.0 N 2 34.4 E 1647m
65.7 * 27/10/92 21:33 40 55.8 N 2 34.3 E 1705m
65.8 ** 28/10/92 0:16 40 40.5 N 2 50.1 E 1711m
76.1 B 29/10/92 9:39 40 40.1 N 2 50.9 E 2038m
76.2 29/10/92 14:15 40 40.5 N 2 51.0 E 2026m
76.3 29/10/92 16:55 40 39.2 N 2 52.4 E 2293m
86.1 B 30/10/92 6:29 40 56.4 N 2 34.3 E 1690 m
86.2 30/10/92 9:35 40 56.5 N 2 34.5 E 1689 m
86.3 30/10/92 11:23 40 56.6 N 2 34.8 E 1690 m
86.4 30/10/92 15:12 40 55.5 N 2 31.6 E 1717 m

b. A.1:Stations considered in the present study belonging to FRONTS-1992 cruise. * Indica
malfunction in the salinity sensor. ** Not available. B, Biological stations with availabl
chlorophylla, nitrate, irradiance and additional measurements.
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Station Chl a
14 22.93
45 19.06
61 19.44
65 19.12
76 17.12
86 25.22

Tab. A.2:Vertically integrated Chlorophylla
in mg Chl a�m�2, linearly interpo-
lated from discrete measurements.

Station NO�

3
14 236.875
45 92.70
61 251.905
65 238.07
76 269.83
86 177.18

Tab. A.3:Vertically integrated values of ni-
trate in mg-at N�m�2, linearly in-
terpolated from discrete measure-
ments.

A.2 Chlorophylla

Chlorophyll a, measured by a standard method from water samples (Yentsch & M
zel, 1963), is only available for the first profiles in each station (Figuers A.13 to A.1
Chlorophylla is often considered as a direct estimation of phytoplankton biomass, des
of the relatively high variability of theChl

CB
ratio that is used as a conversion factor (sectio

6.2.2). Chlorophyll is linearly interpolated every meter before entering the model (c
verted to carbon units) as initial conditions profiles. It is also directly used for calculat
the vertical attenuation of light due to phytoplankton (Seesection A.4).

The total chlorophylla from 0 to 100 m, that we take as a raw estimation of the ph
toplankton biomass, indicate different growth conditions. We observe that in similar l
stability conditions (stations 45 and 86) station 45 shows a definitely lower biomass t
in station 86. Station 86 was sampled one week later nearly at the same site. Stratific
is thus not the unique factor which promotes phytoplankton growth.

A.3 Nitrate

Nitrate is the only limiting nutrient resource considered in this model. It is also samp
at discrete depths during the oceanographic campaigns.

Like chlorophylla, nitrate is linearly interpolated every meter in order to properl
deliver the initial conditions file for the numerical simulation.

A.4 Irradiance

Bio-optical models need the vertical light profiles for estimating the carbon fixation rate
the water column. To this purpose, the underwater light field can be measured or estim
by different parameterizations. Hourly irradiance time series during the sampling day
shown in Figure A.25.
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A.4.1 Calibration of the Underwater Light Field

The characteristics of the underwater light field are usually different for oceanic a
coastal waters, as well as for inland waters. In the figures A.26 and A.27 we obse
how PAR is attenuated in depth. In these plots we also realize that it is not possible to
a good estimation using a simple exponential function. The profiles can be improved
adding an additional attenuation term for chlorophyllKPH = kc+[chl] (in mg Chla�m�3)
to the previous function, and anon-phytoplanktonicattenuation termknp (seeequation
5.8). We take the apparent chlorophyll absorption coefficient askc = 0:016, in m2�mg Chl
a�1. We observe the highestknp values near the surface except of station 14.

Riley (1956) introduced another direct estimation of the underwater light profile
also including the chlorophyll attenuationKD = 0:04+ 0:0088� [Chl] + 0:054� [Chl]2=3,
where[Chl] is the chlorophylla concentration in mg Chla�m�3, at each depth. We re-
jected the later because it does not properly fit to our data.

A.5 Turbulent Diffusion Coefficients

Our main concern in this thesis is to achieve a careful estimation of the stability conditi
of the water column. The density profiles computed upon CTD data is then used
estimating the vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients profiles; they have been compu
according to equation (3.25). Results plotted in Figures 10.2.2 to 10.2.2, are smoo
using a Savitzky-Golay filter (nL = 4, nR = 4, M = 4; Presset al., 1992).

A.6 Dataset (Plots)

[Next pages.]
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Fig. A.1: T-S diagram at Station 14.
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Fig. A.2: T-S diagram at Station 61.
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Fig. A.3: T-S diagram at Station 76.
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Fig. A.4: T-S diagram at Station 45.
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Fig. A.5: T-S diagram at Station 65.
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Fig. A.6: T-S diagram at Station 86.
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Fig. A.7: Temperature at Station 14.
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Fig. A.8: Temperature at Station 61.
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Fig. A.9: Temperature at Station 76.
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Fig. A.10: Temperature at Station 45.
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Fig. A.11: Temperature at Station 65.
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Fig. A.12: Temperature at Station 86.
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Fig. A.13: Chlorophylla at Station 14.1.
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Fig. A.14: Chlorophylla at Station 61.1.
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Fig. A.15: Chlorophylla at Station 76.1.
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Fig. A.16: Chlorophylla at Station 45.1.
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Fig. A.17: Chlorophylla at Station 65.1.
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Fig. A.18: Chlorophylla at Station 86.1.
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Fig. A.19: Nitrate at Station 14.1.
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Fig. A.20: Nitrate at Station 61.1.
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Fig. A.21: Nitrate at Station 76.1.
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Fig. A.22: Nitrate at Station 45.1.
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Fig. A.23: Nitrate at Station 65.1.
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Fig. A.24: Nitrate at Station 86.1.
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Fig. A.25:On boardhourly irradiance measurements for the six considered sampling statio
Dates are, respectively, 18/10/1992, 22/10/1992, 26/10/1992, 27/10/1992, 29/10/1
and 30/10/1992, for stations 14, 45, 61, 65, 76 and 86.
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Fig. A.26:The plots show the measured PAR profiles (400-700 nm) in logarithmic scale at
biological stations 14, 45 and 61, of FRONTS’92 Cruise. At the right hand side of ea
graphic are plotted the estimated vertical attenuation profiles due to phytoplankto
chlorophyllKPH (triangles), andknp (circles) are the fittednon-phytoplanktonicatten-
uation coefficients. From 70 to 100 meters (no measures) the light field was estima
with the attenuation coefficients of 70 meters.146
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Fig. A.27: (cont.); stations 66, 76 and 86.
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B. PARAMETER VALUES

Symbol Value Units

kc 0.015 m2 mg Chla�1

Chl
CB

0.04 mg Chla mg C�1

Vmax10 0.000348 mg-at N m�3 s�1

KM 0.17 mg-at N m�3�
N
C

�
min 0.000628 mg-at N mg C�1

αB – mg C mg Chl a�1 m�3 s�1

µEinstein m�2 s�1 seepage 84

βB – mg C mg Chl a�1 m�3 s�1

µEinstein m�2 s�1 seepage 84

PB
max10 – mg C mg Chla�1 s�1 seepage 84
Q10 2.3 adim.
µ10 1.6 10�5 s�1

rA 0.08 adim.
rR10 1 10�9 s�1

m 1 10�6 s�1

Tab. B.1:Parameter Values of the Biological Model.Seechapter 6 for a description of the param-
eters.
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C. VERTICAL ATTENUATION VALUES OF CHLOROPHYLLA, KC

(FROMSHANZ et al., 1997); [NEXT PAGE]



Used Symbol Value Author

kc 0.020–0.060 Riley, 1960
ε 0.0184 Aruga & Ichimura, 1968
Ks 0.01–0.02 Talling, 1970
Ks 0.01–0.02 Megard, 1972
a�ph 0.0138 Lorenzen, 1972
Kc 0.016 Bannister, 1974a
εs 0.012–0.016 Ganf, 1974
K1 0.0415 Tyler, 1975
εs 0.006 Berman, 1976
εs 0.011 Jewson, 1976
Ks 0.0086 Bindloss, 1976
η 0.0043–0.0142 Kirk, 1976

a�ph 0.020–0.060 Morel & Prieur, 1977
kc 0.029 Tilzer, 1978
kc 0.016� 0.003 Simth & Baker, 1978a
kc 0.014 Simth & Baker, 1978b
εc 0.009–0.038 Megardet al., 1979
kc 0.005–0.021 Atlas & Bannister, 1980
a�c 0.018–0.077 Prieur & Sathyendranath, 1981
kc 0.0118–0.0166 Tilzer, 1983
kc 0.0113–0.0166 Dubinskyet al., 1984
Kc 0.022–0.037 Schanz, 1985
kc 0.0038–0.021 Dubinskyet al., 1986
k�j 0.0061–0.0195 Weidemann & Bannister, 1986
kc 0.022–0.050 Kishinoet al., 1986
kc 0.0035–0.014 Osborne & Raven, 1986
kc 0.012–0.026 Schanz, 1986
aph 0.011–0.023 Maske & Haardt, 1987
kc 0.0091–0.0422 Wymanet al., 1987
a�ph 0.017–0.022 Bricaud & Stramski, 1990
ab� 0.015–0.075 Agust́ı, 1991
a�ph 0.03–0.1 Hoepffner & Sathyendranath, 1992
a�ph 0.0206 Babinet al., 1993

Tab. C.1:Vertical attenuation values of chlorophylla. Values in m2�mg Chla�1 .
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D. DEDUCTION OF GENERALQUANTUM YIELDEQUATIONS

We begin with the equation (5.15)

φ =
PB

kc �Ed(z)

where thequantum yieldφ is defined in mg C�Einstein�1.
We substitutePB by the equation (5.2)

φ =
PB

max

kc �Ed

 
1�e

�

αB
�Ed

PB
max

!
�

�
e
�

β�Ed
PB
max

�

and multiply the right hand term byφmax=φmax, and rearrange theφmax from the numerator
to the left hand term

φ
φmax

=
PB

max

φmax�kc �Ed

 
1�e

�

αB
�Ed

PB
max

!
�

�
e
�

β�Ed
PB
max

�
(D.1)

Taking

φmax=
αB

kc
(D.2)

Ek =
PB

max

αB (D.3)

By substitutingφmax from the right hand term andαB into D.1, and rearranging, we get

φ
φmax

=
Ek

Ed

�
1�e

�

Ed
Ek

�
�

�
e
�

β�I
PB
max

�

After movingφmax to the right, the yielding equation reads

φ = φmax�
Ek

Ed

�
1�e

�

Ed
Ek

�
�

�
e
�

β�I
PB
max

�
(D.4)
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